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Management Summary
Introduction
This is a masters thesis performed as the final project of the master Innovation Management
at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). The thesis is a case study of a business
related problem related to innovation strategy definition.
Innovation is becoming increasingly important in business in order to survive as a company.
This is because of the changing environment business is situated in. The environment is
getting more complex and dynamic (Clark & Wheelwright, 1993; Jayanthi and Sinha, 1998;
Burgelman et al., 2004; Hage and Meeus, 2006; Khazanchi et al., 2007). One of the drivers
to innovation is new and existing technology. In order to guide the development of new and
existing technologies an innovation strategy should be defined and considered together with
business strategy. Considering and making decisions around these two strategies in order to
improve innovation is called strategic innovation decision-making.
This thesis focused on the innovation strategy definition part and contributes to the
understanding of how the process around this decision-making should be designed and what
content should be considered to support these decisions. Topics that were found to be
important in scientific literature were the domain to be considered (for example, the extent to
which innovative versus mature technologies or short term versus long term strategic
objectives are considered in decision-making), how to prioritize among investments and how
to decide on different investment activities.
Business context
The project was conducted at the Healthcare Sector of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V.
and the Healthcare related programs (Healthcare and Technology) of Philips Research (PR).
The research organization of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. Philips Healthcare (PH)
consist of Business Units (BUs), Care Cycles (CCs) which are the horizontal layers of the
organization and the CTO Office. The CTO Office, as a staff function, should support Philips
Healthcare’ aim to ‘remove boundaries in healthcare through innovative and affordable
technological solutions’ (Philips annual report, 2008). The Philips Research programs are
divided in accounts.
At PH and PR a process was designed with the goal to align research activities with PH.
This process is called process-0 but in this thesis, to clarify the relationship with scientific
literature this process is called the research innovation strategy (RIS) process. Not all
development activities are considered in this process, only the ones related to research
investments. Development activities are situated in the PH BUs and can be divided into
advanced development (AD) and development (D) activities. AD activities are closest to
research. D activities already have a proven technology or function that is going to be
developed. These ‘proven technologies’ are beyond the scope of this thesis. The decisions
made in the RIS process related to the advanced development activities should concern the
research needed to support advanced development activities and how a certain ambition
here should be achieved (via internal or external research). In the RIS process a tool is
present that should balance the input from business and RIS strategy, in order to guide
Philips to make the right bets about research investments. This tool is called the Technology
Profile (TP). The RIS process can be divided into three phases; strategy definition, strategy
deployment and portfolio definition. The TPs are situated in the RIS definition phase. The
thesis main goal is to evaluate and improve the TPs. For this reason the main focus was on
the RIS process definition phase.
General Research Question
The theoretical gap that this thesis tried to fill is how to content-wise and process-wise
balance the topics in strategic innovation decision-making by combining knowledge on
innovation strategy and business strategy in order to support innovation strategy definition.
The practical relevance of this thesis is to support strategic innovation definition decision-
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making with a tool that balances the input from business and innovation strategy, in order to
guide Philips to make the right bets about research investments. This implies that the value
of the TP as a tool to support this was investigated. From the theoretical gap together with
the practical relevance the general research question was defined.
General Research Question (GRQ):
How to improve the research innovation strategy process related to the positioning of the TP
in this process, having the goal to align innovation strategy with business strategy to support
strategic innovation decision making, given the organizational context, and what should then
be the content of the TP, how to organize the process of contributing to and using the TP,
and how to create buy-in for contributing to and using the TP?
This question was divided into four sub questions each answering part of the GRQ. After
answering all these four sub questions, the GRQ could also be answered. Furthermore two
objectives were defined. A business objective (BO) was constructed to safeguard the
practical relevance of thesis and the scientific objective (SO) should lead to filling the
theoretical gap.
Methodology
In the beginning of 2008 the RIS process was redesigned. This recently designed process
has therefore already been in use for a more than a year. In this thesis the intended RIS
process design and its relation with the business strategy process was described first. How
the RIS process (and thus the TP) should be used according to Philips was identified. This
was done through informal meetings and reading documentation.
Subsequently, the current use of the RIS process and its actual relationship with the
business strategy process was determined. This was done via in-depth interviews and
considering archival records. The TP and the RIS process definition phase are intended to
be used by various employees (research, BU and CC employees) in various ways
(contributing to the content and using the content in strategic research innovation decisionmaking) in various business contexts (in the business and RIS process) within PH and PR. A
selection of these people were interviewed to determine the current use of the RIS process.
The data was analyzed using codification of interview data and archival records.
Next, the intended design and current use were compared and it was analyzed why the RIS
process and TP were not used, or not used as intended. This analysis was also
benchmarked against scientific literature which helped to explain why it was not used (as
intended) and to identify what should be done to solve the most important related problems
and causes in this respect.
Lastly, taking the analysis and scientific literature into account, improvements were proposed
to improve the RIS process definition phase and its relation with the business strategy
process. More specific topics to improve the TPs were also proposed. The RIS process
improvements, which are not specifically related to the TP, also contribute to enhancing the
TP. Scientific literature provided key notions and insights to identify certain improvement
directions. To refine and validate improvements another selection of people (both intended
and not intended to be involved in the RIS process and TP) was asked to give feedback in
discussions.
Analysis
It was found that the RIS process adds value. In the past PR tried to come up with ideas
having less structure, sometimes without a mandate from a BU stating the product or
technology required. An often mentioned comment was that the RIS process now helps
here. In addition, many BUs thought there is a great deal of knowledge about technologies
available at PR that does not yet currently exist in the market. Another often heard comment
was that these could be identified via the RIS process.
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Although the process thus certainly has added value, there were also a lot of remarks. In
general the intention and consequences of the process were not evident. This can be traced
to three important causes. The RIS process was sometimes perceived as having a low
effectiveness resulting in doubts about whether it effectively facilitates research investment
decision-making. Additionally, the intention of the RIS process was sometimes not evident
and led to different perceptions of how the RIS process is positioned and opinions or beliefs
about how it should be used. The relation with business strategy was usually not clear either;
the contribution of the RIS process towards the business strategy and the translation of
business strategy to the RIS were usually not apparent to the people involved.
The fact of the intention and consequences not being evident resulted in different
perceptions and beliefs about how the RIS process should be deployed and used. Together
with other identified causes this led to different content treated and to different stakeholder
involvement in the RIS process. The latter two were also mutually influential because when
the domain was perceived differently other people were found to be involved.
The different stakeholder involvement, different content treated and also other causes
deriving from the intention and consequences not being evident led to the problem that the
RIS process was not being used as intended or was not used all.
When the RIS process was not used as intended, process outcomes differed in quality,
business strategy was not always translated properly to the RIS and bottom-up technology
discussions were usually not sufficiently facilitated by the RIS process. When the RIS
process was not used at all, decisions about BU investments in PR were made in another
BU-specific way.
In general it was agreed that the TP is useful, not too laborious and leads to higher quality
outcomes of the process. It was found to be important to facilitate involving the appropriate
stakeholders and ensure and align treating the right content domains. The value lies in the
discussion about the TP. The TP template and its positioning should not be disposed of, and
replaced by something else, but be improved on.
Improvements
The problems and causes in the analysis were addressed by a variety of improvements
ranging from designed improvements to improvement direction explanations. Six important
improvements were identified based upon the analysis, scientific literature and the use of
logic reasoning. Five of them are general RIS process definition phase related
improvements. These improvements affect the TPs, as these are situated in the RIS process
definition phase. One improvement, redesigning the TP templates, is obviously specifically
related to the TPs.
The most important RIS process definition phase improvement activity to be done is
synchronizing the business strategy process with the RIS process. To achieve
synchronization three important activities can be identified. Firstly, elements of the RIS
process should be presented as part of the business strategy process to create buy-in to do
certain activities because it was found that the BUs strictly follow the business strategy
process. In the business strategy process RIS process actions for the BUs should be stated.
The RIS process should be kept intact but not made (that) visible to the BUs. Secondly, the
process of translating the business strategy to RIS should be improved. Thirdly, the RIS
bottom-up input to technology discussions should be improved. Taking into account the latter
two activities, a new RIS process definition phase was designed. This design also includes
an improved positioning of the TP.
The second important improvement activity to be done is facilitating the involvement of the
appropriate stakeholders. The involvement in contributing to and using the process (and thus
the TP) and the involvement to facilitate the process being used are elaborated on.
This was done relative to the new, improved RIS process definition phase design.
Also the effectiveness of the RIS process should be improved. Because of the fact that the
insight among BGs, BUs and PR in each other was often lacking it was not grasped how the
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RIS process could work effectively without sufficient insights. Various improvement
directions are given which should enhance these insights. Besides this also another
improvement direction to improving effectiveness is given.
Another identified improvement activity is clarifying the RIS process intention. It is important
that the intention of the RIS process and TP is clear in order to let everybody use it in the
same way and ensure qualitative outcomes. People understood that decisions surrounding
research investments had to be taken, but there was no complete clarity of how the process
and TP intended to facilitate this.
Finally, an important RIS process definition phase improvement activity is aligning the
content domain treated in the RIS process. The intention and consequences not being
evident and the appropriate stakeholders not being involved were analyzed to be the major
causes for the different content domains used. Implementing the improvements mentioned
previously is expected to solve these causes almost entirely. One other major improvement
direction, regarding ensuring alignment of the content domains used, was identified. This is
the development of a ‘feedback on the use’ process.
As mentioned, the proposed improvements related to the RIS process definition phase affect
the TPs. In the new designed RIS process definition phase it is proposed that two versions
of the TP should be used; the ‘Technology options TP’ and the ‘Strategy TP’. The
Technology options TP is a newly introduced concept. The formal TP (as it is named in the
intended RIS process) is transformed and refined to what is now called the ‘Strategy TP’.
The Technology options TP should be used as a tool in a newly defined meeting. This
meeting should try to give input into the bottom-up discussions in the BUs before business
strategy definition starts. The TP should be used in a technology push way here; starting
with (new) available technology areas and subsequently evaluating if there is market need.
The Strategy TP should be used after business strategy has been approved for transferring
the BU strategy to the RIS. This should happen in a market pull way following the defined
customer demands in the business strategy.
Due to TPs position in the RIS process being changed but also due to the fact that the TP
was not always sufficiently guiding decision-making an important improvement activity was
that the TP templates should be redesigned. The TPs should guide discussions following the
relevant themes. Therefore columns were added, removed or changed in the TP templates.
Improvement directions to the TP guidance were also elaborated on. This should help
improve the intention and consequences being clear to the contributors and users.
The proposed improvements are expected to lead to the RIS process and TPs being used
as intended (in the improved design). Using the RIS process and TPs as intended will
probably lead to structurally high outcomes, the RIS being defined following business
strategy and the RIS process facilitating bottom-up technology discussions. No real test has
been conducted to check the proposed improvements; validation was done via discussions
with people within Philips. The improvements appear to be valuable, also from the scientific
literature perspective and via logical reasoning. Philips is advised to implement these
changes. A change plan is presented explaining how stakeholders should be involved in
designing improvements and in implementation. An approach to reversing possible
resistance is also explained.
Conclusions
The analysis and the subsequent proposed improvements answer the GRQ and fulfill the
business and the scientific objective. This implies that the project has fulfilled its aim.
The TPs are now expected to be positioned appropriately in the RIS process and should
better support the strategic innovation decision-making, taking into account the goal of
aligning business strategy with innovation strategy. Furthermore, the involvement of the
appropriate stakeholders in the TPs is expected to be facilitated now. In addition, the content
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of the TP is improved taking into account its guiding role in strategic innovation decisionmaking and taken into consideration that the TP has to be filled out in a market pull or
technology push approach. Finally, the proposed improvements together contribute to
ensuring sufficient buy-in to use the RIS process as intended in the new design.
Research innovation strategy processes are not an established field in scientific literature.
The thesis main contribution to science lies in the insights on how to design process that
guides research investment decision-making, also aligning these investments with business
strategy directions. One of these insights is that the thesis gives insight in how the power
game between advanced development and research can be made more transparent by
involving the appropriate stakeholders. This helps to decrease the probability that these
power games adversely affect research investment decision-making. Another contribution is
a recommendation about how BU research investment decisions should be integrated into
the business and innovation strategy processes to increase the quality of research
investment decisions when having a central research organization. Furthermore, the
research innovation strategy process should not be fixed but open for new inputs. However,
it should still be obvious why a certain decision is made. Last, involving the appropriate
stakeholders in the process was perceived as more important than treating the appropriate
topics.
An important limitation of this thesis is that the internal validity of the analysis was somewhat
harmed due to the fact that not all BUs within Philips were involved. The underlying reasons
were the limited time scale and the fact that not all BUs wanted to be involved.
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1. Introduction
Innovation is becoming increasingly important in business in order to survive as a company. This
is because of the changing environment business is situated in. The environment is getting more
and more complex and dynamic (Clark & Wheelwright, 1993; Jayanthi and Sinha, 1998;
Burgelman et al., 2004; Hage and Meeus, 2006; Khazanchi et al., 2007) which forces companies
to ensure continuous innovation. One of the drivers to innovation is new and existing technology.
Technology is developed by researchers. In order to guide research, an innovation strategy should
be defined and considered together with business strategy. Considering and making decisions
around these two strategies in order to improve innovation is called strategic innovation decisionmaking. A lot of decisions can be made related to this theme. Several tools, incentives or
information systems can be used in order to facilitate this decision-making process. These tools
should be positioned to mutually fit and support. This is very important in order to align the two
strategies with each other. The theoretical gap that this study focuses on is about how to contentwise and process-wise balance the topics in strategic innovation decision-making by combining
knowledge on innovation strategy and business strategy in order to support innovation strategy
definition.
Case: Philips Healthcare and Philips Research
At Philips Healthcare (PH) and Philip Research (PR) a research innovation strategy (RIS) process
was designed with the goal of aligning research activities with PH. These research activities mainly
relate to technological innovation directions. The decisions made in the RIS process related to PH
development activities should be about the research needed to support these activities and how a
certain ambition here should be achieved (via internal or external research). These development
activities are situated in the PH BUs and can be divided into advanced development (AD) and
development (D) activities. AD activities are closest to research. D activities already have a proven
technology or function that is going to be developed. These ‘proven technologies’ are out of the
scope of this thesis and are not considered in the RIS process.
In the RIS process a tool was introduced in order to facilitate part of the strategic innovation
decision-making. This tool is called the Technology Profile (TP). The purpose of the tool is to
balance the input from business strategy and RIS, in order to guide Philips to make the right bets
about research investments. The TP supports strategic innovation decision making about
technology areas in Healthcare where Philips wants to innovate, compete, follow competition or
not invest at all. The sort of decision-making that should be supported with the TP is about
continuation of research, growth, initiation, partnering, spinning-in, reducing or ceasing research
activities; and related priority setting about what is really important.
The RIS process can be divided into three phases; strategy definition, strategy deployment and
portfolio definition. The TPs are situated in the RIS definition phase. The thesis main goal is to
evaluate and improve the TPs and because of this the main focus was on the RIS process
definition phase.
The goal of the thesis is bipartite. At an academic level, the thesis will try to advance the state-ofthe-art of the scientific literature on strategic innovation decision-making. At a practical level, the
goal is to evaluate a strategic research innovation decision-making supporting tool (the TP) and
from here give a redesign which will better facilitate making the right bets in strategic innovation
decision-making. The TP should be well positioned in the RIS process keeping in mind aligning the
business strategy process with the RIS process, the process of contributing to and using the TP
should be well designed and the content suited to its goal. Finally, the TP and RIS process should
have sufficient buy-in (commitment to achieve a shared goal) in the organization to be successful
in its supportive role.
The report is structured as follows, chapter 2 starts by with presenting and explaining the general
research question and the research questions. This chapter also presents and elaborates on the
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business objective to Philips and the scientific objective of the thesis. In chapter 3 the theoretical
background around the theme of strategic innovation decision-making is treated. Chapter 4
elaborates on the business context in which this thesis is executed. Chapter 5 describes the
methodology that was used to perform this thesis. Chapter 6 describes the intended RIS process
design and its relation with the business strategy process. It describes how the RIS process is
intended to be used. Chapter 7 elaborates on the current use of the RIS process and the actual
relationship between the RIS process and the business strategy process. Chapter 8 compares the
intended design with its current use. It analyzes why the RIS process was not used or not used as
intended. The most important related problems and causes to be solved are identified. In chapter
9, considering scientific literature and the analysis done in Chapter 8, improvements are proposed
to enhance the RIS process definition phase and its relation with the business strategy process.
Also more specific improvements are proposed to improve the TPs. Lastly, chapter 10 elaborates
on the fulfillment of the research questions and objectives, discusses future research options and
states the limitations regarding the study.
Within Philips the RIS process is called process-0 but in this thesis, to clarify the relationship with
scientific literature, this process is called the research innovation strategy (RIS) process.

2

2. Theoretical framework
This chapter presents and explains the general research question and the research questions
(2.1). It also elaborates on the business objective to Philips and the scientific objective of the
thesis (2.2).

2.1 Research Questions
The thesis’ general research question is based upon a theoretical gap and should because of the
design-oriented focus of the thesis (more about this in chapter 5), be practically relevant. The
theoretical gap of this study is that this study focuses on how to content-wise and process-wise
balance the topics in strategic innovation decision-making by combining knowledge on innovation
strategy and business strategy in order to support innovation strategy definition. This will be further
explained in chapter three. The practical relevance of this thesis is to support strategic innovation
definition decision-making with a tool that balances the input from business and innovation
strategy, in order to guide Philips to make the right bets about research investments. In addition it
gives recommendations to establish sufficient buy-in and involve employees in the right way, in
contributing to and using the tool. The general research question can be defined from the
theoretical gap together with the practical relevance.
General Research Question (GRQ):
How to improve the research innovation strategy process related to the positioning of the TP in this
process, having the goal to align innovation strategy with business strategy to support strategic
innovation decision making, given the organizational context, and what should then be the content
of the TP, how to organize the process of contributing to and using the TP, and how to create buyin for contributing to and using the TP?
The General Research Questions can be divided into four Research Questions.
Research Question 1 (RQ1):
How to improve the research innovation strategy process related to the positioning of the TP in this
process, having the goal to align innovation strategy with business strategy?
Context for Research Questions 2, 3 and 4:
For supporting strategic innovation decision making, combining knowledge on innovation and
business strategy, given the organizational context:
Research Question 2 (RQ2):
Considering the designed process, current use of the process and scientific literature; how to
organize and improve the process of contributing to and using the TP?
Research Question 3 (RQ3):
Considering the designed TP template, current use of the template and scientific literature; what
should be the content of the TP?
Research Question 4 (RQ4):
Considering the designed actions to create buy-in, the experienced actions to create buy-in and
scientific literature; how to create buy-in for contributing to and using the TP?
In the following, the Research Questions will be further explained.
RQ1
The business strategy and research innovation strategy should be aligned to allow research
activities to follow the innovative strategic objectives of the business. Business strategy outcomes
should be used when defining the research innovation strategy. Aligning these two strategies can
also help to bring innovation or technology arguments into the business strategy process more
explicitly. In the research innovation strategy process the TP should be positioned appropriately in
order to make it visible and encouraging to be used and support the strategic innovation decision-
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making in the best way, taking into account the goal of aligning innovation strategy processes in
PH and PR with PH business strategy. The part of the research innovation strategy process that
should be considered, related to the positioning of the TP, is the innovation strategy definition
phase as the TP is mainly used in this phase. Another important topic is the extent to which R&D
activities should be considered in defining an innovation strategy because of the fact that these
activities are sometimes not only innovative.
The following three Research Questions should be answered considering the already designed
situation, the current use or experience and comparison to scientific literature.
RQ2
It is investigated how to communicate and support the process of strategic innovation decisionmaking. The TP should be made visible and available to the right persons in the organization in
order to make it useful and used. To organize the process of contributing to and using the TP
appropriately the process of involvement is important, as it should ensure that the right people with
the right responsibilities and authorities are involved at the right moment. The organizational
structure within Philips cannot be changed easily, but what can be done is to ensure that the
process of stakeholder involvement is fitted properly. Lastly, the approach to decision-making in
priority setting and defining activities in the innovation strategy should be clarified.
RQ3
The content and importance of information when making strategic innovation decisions about
technology areas should be investigated. The covered content and the importance given to
particular topics determine how analysis is presented and input is given to strategic innovation
decisions. The content range presented influences the priority setting and definition of activities in
innovation strategy definition because the TP guides in decision-making here.
RQ4
The TP should have sufficient buy-in (commitment to achieve a shared goal) in the organization.
Commitment should be established by designing and positioning the TP properly and by clear
communication or guidance about the goal and consequences of the TP and how to contribute or
use it.

2.2 Objectives
In this paragraph the objectives of the thesis are presented and explained. Two objectives can be
distinguished; the business and the scientific objective. The business objective of Philips
Healthcare and Philips Research can be stated as:
Business Objective (BO):
Evaluate and improve the current TPs and its positioning in the research innovation strategy
process to support making the right bets in strategic technology innovation decision-making.
The theoretical background behind the TP is lacking; it is not clear if the TP is drawn up in the best
possible way. Some initial evaluation meetings with employees pointed out that it was not yet clear
how to contribute to or use the TP. In addition, the current template was designed by senior
management with a technical background. The management literature perspective was not taken
into account with great care. Philips also requested to look at state-of-the-art innovation science
literature. This to initially gain a better idea about how to align business with innovation strategy
and how to define the (research) innovation strategy and then from here position the TP in the
process and integrate relevant topics in the TP. The strategic innovation decision-making about
research investments should be well balanced with technology, marketing and innovation based
perspectives; the right bets need to be made here. Also suggestions for stakeholder involvement
and creating buy-in will be given.
Based on the theoretical gap, already defined in the previous paragraph and further explained in
the chapter ‘theoretical background’, the scientific objective can be defined:
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Scientific objective (SO):
Create insight in how strategic innovation decision-making about research investments should be
done considering business and innovation strategy.
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3. Theoretical background
This chapter elaborates on scientific topics that will be interesting to use as benchmark for
practices at Philips and shows why the project is interesting to investigate for science. The
positioning of the master’ thesis in the scientific innovation literature is described and scientific
literature related to the research questions is presented. Innovation strategy literature was
considered in this paragraph. In the thesis a research innovation strategy is considered; which is
one part of an innovation strategy. This was taken into account when benchmarking with the
literature presented in this paragraph.
This chapter starts by describing in paragraph 3.1 why innovation is becoming increasingly
important in order to survive as a company and why product innovation, technology innovation and
innovation strategy are important. Section 3.2 outlines why innovation strategy is different from
business strategy and which implications this gives. Section 3.3 discusses how to define
innovation strategy and facilitate deployment of the choices made. Section 3.4 explains how to
support the definition and deployment of the innovation strategy. Section 3.5 discusses how
organizational buy-in can be created. Paragraph 3.6 explains how decision-making can be
approached and finally, section 3.7, presents a theoretical overview.

3.1 Innovation
As already described in the introduction chapter, innovation is becoming increasingly important in
order to survive as a company. The environment is getting more complex and dynamic (Clark &
Wheelwright, 1993; Jayanthi and Sinha, 1998; Burgelman et al., 2004; Hage and Meeus, 2006;
Khazanchi et al., 2007). This forces companies to ensure continuous innovation. Two types of
innovation that can be distinguished are exploitative and explorative innovation (Benner &
Tushman, 2003). Regarding these two types of innovation, the knowledge bases on which a
project or product is based can be distinguished. Innovations building upon existing knowledge to
meet the needs of existing customers are called exploitative. Innovations requiring new knowledge
or a departure from existing knowledge to meet the needs of emerging customers or markets are
named explorative. According to Gupta (2006) an organization should do both.
The industrialized world has seen a shift from capital and labor intensive economies to technology
and knowledge based economies. Globalizations of markets in addition to increasing complexity of
technologies, are forcing companies to rely on R&D as a source of strategy for growth and
sustainability (Mikkola, 2001). Transforming knowledge into technology has turned out to be a
critical factor for business success (Trott, 2005).
When trying to succeed in technological innovation many topics have to be considered. A lot of
uncertainties and risks are involved which makes it difficult to point out one route for success
(Dodgson et al., 2008). Technological innovation should contribute to product innovation which has
benefits such as higher margins, expanded sales volume and lower costs. In addition Dodgson et
al. (2008) state that the technologies developed should deliver value to the customer.
According to Kahn (2005) the development of new and improved products is crucial to the survival
and welfare of a company. Understanding customers and markets is critical to success in NPD.
New products should add value for the client. The product strategy of a company should state how
the organization wants to differentiate from the competition. This is related to the perception that
customers have about the product. It is very important to understand what customers are looking
for. However, firms can also achieve a competitive advantage by producing a product which
customers do not yet know that they want (Dodgson et al. 2008). When trying to identify what the
customer wants the company should look at the set of attributes present in current products and at
both shifts in customer needs during the last period (trends) and at features available due to the
development of new technologies (Loch and Kavadias, 2008). Companies that are developing new
products need to have an understanding of the existing market opportunity. Subsequently they
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should check whether it is technologically feasible to develop the product. Lastly, competition
should be monitored because the presence of strong competition can have significant influence in
prioritizing investments among different discovered opportunities (Loch and Kavadias, 2008). All
aspects have an uncertainty. These are called market, technical and competitive uncertainty.
Market uncertainty addresses the degree of doubt whether customers perceive the benefits of the
new product as being large enough to adopt and buy the product. Technical uncertainty reflects
the challenge to develop the product with the estimated R&D investments. Competitive uncertainty
reflects the extent to which a company can assess what a competitor will do in the future. The
firms that manage these uncertainties in the best way will succeed in positioning their new
products in the best way (Loch and Kavadias, 2008).
Technological innovation can contribute to but is not necessarily needed for product innovation.
Product innovation could also work without a new technology by, for example, only changing the
design. But for a firm to be successful also technological innovations should be done (Dodgson et
al, 2008). A business therefore needs product innovation and innovation strategy (sometimes also
called ‘technology strategy’) to be successful (Kahn, 2005).
One of the drivers to innovation is thus (new) technology developed by researchers. Companies
can do this themselves (in-house) or via different possibilities of external research. In order to
guide this research, an innovation strategy should be defined and aligned with business strategy.

3.2 Innovation strategy
Dodgson et al. (2008) state that a company can only be successful in managing technology
innovation if this is supported by an innovation strategy. This innovation strategy should define the
companies’ prioritizations, choices and sequences. A good innovation strategy answers the
question: ‘are we doing the right things, when developing this idea, to create value for desired
customers and to capture value for our firm’ (Kahn, 2005). An innovation strategy helps firms to
decide on the right things to do (Dodgson et al, 2008). This should be guided by well designed
innovation processes that help to do the things in the right way (Dodgson et al, 2008).
One should try to understand market, technological and competitive trends and their impact on
innovation topics (Dodgson et al, 2008). This should be included in the process to ultimately define
the innovation strategy. Innovation strategy defines the route to follow in risky and complex
activities. This can boost or really hinder a company’ competitive position. Choices made should
try to build on synergies (Kahn, 2005).
The choices made in the innovation strategy should be linked to expected investment returns from
innovation. Innovation strategy is thus related and should fit with the company business strategy.
The current company innovation portfolio and available budget for innovation should be aligned
with the innovation strategy (Dodgson et al, 2008). Portfolio management and its relationship to
innovation strategy should be described in order to clarify this. Portfolio management can be
defined as doing the right things by selecting a balanced mix of projects and adapting these when
the business and environments are changing (Bridges, 1999). In literature (Cooper, 2005 &
Bridges, 1999) three goals of portfolio management can be distinguished: reach an optimal value
of the portfolio, find a balance between projects, and fit with organizational strategy. Cooper (2005)
distinguishes between three types of portfolio management:
1. Business portfolio Management; in which market should be invested.
2. Product portfolio Management; in which products should be developed in order to be able to
align with the market investments defined in the Business portfolio management.
3. R&D portfolio Management; which technologies should be developed to be able to align with the
product investments defined in the Product portfolio management.
An R&D portfolio management tool forces managers to develop a long-term perspective of R&D
projects by guiding them in their evaluation (Mikkola, 2001). R&D portfolio (technology)
management is thus important and already investigated thoroughly (Chao & Kavadias, 2008,
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Burgelman et al., 2004, Cooper et al.,1998, Mikkola., 2001, Ringuest & Graves., 2005, Rousel et
al., 1991). Companies should consider R&D (innovation) portfolio management when making
strategic innovation decisions (Cooper 1998). When formulating the innovation strategy the current
innovation portfolio analysis should be evaluated together with the strategic innovation directions
of the business. The outcome should be an idea of where the company wants to go and how it is
planning to get there resulting in an innovation strategy, a projected innovation portfolio for next
years and a list of innovation (R&D) projects needed.
In addition, the timing of technology innovation should be considered. If the business strategy of a
company states that the company focuses on being an innovator or a follower this has impact on
prioritization and helps to allocate funding (Dodgson et al, 2008). Innovation strategy is different to
business strategy because it includes more uncertainty (Dodgson et al, 2008). Under conditions of
higher uncertainty strategies should be less specific and apparent (Dodgson et al, 2008). This
implies that formulating the innovation strategy should be a more iterative process, there should be
a stronger outward look at the environment and the limitations and opportunities of the inward
capabilities and resources should be evaluated. The management of a multi-business corporate
portfolio requires frequent prioritization and rebalancing (Herfert & Arbige 2008). The innovation
strategy process should be fed with recent information deriving from the business strategy process
in order to make the best choices and update the innovation portfolio.

3.3 Innovation strategy definition
In an innovation strategy process, strategy definition and strategy deployment can be
distinguished. When deploying an innovation strategy this should lead to adjustment of the current
innovation portfolio.
There are two strategies when defining innovation strategy; the market-pull and technology-push
strategy. Market-pull means that an innovation is developed by R&D based upon identified
customer needs. When having a technology-push approach, an innovation is pushed onto the
market without properly considering whether it satisfies (all) relevant customer needs. Especially in
the medical world it may happen that a company has developed a state-of-the-art technology, but
that the market is not ready for it. Adopting new technologies has a direct relevance to the
diffusion and adoption of innovative technologies (Rogers, 1995). Sometimes the importance of
technology in the corporate culture influences the companies’ approach to technology monitoring
(Nosella, Petroni & Salandra, 2008). It influences the judgment and attractiveness of technology
characteristics compared to, for example, market characteristics. By starting with customer needs
this effect can be controlled more easily.
From a market pull perspective, researchers should consider if and what they can contribute to the
wishes of the customer. To stay competitive it is advisable to develop new applications and
markets for your products by developing and creating specific competencies/ technologies
(Humbert, Jolly & Therin, 1997). Uniqueness should thus be investigated. Companies should try to
translate part of the share of unmet market needs into the development of new technology and
take them into account when making strategic decisions about where to invest, instead of just
following old stories. If, for whatever reason, fulfillment of market needs is not possible with
internal knowledge, getting the knowledge externally should be considered. Employees involved in
defining the business strategy are not always aware about new technologies and could miss
certain opportunities here. Showing new technologies and their potentials to these people (a sort
of technology push) is sometimes needed. The innovation strategy process should accommodate
this push. Porter et al. (1994) elaborate that when identifying technology opportunities both topdown and bottom-up action need attention. Top-down action implies that the opportunity analysis
is integrated in strategic planning. The other way around technology opportunities are often
discovered in the work field and should be communicated to top management (bottom-up) to
enable them to, if necessary, refine their strategy because of possible new markets or products.
Bottom-up innovative initiatives are becoming more and more important in modern multinationals
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(Koper et al., 2004). Employees should always be pushed towards identifying alternative
technologies and communicate these ‘upwards’ while often companies are not unbiased in their
judgment about the currently used technologies in which they have a lot of experience (Lettice &
Thompson, 2008 & Oraiopoulos & Kavidias, 2009). Unexpected outcomes are often the result
when the energy of all stakeholders in a company is brought together. The integration of
employees, their knowledge and their skills is a fundamental enabler for innovation in
organizations (Tang, 1998).
The formulation of strategy is strongly connected and informed by learning (Dodgson et al, 2008).
Innovations are almost always a result of combining activities of different groups of people who
build upon each others’ knowledge (Dodgson et al, 2008). Knowledge integration from different
parts of the organization is very important when designing the innovation processes. Creating
knowledge awareness in the decision-making process increases the strength of decisions and
can, for example, help to prevent unnecessary investments in technologies that are already
researched in comparable areas. Technology diffusion in organizations is really important (Rogers,
1995). Functional characteristics of technologies should be described in order to know the
companies’ exact competencies. According to Trott (2005) innovation is the process of knowledge
accumulation based on a complementary mix of in-house R&D and external R&D. This external
R&D should be obtained via the process of technology scanning (Trott, 2005). A condition for
doing effective external scanning is a full understanding of current organizational capabilities and
capabilities needed for the future. When selecting technologies to invest in it is wise to evaluate
which technologies are core to the organization and which are only related. Decisions have to be
made about where to focus on. Also, Lettice & Thompson (2008) mention that companies focus
too much on the areas in which they have made the most effort or have had the most success
without carefully looking at the real potential of the technology areas. Path dependency of a firm in
the market should be evaluated (Oraiopoulos & Kavidias, 2009). Companies should reflect on the
current status in a technology area and whether it is wise to continue as such when defining their
innovation strategy. Considering and making decisions in order to improve innovation is called
strategic innovation decision-making.
A company should look at markets that technologies and products are addressing in order to make
better decisions about where to focus R&D activities on and make prioritizations clear. This can be
done by looking at the innovation adoption curve of Rogers (1995) presented in figure 1. When a
company’s business strategy is to focus on products for innovators or early adopters markets it is
important to be a technology leader or quick follower to be on the market early with new features
or products in order to be successful (Rogers, 1995). As from the early majority market to
ultimately the laggards’ market, reliability and cost competitiveness are getting more and more
important. When considering investments in technology areas companies should consider the
markets they are addressing. In the late majority market being reliable is more important than
having the newest feature. R&D activities then should focus on making the technology or product
more reliable or cheaper, for example, by using other materials.

Figure 1: Innovation adopter curve (Rogers, 1995)
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When defining the innovation strategy, the business strategy around this adoption curve should be
taken into account in order to make smart investments in technology areas. Also, in general it is
very important to look at system’s reliability and feasibility while products are getting more complex
(Brombacher et al., 2005).
The innovation strategy outcomes and accompanying innovation strategy deployment process
should present technology opportunities to the business strategy. The quantitative and qualitative
method to discover the ‘cutting edge’ before knowledge becomes conventional wisdom should be
well developed and should follow from bottom-up actions (discovery of opportunities). Nagel
(2003) mentions that balancing market pull and technology push should not be left to chance to
lower level management, but should be managed strategically. Innovation strategy could have a
role here in feeding technology opportunity into the business strategy process.

3.4 Supporting innovation strategy definition
An innovation strategy defines where a company is, where it wants to go and what it needs to do
or change to get there. If a company in the innovation strategy definition process has reached the
stage where it has defined where it wants to go, the next step is to make choices about how the
firm is planning to do this (Burgelman et al., 2004, Dodgson et al., 2008). Choices have to be
made about investments in certain innovation areas. In these innovation areas certain activities
(for instance start research, spin-in knowledge) are needed to meet the defined strategic
innovation objectives. There will be a list of things that a company could and wants to do, but with
only a limited budget available. This means that priorities have to be set regarding these
innovation areas. In order to make the best choices here certain information should be present to
support the priority setting and defining activities. But first a company should be aware of the
domain to consider when defining where to go with its innovation strategy.

3.4.1 Domain of innovation strategy definition
R&D activities can be split into development and research activities. Often, the scope of research
is about technologies that are considered to be innovative compared to other alternative
technologies in the market. These technologies often contribute to a new feature for a product.
When distinguishing between a business and research side in a company, the business quite often
has the conviction that research should not participate in a development project when a
technology is already mature or proven because they have to do something more challenging that
requires a full use of their competences. However, research may already have suggestions for
these projects, in which they are not yet involved. Research might, for example, have ideas about
how to make a product cheaper or from another material. This is also technological innovation but
often not considered as being innovative. When not involving research here this means
considering the stage gate process of Cooper (1983), that idea screening and scoping lose quality
because when the business misses some opportunities, the scoping can later turn out to be in a
less striking direction. Research can also review if they miss certain customer needs that they
experience in these mature markets and come up with bright ideas to satisfy these. In both
situations described, businesses might then consider shifting funding priorities. The domain of
involving research should be broader than only looking at innovative technology areas.

3.4.2 Prioritization in innovation strategy definition
Choices have to be made about investments with a limited budget. Certain topics should be
considered when prioritizing. The assessment of technology attractiveness and technology
competitiveness can give insights into the direction in which R&D efforts should be made (Jolly,
2003). An indication of technology attractiveness can be given when considering the market,
competition, technical factors and other criteria like societal pressures and financial support from
public sources (Jolly, 2003). An indication of technology competitiveness can be given when
considering the origin of assets (whether a company is dependent on external companies or is
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totally independent), the contribution of the technology to core competences, the accumulated
experience and familiarity with a technological field and the proprietariness.
Regarding the contribution of the technology to core competences research in certain technologies
should, according to Jolly (2003), be in line with core competencies to ensure usefulness (ensure
that the investments in technology can be useful for the business) and effectiveness of research.
The closer the alignment between a technology and a core competence, the higher the support
should be because it ensures more competitiveness (Hamel and Prahalad, 1990).
Hafner (2008) states that a company should not invest in technology if the rate of diffusion (for
example to be measured with international patenting) in the medical world is not high enough. The
product will come on the market too early in this case. Regarding prioritization it can also be
interesting to measure the rate of technology diffusion in order to prevent technologies becoming
available too soon, while other technology areas receive too little funding to be on time.
Considering competition Oraiopoulos & Kavadias (2009) state that higher competition intensity
might prompt the leader to invest while a milder competitive environment would discourage
innovation activity. When prioritizing, companies should try to identify attractive technology areas
in which competition is low to be able to lead with only small investments. Porter (1980) says that
the capacity of the technology to support a resource position barrier is important. Pavitt (1990)
explicitly added the threat of substitution technologies to define the resource position barrier. The
uniqueness of a technology towards other technologies present is important to consider when
prioritizing investments in technologies. What also should be monitored is that if competitors have
developed a must-have technology earlier this might create a situation in which developing this
technology can cannibalize resources, especially when important patents cannot be obtained.
Patent information should be used in strategic R&D planning (Ernst, 1998).
If a company tries to achieve technology leadership this should be evident from the relationship
between own investment in technology and competitive investments (Roberts, 2004). The
resource allocation regarding research projects that have the ambition to lead in a particular
technology area should align with the resources allocated (Roberts, 2004). When dedicating
resources to projects, the strategic ambition of a company should be considered together with the
market conditions, competitive conditions, current competences of the company and other
projects. Linking to other projects should be done to check consistency in resource allocation over
all projects. Current and future portfolio analyses could be checked with technology investments
and ambitions to see if logical choices have been made.

3.4.3 Decisions about activities in innovation strategy definition
The two concepts of technology attractiveness and technology competitiveness can also be used
to define the type of activity needed (for example start research or stop) in a technology area.
Heslop et al. (2001) made a model for technology transfer in order to assess the market readiness
for a certain technology. The technologies that had the highest scores have the highest chance of
being succesful when transfering them from research towards the commercialization process. This
can be used in defining the type of action for a certain technology area; for example to stop
research activities and transfer the technology competences towards development.
Jolly (2003) mentioned that the accumulated experience and familiarity with a technological field is
important to assess technology competitiveness. But it is important to keep in mind that it can bias
a company’s view of reality (Oraiopoulos & Kavidias, 2009). When defining the innovation strategy
all current technology competences should also be considered to evaluate the strength in
technology areas and to discuss what action should be taken to achieve strategic innovation
objectives. To achieve more unbiased monitoring, alternative technology areas should also be
considered in order to make a proper judgment about what activity is needed to meet a certain
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customer need and the accompanying strategic innovation objective. In addition, the commercial
position in the market should be evaluated e.g. identifying how the current sales channels are
developed and if advantages can be created here. Sometimes collaboration with sales companies
is needed to establish a playground.
In the past, in-house R&D was favored, now it has come to fulfill a scanning role. It is Important to
map promising technologies and identify acquisition possibilities (Santoro and Chakrabarti, 2002).
To remain competitive, firms must innovate via internal (in-house) and external research activities.
The trade-off between internal and external research is found to be important in aligning innovation
and business strategy. A leverage aspect that is interesting and important in managing technology
successfully is the impact of a company’s internal capability in using external alliances (Roberts,
2004). If the in-house R&D departments cannot fulfill a certain strategic objective, the company
should investigate other possibilities of acquiring the knowledge or technology. Sometimes this is
only needed partially in a particular technology area because only some technical competences
are missing. Another reason for doing external research is that it can be used to accelerate
innovation, if deployed parallel to in-house R&D activities. With regard to current alliances,
employees often hesitate too long when making the choice to stop an alliance because they
experience it as a failure (Sadowski & Duysters, 2008). Termination of an alliance can be a signal
of strength (lack of win-win for example). Alliances should not be maintained to keep a good
relationship but terminated when having the right arguments (strategic reasons for alliance
termination).
Funding should be allocated among different types of innovation activities to ensure and align
investment decisions with strategy (Clark & Wheelwright, 1992, Roussel et al., 1991). The result
can be a set of strategic buckets for managing the innovation portfolio. ‘A strategic bucket is a
collection of R&D projects that are aligned with a particular innovation strategy’ (Chao & Kavadias,
2008). The different projects should be allocated to buckets which may be divided as internal R&D
activities and external R&D activities. If the strategy is to grow more organically (via internal
research) the company can show this by allocating more budget to the organic strategic bucket.
Decisions to be made about doing in-house research, outsource research or buy research should
be made very carefully. Outsourcing or buying technology development can have various benefits
like reducing costs, accelerating product market entry, focus on core competences, resource
flexibility, minimizing risks and building expertise (Huang, Chung & Lin, 2008).
The innovation adoption curve of Rogers (1995), depicted in figure 1 can be considered when
making decisions about external research activities. Sadowski & Duysters (2008) state that in
industries with a faster rate of technological change the stability of a strategic alliance is governed
by exploring and exploiting new technologies. In industries with a slower rate of technological
change the stability is governed by knowledge sharing and generation. Early adopter, late majority
adopters and laggard markets are often more mature markets with a slower rate of technological
change. This implies that the reason for partnering or spinning-in should not be exploring or
exploiting new opportunities but sharing and generating knowledge to make the technology or
product more reliable, more cost competitive, etc.

3.5 Buy-in for decision-making
This paragraph reflects on how sufficient buy-in can be achieved in this kind of decision-making.
The strategic innovation decision-making should fit with the organizational structure to support the
decisions to be made. This organizational structure cannot be changed easily in many situations
because of internal company politics. What can be done is to ensure that the process as a whole
stirs-up commitment in the organization by designing and communicating it in a proper way.
The corporate management sometimes wants to convince a BU about the value of research that
the BU does not directly embrace. In order to improve buy-in, corporate management should give
information systems, tools and incentives that are designed to translate the strategy into strategic
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actions (Tian & Wie, 2008). This makes clear the benefits of certain research and stimulates
effective use of resources. An option to achieve buy-in is to take into account the style of decisionmaking while designing the process. For example; the portfolio management process should fit
with the corporate management style (Cooper, Edgett & Kleinschmidt, 1998) in order to create
commitment among employees. If the style of top management is really top-down the portfolio
management process should facilitate this by, for example, not leaving a lot of space for bottom-up
discussions. If there is only minimal follow-up on these discussions it will leave nothing but
disappointment at lower-level management or among the employees.
Bock et al. (2005) mentioned that the greater the extent to which the organizational culture is
perceived to be characterized by innovativeness, fairness and affiliation (perception of
togetherness (Koys and Decotiis, 1991)), the greater the intention and subjective norm (others
thinking one should show a particular behavior) to share knowledge will be. Strategic innovation
decision-making is already about innovativeness. Fairness and affiliation should be encouraged
and the process should be designed accordingly.

3.6 Approach to decision-making
The decision-making process should be designed conveniently regarding decision power and
consensus needed (Stepanovich & Uhrig, 1999). A balance should be found between autocratic
and participative decision-making. Healthcare is often a high-velocity environment that needs fast
decision-making. Therefore consensus with qualification can be used for conflict resolution. This
means that in the decision-making team an attempt is made to reach consensus but if this fails
there should be someone in the team who is authorized to make the decision (Stepanovich &
Uhrig, 1999). A method of evaluating technology alternatives is to conduct brainstorm sessions
with cross-functional teams (Stepanovich & Uhrig, 1999). To ensure strategic alignment a scoring
model could be used. Possibly subjective criteria like attractiveness should be translated into
scores in order to compare different projects (Cooper, Edgett & Kleinschmidt, 1998).
Employees involved in the decision-making should reflect all the relevant divisions that are
involved. Not only the dominant and most influential people in businesses should be involved
because they have the decision power and money. Cross-functional teams should make the
strategic-decisions (Stepanovich & Uhrig, 1999). There should be alignment between the multiple
businesses and corporate functions to empower an enabled, responsible, business-specific team
to increase timely achievement of goals and cross-functional excellence and alignment (Herfert &
Arbige 2008). In addition employees can be biased by geographical location and their experiences
there; they have certain lines of thinking about what works and what does not, although this can
differ from region to region. This is also called ‘ethnocentric thinking’ (Birkinshaw et al., 2007). In
multinational companies, in strategic innovation making, employee involvement should be spread
over the world.

3.7 Theoretical overview
This paragraph summarizes the literature review given in this chapter. Firstly, the importance of
innovation was described. Secondly, an explanation was given of the benefit of formulating
innovation strategy and why it should be formulated apart from business strategy. Thirdly, an
explanation was given about how the phases in which the innovation strategy process can be
distinguished; strategy definition and strategy deployment. In addition, innovation strategy will be
linked with an innovation portfolio. This thesis focuses on the strategy definition although also the
strategy deployment and the innovation portfolio should be considered as there is a strong relation
here. The goal of the TP is mainly to support this innovation strategy definition. Three topics found
in literature that relate to this supportive role are, the question about which domain should be
considered in innovation strategy definition decision-making, what topics to consider when
prioritizing and how to decide on investment activities. It can be formulated as followed; if business
strategy and innovation strategy are aligned in a proper way how should the innovation strategy
definition process then be supported; what implications does this have for the domain of innovation
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strategy definition decision-making, prioritization and decisions about investment activities in
innovation strategy definition. Additional questions are how decision-making should be
approached and how buy-in to decision-making should be created. A picture that can further clarify
this is presented in appendix 1.
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4. Business context description
This case study project was conducted at Philips Healthcare, the Healthcare Sector of Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V. and the Healthcare related programs (Healthcare and Technology) of
Philips Research, the research organization of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. This chapter will
describe PH (4.1) and PR (4.2) because these entities use the research innovation strategy
process (process-0) and the TPs. In addition the types of research defined within Philips are
explained to elaborate the setting in which PH and PR collaborate (4.3).

4.1 Philips Healthcare
Philips Healthcare is one of the three Sectors (product divisions) of Philips. The other two sectors
are Lighting and Consumer Lifestyle. Corporate Technologies is not a Sector, it is a cost center.
The primary goal of PH is to ‘remove boundaries in healthcare through innovative and affordable
technological solutions’ (Philips annual report, 2008) and offer these to both patients and
healthcare professionals. PH has global leadership positions in patient monitoring, cardio-vascular
X-ray and Home Healthcare (Respironics). At the moment the PH division is represented in 60
countries and employs approximately 36.000 employees. There are more than 20 development
and manufacturing sites. The headquarters are located in Andover (US) and Best (the
Netherlands). For 2008 PH has achieved a sales record of 7.6 billion Euros together with a strong
sales growth of 15%. The EBIT decreased with 2.4 percentage point to 8.3% of sales. The current
world wide financial situation will bring significant changes to these figures in 2009.
Philips Healthcare’s activities are organized across four different business groups; Imaging
Systems, Clinical Care Systems, Home Healthcare Solutions, Healthcare Informatics and Patient
Monitoring. Sales & Services is not a business group but a separate organization that is out of the
scope of this thesis. Each business group (BG) is divided in business units (BUs). This gives the
following picture with regard to Philips Healthcare:
Philips Healthcare

CEO

Other
corporate Staff

Sales & Services

BG Imaging
Systems

CTO (CTOOffice)

BG Clinical Care
Systems

BG Healthcare
Informatics/
Patient
Monitoring

BG Home
Healthcare
Solutions

6 BUs

2 BUs

Care
Cycles

6 BUs

3 BUs

Figure 2: Organizational structure Philips Healthcare

Organizational entities that are important in this thesis will be explained now; these are the regular
business units, the care cycles (CCs) and the CTO-Office.
Business Units
Typically a Business Unit takes care of development, manufacturing and marketing of products. In
that sense they are responsible for R&D and investments.
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Current governance is that the BGs are autonomous regarding technology investments; corporate
staff of Philips Healthcare cannot force a BG or underlying BU to invest in a certain technology but
can help them by compiling an overall PH Technology Strategy. Doing this roughly shows BUs
where actual investments in R&D deviate from the strategy.
Care cycles
PH tries to improve the access to healthcare on every point in the cycle of treatment for a patient.
To identify areas in which current business does not meet healthcare-needs and to focus attention
and efforts in those areas with potential, the care cycle approach is useful. At this moment the CCs
mainly perform a marketing function while the BUs perform production, development and also
marketing functions. Care cycles are treatment cycles that focus on specific medical problems of
patients. The cycle consists of prevention, screening, diagnosis, treatment, management and
surveillance. Philips has defined three care cycles as focal points; Cardiology, Oncology and
Women’s Health. The CCs are located in the BG Clinical Care. The CCs are a sort of horizontal
connecting layers through the business units. Each CC team is supported by a CTO-team
member. The CC team members are usually situated in different BUs because different BUs are
involved in one care cycle (this is called a ‘matrix’ organizational structure). These CCs have some
budget to contract development work to make their own priorities happen but this is limited.
Because of the fact that CCs have almost no budget they have to convince BUs ór the CTO Office,
which also has a budget, to invest in CCs needs. The CCs sometimes have a somewhat
differentiated market focus. The technologies needed in the CCs should be interesting to invest in
for the BUs or already invested in or driven by a BU. Innovation needs of the CCs regarding the
(adjacency) opportunities are an important input to the definition of the overall research portfolio
which will be explained in the project context. The CCs are in fact a marketing organization that
identifies these adjacency areas in the current business. A CC addresses adjacencies but an
adjacency can also be something other than a CC. Corporate Philips Healthcare, via the BG
Clinical Care Systems, pays the employees working in the CC teams, they are thus not personally
dependent on the BUs which could otherwise create preferences in priority setting in the CCs.
CTO Office
The strategic objective of the PH CTO Office is to support the PH ambition to ‘remove boundaries
in healthcare through innovative and affordable technological solutions’ (Philips annual report,
2008). This is intended by defining and updating the overall Healthcare Technology Strategy in
collaboration with Corporate Research and the R&D stakeholders; BU CTO (content wise) and
development manager (funding owner) are the most important ones in the Healthcare Sector.
Apart from that, innovation opportunities for sustainable growth are identified with help of the CC
teams and Clinical Research collaborations. Many of the major growth opportunities are in the
space adjacent to or in-between existing Healthcare BUs so that they need to be fostered initially
until it can be transferred to the BU (to take full ownership). These areas are called Adjacencies.
The CTO Office also makes the BUs aware of possibilities to jointly develop ‘enabling
technologies’.
The CTO Office itself is funded by the BUs, via the executive team of PH, and concentrates its
funding onto Clinical Site research, Key Adjacencies research, Care Cycles initiatives and other
technology related CTO projects, like security & privacy, product creation process definition and
improvement. With respect to the Research related funding, the allocation in 2009 is:
- Clinical Site Research (50%): the elaboration and selection process of innovation
opportunities is done by the Clinical Research Board (CRB). The CRB draws on Research
‘back-office’ projects to support the on-site research. The CRB ensures the alignment of
the on-site topics with CC, BU or KAAs.
- Key Adjacency opportunities (20%): The ambition is to support innovations in key adjacent
areas (KAAs) until they can be integrated in the BUs and funding is taken over by those.
The KAAs are often also called ‘Innovation Themes’.
- Care Cycle initiatives (15%): The ambition is to bring technology from PR to the market via
promoting closer collaboration and thus accelerating transfer between PR and PH.
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Paradigm-changing initiatives (15%): supports high-risk/high-reward projects that can
radically change healthcare. These projects are supported until either a landing zone has
been prepared or until another value-generation path has been created.

4.2 Philips Research
The Philips Research organizational structure that will be depicted in this paragraph was present
during the execution of the main parts of this study. Later, in August 2009, this organizational
structure was partly changed.
Philips Research is the research organization of Philips and is part of Philips Corporate
Technologies. The primary focus of PR is to do research for Philips. The research within Philips is
traditionally done at a central level although some research is being done by the Advanced
Development departments in the BUs. The Business Groups, Units, Care Cycles and Corporate
Philips fund Philips Research and others to do research. Philips Research currently employs 1800
employees distributed over six different countries (the Netherlands, Germany, China, India, US
and the UK).
Philips Research has four Programs (see figure 3); Healthcare, Lifestyle, Technology and
Services. The Healthcare, Lifestyle and Technology Programs can be seen as sort of a mirror
towards the total Philips organization which is dominated by Healthcare, Lighting and Consumer
Lifestyle. The Healthcare research program researches for PH, The Lifestyle research program for
Philips Consumer Lifestyle (PCL) and the Technology research program researches for Philips
Lightning (PL). In addition PR Technology does cross-divisional research for PH and PCL. The
Services part helps PR with its internal needs like for example prototyping and laboratory tests. It
connects PR to the outside world. The PR Healthcare Program is divided in ISI (Imaging Systems
and Intervention), MPH (Monitoring and Personal Healthcare), IDS (Information and Decision
Support) and MNM (Molecular and Nuclear Medicine).

Figure 3: Organizational structure Philips Research

The businesses under the PR Research programs are called accounts. The Research key account
managers (KAM) in the Healthcare division of PR should streamline research internally and
discuss this with Healthcare. This is called the ‘process-0’. These KAMs are the liaison towards
business.
The funding of PR originates in 2009 for 60% from the board of Philips and for 40% from the
sectors (for example PH). 6.1% of the sales volume of Philips (1.622 million Euros in 2008) is
invested in Research & Development. PH invests in the Program Healthcare and Technology and
their own (advanced) development activities (642 million Euros in 2008). The Program Technology
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researches mainly in the field of Lightning but also has cross-divisional research which implies that
the division also researches for PH and PCL.

4.3 Types of research
The different types of research should be explained to elaborate the setting in which PH and PR
collaborate. There are three areas of research; roadmap, adjacency and breakaway research.
With regard to funding, Contract funded Research and Company funded Research are
discriminated.
Three types of research:
Roadmap: research to maintain and enhance competitiveness of the existing PH businesses and
their roadmap of products and services, linking to their strategic plans. This contract research is
paid by PH.
Adjacency: as explained earlier can be defined as research as options for growth ‘next to existing
business’ in areas with multiple touch-points and synergies. This research is divided in Key
Adjacency Areas (KAA) and usually has a mixed funding by PH and PR. Yet the main investment
is done by PR which is budgeted by Corporate Philips.
Breakaway: research in markets or technology areas completely new to Philips to stay abreast of
paradigm-shifts in healthcare that can radically change the existing and future business. This
company research is paid by PR which is funded by Corporate Research and ultimately Corporate
Philips.
In terms of the ‘Philips 4x4 Innovation Matrix’ the target distribution of Research investments in
2009 across the Market Life Cycle vs. Innovation Types is indicated in the following figure.

Figure 4: Philips 4x4 Innovation Matrix

The distribution of research investments in 2009 should be: roadmap: 20%, adjacency: 70% and
breakaway: 10%.
Breakaway research can eventually evolve into product development and become more relevant
to the current business or market. The research can move towards the adjacency areas or
portfolio area. When it is situated in the portfolio area it has to be funded by PH and more
specifically the individual Business Units of PH (under the condition that PH has money and puts
priority on it). Each year the spread of this funding is determined again by Corporate Philips.
The current TP concentrates on the research in the roadmap area. This means that emerging
markets and innovation types ‘new to Philips’ and ‘new to world’ are not considered here and that
company paid research is out of the scope. This does not apply for the Care Cycles using the TP
as they also often consider ‘adjacency’ types of research.
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5. Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology that was used to perform this thesis. First an introduction
is given about the research approach (5.1). Secondly, the general research design is presented
and explained (5.2). Thirdly, the unit of analysis is clarified (5.3). Fourthly the data collection
approach is presented (5.4). Fifthly, the data analysis approach is explained (5.5) and lastly it is
elaborated on how design improvements were defined (5.6).

5.1 Approach
The General Research Question (GRQ) and four Research Questions (RQs) are answered
following a design science approach. It is tried to uncover the nature of certain managerial
processes and practices in order to construct and implement new ideas, as well the improvement
of current practices. Design improvements are built upon logical structural thinking (considering
the data collected) and if possible, they are science based. The approach of business problem
solving of Van Aken et al. (2007) was followed to solve the problems and design improvements in
a systematic way.
This thesis can be qualified as qualitative research because the main data sources are in-depth
interviews with various Philips employees (the reflection of interviewees talked to is elaborated on
in paragraph 5.4). The reason for doing qualitative research here is that the thesis finds itself in a
complex environment which first had to be explored. In addition, research innovation strategy
processes are not an established field in scientific literature; it is something new and has to be
linked with relevant related areas. Qualitative data analysis can capture things like focus on
language, signs and meanings which can be important to discover important finesses. This is
important when something new and complex, which is often perceived differently by different
people, is discussed; concepts and definitions are often viewed differently by employees.
Qualitative research helps to determine if a researcher measures what he/she thinks he measures
(Yin, 2003).
Scientific literature was searched via the library catalogue of the Eindhoven University of
Technology and the search engines ABI/Inform Global, JSTOR and ‘Elsevier ScienceDirect
tijdschriften’. Keywords that were used to search the scientific literature are presented in appendix
2.

5.2 General research design
A 4x4 matrix (see table 1) was used in order to structure answering the four RQs. It divides the
thesis into four phases that should be followed to ultimately answer the RQs. The phases are
called; ‘intended design’, ‘current use’, ‘analysis of problems and (root) causes’ and lastly
‘improved design’. Analysis of data was done in every phase (see figure 5), not only in phase 3
‘analyze problems and (root) causes’. Designing was only done in phase 4.
Analysis of problems
Intended design
Current use
Improved design
and (root) causes
(Phase 1)
(Phase 2)
(Phase 4)
(Phase 3)
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
Table 1: 4x4 matrix

Phase 1 elaborates on the intended design. The RIS process definition phase is designed by the
people who drafted the RIS process definition phase with a certain intention which is described. In
reality the process is not used as intended. That is why the current use was described in phase 2.
This phase is purely descriptive; describing how the RIS process definition phase is used,
although in the interviews done in this phase interviewees were also encouraged to share thoughts
about improvements when they were indicating that the current TP did not suffice according to
their expectations. Because of this additional interview goal, the second phase was somewhat
interwoven with the following phases (which can also be seen in figure 5) but in the report
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structure there will be a clear distinction between the description of current use (chapter 7),
analysis (chapter 8) and improvements (chapter 9).
Phase 3 explains why exactly the RIS process is not being used as intended or not being used at
all, because of different perceptions about how it should be used or it is valuable to use. In order to
design a process that will be more likely to be followed and that accommodates doing the right
things (to ensure high quality RIS process definition phase outcomes), the intended design and
current use were compared. Problems and (root) causes were identified and when possible
benchmarked with literature to explain why the intended design was not or should not be followed,
also stating how actions should be done or decisions should be made. Only the most important
problems and (root) causes are take into account here (further explained in paragraph 5.5). Lastly,
in phase 4, the analysis of problems and (root) causes is considered and used to focus on
designing the most important improvements. These improvements proposals were discussed to
validate and refine them. An accompanying change plan was made to facilitate implementing
these improvements (the change plan is presented in appendix 19). These improvement directions
and the change plan should give an answer to the four RQs.
In phase 4 outcomes of discussions about improvements were analyzed to validate and refine
improvements (further explained in paragraph 5.6).
The thesis can be defined as both descriptive and prescriptive. Descriptive because it describes
the intended design and the current use of this intended design and prescriptive because the
thesis will challenge both the intended and current situation with scientific literature and propose
improvement directions which could also be generalized to settings other than the case study. An
improved design and change plan will be given to Philips to answer their BQ. Sometimes
improvement directions are only explained, and not designed. The reason being that for the design
is focused on the most important improvements (rating importance is explained in paragraph 5.5)
and because of restrictions such as time and power.
In figure 5 the graph presents how data collection (use of tools, methods and scientific literature),
data analysis and design were carried out in the four phases and how this leads to the different
chapters written in this report. This will be further elaborated on in the paragraph 5.4 (data
collection), 5.5 (data analysis) and 5.6 (design). But first the unit of analysis is elaborated on in the
next paragraph.

Figure 5: Connection between data collection, data analysis, design and thesis report chapters
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Context characteristics are described in the chapter ‘business context description’. This helps
readers of this thesis to make a judgment about whether the findings of the study can be
generalized to their situation. It will be hard to prove validity of casual inferences made in analysis
and diagnosis. On the other hand there are various cases in the Philips case because of the
different BU contexts considered; there are different natures of relationships in and between BUs
and PR. Many BUs have a history of acquisition; some have been entirely acquired by Philips and
still have deviant procedures or hierarchical structures while other BUs have mainly grown
organically. In addition, most BUs are system suppliers that deliver to the customer directly and
have more communication and natural links with PR compared to a BU that is a component
supplier and supplies to other BUs. These two comparisons already indicate the wide ranging
differences between BUs which makes data collection in this thesis complex. However, if done
correctly the improvement recommendations are more generally applicable because of the
different environments that have been investigated. This chapter explains how data collection and
analysis help to answer the RQs.

5.3 Unit of analysis
The unit of analysis defines the topics that were considered in the four phases mentioned before,
that led to answering the RQs. The unit of analysis is the TP (see appendix 3 for examples of the
TP templates) and the RIS process definition phase because the TP is positioned in this process
(see figure 7 in paragraph 6.2). By looking at the TP and RIS process definition phase the unit of
analysis can be further specified. The topics that should be considered are the RIS process
definition phase design, its relationship with other strategy processes and the positioning of TP in
the RIS process definition phase. In addition, the topics that should be considered when setting
priorities and defining activities in research investment decision-making should be taken into
account. Furthermore relevant stakeholder involvement, the approach to decision-making and the
methods to create buy-in should be taken into account.
The TP and the RIS process definition phase are intended to be used by various employees
(research, business unit and care cycle employees) in a number of ways (contributing to the
content, using the content in strategic research innovation decision-making) in diverse business
contexts (in business and research innovation strategy processes) within PH and PR. In chapter
12 a reflection of the various employees interviewed is presented.

5.4 Data collection
Data collection should contribute to answering the RQs. It should be analyzed in a scientific
manner by investigating why something is done and what can be done. As already explained the
RQs were answered following the 4x4 matrix; table 2 illustrates the type of data collected in every
phase. As many sources as possible should be used for the quality of the observation (Yin, 1994).
This so-called data triangulation enhances understanding by combining different data sources. Yin
(1994) identified six sources of data and three of those were used in this thesis namely interviews,
documentation and archival records.
Analysis of problems
Intended design Current use
Improved design
and (root) causes
(Phase 1)
(Phase 2)
(Phase 4)
(Phase 3)
RQ1
M, D
I, S
S
I, S
RQ2
M, D
I, S, A
S
I, S
RQ3
M, D
I, S, A
S
I, S
RQ4
M, D
I, S, A
S
I, S
Table 2: data collection in each phase – informal meetings with people that drafted the intended design (M),
interviews/discussions (I), documentation (D), scientific literature (S) and archival records (A)

Additionally, informal bi-weekly meetings with the thesis supervisors were held in which certain
topics were discussed. This brings the total of different data sources used to four.
Phase 1 - elaborate on the intended design
The first phase contained explorative informal meetings and chats with the employees that drafted
the TP and the RIS process in addition to reading documentation (guidance) that explained the
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RIS process and the TP; how it should be used, how it was introduced and what the process/
template looked like. The information, derived from this sort of exploratory data collection, was
noted and used to describe the intended design (see chapter 6).
Phase 2 - evaluate current use
The second data collection phase comprised several interviews with employees, evaluation of
archival records (for example last years filled out TPs) and collecting scientific literature. As can be
seen in figure 5, the archival records and documentation were analyzed and combined with the
phase 1 analysis of the intended design and the scientific literature review (see the chapter
‘theoretical background’) and processed into the phase two interview protocol (see appendix 4).
The main data sources in phase 2 and 4 are semi-structured, face-to-face, interviews or
discussions (in phase 4 the interviews are more likely to be called discussions; this is treated lateron in this paragraph). Semi-structured interviews or discussions are used to follow the in depth
process of thinking. When an answer was given about a certain subject a new question could be
posed and asked. This made each interview or discussion different. This was equally the case as
before each interview the interview protocol was tailored to the interviewee because not every
question was relevant to each person interviewed. The questions in the interview protocol were
divided in sections that mirror the research questions.
During the first interviews in the second phase constant comparative analysis was used; the
interview was transcribed (if allowed) and analyzed as soon as possible, before the next interview
took place, in order to incorporate any interesting findings in the subsequent interview. This was
done to improve the quality of the output derived from interviews. The transcription was more
extensively used later in analysis. After transcription, the interviews were erased to raise the level
of confidentiality for the interviewees. In this way employees could not be addressed personally
regarding their statements later on. After the interviews, a small review was done summarizing the
key viewpoints to ensure that interviewees were interpreted correctly. In addition, an email was
sent summarizing the interview. The last two topics helped to improve internal validity (Yin, 2003).
The position of the interviewer can influence the interviewee; therefore it should be as neutral as
possible. A guarantee of confidentiality was offered to interviewees to allow them to feel more at
ease when mentioning issues that really bothered them (Miller et al., 1997). In this way the
interviewer can act as a sparring partner in order to generate meaningful dialogs with interviewees.
Interviewees with different perspectives were interviewed, as already mentioned in the previous
paragraph and depicted in chapter 12, to offset a lack of knowledge or biases (Miller, 1997).
Thirteen employees were interviewed in eleven interviews representing roles in research,
development, advanced development, strategy, business development, marketing, technology and
combinations of these. In addition the aim was to, as far as possible, interview both the BU
employee and his counterpart in PR (for example a BU CTO and a KAM), according to the
process, in order to gather all viewpoints in the interaction context.
Because of time restrictions and planning arguments the second phase was not a pure evaluation
phase. As already mentioned in paragraph 5.2 interviewees were also encouraged to share their
thoughts about improvement if they indicated that the current TP did not match their expectations.
This was also the reason that findings from scientific literature were processed into the phase two
interview protocol. If the goal of the interview would be to purely describe the current use then this
would not have been necessary.
As can be seen in table 2, the same data collection methods were used to answer the RQs
although no archival records were found to be useful to facilitate answering RQ1.
Phase 3 – analyze problems and (root) causes
To identify or support (root) causes, where the preliminary scientific overview (primarily used to
define the RQs and design the phase two interview protocol) was not sufficient, scientific literature
has been searched once again. No differentiation was made in the chapter ‘theoretical
background’; this new scientific literature search was integrated into this chapter.
Phase 4 – improve the design
The goal of the fourth data collection phase was to discuss improvement directions via
discussions. In phase 3 the focus was on elaborating the most important (root) causes out of
which improvement directions could be derived. However, because of time restrictions and in order
to stay within the scope of the thesis, not all improvement directions could be or were designed in
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detail. This is one of the reasons why the phase four discussions were introduced; to validate if the
most important (root) causes were identified in analysis.
In addition the phase 4 discussions had two other goals; discuss and validate (create consensus
about) the focus and importance of certain improvement directions and fine-tune the design of
improvements. Often people also already mentioned how certain improvement directions could be
implemented, but this was not focused on in the discussions. To guide the discussions a
PowerPoint slide-deck was created (see appendix 5).
Again, people with different perspectives were talked to, as already stated to offset a lack of
knowledge or biases (Miller, 1997). Five employees were involved in five face-to-face discussions
representing roles in research, development, advanced development, marketing and strategy (see
chapter 12 for more details). In addition the bi-weekly meetings with the supervisors of this thesis,
with roles in PR and the CTO office, were also used to discuss improvement directions.
Lastly, scientific literature was also usd on some occassions to fine-tune or support improvement
directions.
Furthermore there was a preliminary data collection phase to these four phases. In the beginning
of the thesis informal meetings and documentation were used to get a grip on the situation in PH
and PR. Considering this and looking into scientific literature the RQs and objectives were
formulated.

5.5 Data analysis
Data analysis was done with the objective of answering the RQs. Analysis was conducted in a
scientific manner, using the data collected, using scientific literature and via logical reasoning. As
already explained the RQs were answered following the 4x4 matrix. This paragraph describes how
data analysis was performed in each phase (see also figure 5) and how this contributed to
answering the RQs.
Phase 1 - elaborate on the intended design
In phase one documentation and the data collected from the informal meetings, keeping in mind
the RQs, were analyzed to describe the intended design and intended use (chapter 6).
Phase 2 - evaluate current use
In the second phase the current use of the intended design was analyzed and described. Via
archival records the organizational buy-in could already be partly estimated; looking at the quality
of filled-out TPs or noting that sometimes the TPs were not filled-out at all. However, the main data
sources in this phase were the in-depth interviews. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the
interview protocol was designed keeping in mind the RQs making it easier to analyze the
relevance of the data collected towards answering them.
Analyzing the data collected from these two sources, and comparing this to the intended design
and use description (in phase one), was used to describe the current use (chapter 7).
In order to analyze the interviews and archival records codification was used. This is a method to
identify and label items of data which appear in a transcript or text, and was used in order to be
able to compare the data collected from interviews (Van Aken, Berends & van der Bij, 2007). It is
advisable to not couple the labeling directly to concepts in the theoretical framework or overview
used (Rubin & Rubin). That is why the labeling was developed step-wise. First a list was made
with all topics occurring in the interviews. Subsequently an attempt was made to link these topics
to form certain categories. These categories were used in order to be able to allocate and organize
the data collected from different interviews (see appendix 6). For each category, when applicable,
the different opinions held by employees/functions were elaborated on because of their different
points of view. A condition set by Philips was that it should not be possible to trace employees
within the organization due to certain statements in the report. Also, as already stated, anonymity
was promised in the interviews and discussions. Due to this it is possible that some statements in
the report are not portrayed as specifically as they could have been. Opinions were presented
using the words ‘always’, ‘usually (or most)’, ‘often’, ‘sometimes’ and ‘never (or not)’. Using the
word ‘always’ means that all employees agreed upon or mentioned a certain opinion. ‘Usually (or
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most)’ indicates that most of the time this is the case. ‘Often’ shows that it was frequently
mentioned or agreed upon. ‘Sometimes’ demonstrates that only one or a few people mentioned or
agreed upon an opinion and lastly using the word ‘never (or not)’ means that nobody agreed or
mentioned it.
Phase 3 – analyze problems and (root) causes
The information derived from the analyses in the phases one and two were used in the third phase
to analyze similarities and discrepancies.
For each problem, making the current use not correspond to the intended design, an attempt was
made to find the underlying cause(s) and the root-causes for occurrence of the underlying
cause(s). An identified cause of a certain problem can, in its turn, be created by other causes.
Only the last identified causes, when it was not possible to reason any further were stated
separately as root-causes.
Not all of the identified problems with their related causes and root-cause were treated; only the
most important ones were selected and focused upon. Three grounds were used to make this
selection. First, the problem and (root) causes should contribute to answering the RQs. The
second ground was that certain problems or (root) causes were (often) mentioned by the
interviewees as being important. The third ground was that the problem or (root) cause was found
to be important following logical reasoning or looking into scientific literature. Sometimes in the
analysis a (root) cause was identified because of logical reasoning. Sometimes it might have been
impossible for interviewees to identify a cause because they did not have all the different
information from different viewpoints at their disposal. In addition, some causes were identified by
only few interviewees as being important. Because of their functions other interviewees might not
heed a cause or not recognize it, even though it is nevertheless found to be important. This is then
a hypothesis based upon logical reasoning and possibly literature. In the figures depicting the
complete analysis (appendices 11 and 12) these ‘unsupported’ (root) causes are dotted.
Sometimes using scientific literature was found to be interesting because this made it easier to
identify (root) causes and it did strengthen certain argumentations. This analysis was thus based
upon coded data from the interviews, the descriptions of intended and current use, scientific
literature and logical reasoning. The analysis is presented in chapter 8.
Phase 4 – improve the design
In phase 4, looking at phase three outcomes, the goal was to identify improvement directions that
would answer the RQs (because also other improvement directions, not completely relating to the
RQs, could be made). Via logical reasoning focused improvement directions were identified and
processed into the discussion PowerPoint slide-deck (see also figure 5 and paragraph 5.6). Only
the most important improvement directions were focused on. As explained earlier in phase 3 a
focus was already made by explaining and identifying the most important problems and causes. In
phase 4 again a focus was made; from these selected problems and causes only the most
important led to a design improvement while the others led to improvement direction explanation.
This was based upon logical reasoning, scientific literature and employees finding it important to
be improved.
The outcomes from these phase four discussions were analyzed which resulted in validation of the
identified focused improvement directions by different stakeholders within Philips. They were
validated because a check was run to see if the focus made in explaining certain problems and
(root) causes in the phase three analysis was done properly and led to improvements in the right
directions. In addition it was validated if there was agreement on the design of improvement
directions. Lastly, the discussion outcomes led to refinements to these improvements and also to
contributions to an accompanying change plan.
No coding was used to analyze discussion outcomes because this was found to be too timeconsuming compared to the expected return. The discussions were more about validation of
improvements and validation of the directions in which improvements were designed. The
interview outcomes, where coding was used, were more complex and many unexpected outcomes
were found here. The interviews were less guided than the discussions. Because of the reasons
mentioned above it was decided not to record the discussions.
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5.6 Design
The analyses done in phase 1, 2, 3 and 4 led to improvement directions in which a distinction can
be made between design improvements or improvement direction explanations. This is dependent
on the importance of the improvement direction and the possibility to redesign it (as explained in
paragraph 5.5).
As explained in the previous paragraph the goal of phase 4 was to identify improvement directions
that would answer the RQs. The outcomes of phase 3 comparing the intended and current use,
improvement suggestions from the phase 2 interviews, scientific literature (to identify and support
certain improvements) and logical reasoning was used to identify focused validated design
improvements or improvement direction. To come to the phase 4 discussion outcomes, again
scientific literature (to benchmark discussion outcomes) and logical reasoning were used to refine
the design improvements or improvement directions.
The improvements directions were designed taking into account the design specification criteria of
van Aken et al. (2007). This was done in order to tailor the design to let it suffice its purpose and to
make sure that the improvements are valuable to Philips. Checking improvement directions with
design specifications was done but not made explicit in the report. The specifications can be seen
in appendix 7.
The validated and refined focused improvements, presented in chapter 9, should answer all the
RQs and ultimately the GRQ. The TP is part of the RIS process definition phase. This is why
improvements in the RIS process definition phase; which are not specifically related to the TP, do
affect answering the RQs 2, 3 and 4; which are specifically related to the TP. Validation and
testing of improvement is done, as explained, by discussing with the employees within Philips. As
the next RIS process definition phase starts in February 2010 it was impossible to test the effect of
the improvements within the timeslot of this thesis.
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6. Intended research innovation strategy process
This chapter describes the intended research innovation strategy (RIS) process design and its
intended relation with the business strategy process. First, the goal, intended domain and process
of design of the RIS process are explained (6.1). Subsequently the intended use of the RIS
process design is described. In this paragraph it is also explained why this thesis focuses upon the
definition phase of the RIS process (6.2). In addition it is elaborated on how the RIS process is
intended to be related with the business strategy process (6.3). Subsequently, having treated the
RIS process and its relation with the business strategy process, the positioning of the TP in and
related to these processes is elaborated on in more detail. In addition the TP intended use and its
value are treated (6.4). The intended stakeholder involvement in the RIS process and the business
strategy process is also explained in more detail (6.5). Lastly, the intended approach to decisionmaking assisted by the use of the TP is explained (6.6).

6.1 Goal and domain of the research innovation strategy process
This paragraph describes the goal of the RIS process and its accompanying domain. Furthermore
the process of designing the RIS process is briefly described.
The goal of the RIS process (also called ‘process-0’) is to streamline research with PH. These
activities mainly relate to technological innovation directions. This thesis focuses on PR
streamlining research activities with PH. The decisions made in the RIS process, related to PR
streamlining research activities with PH, should be about the research needed to support PH
activities and about how a certain ambition should be achieved (via internal or external research).
With the designed RIS process it should be discussed what PR can do regarding PH advanced
development (AD) activities. Development activities are situated in the PH BUs and can be divided
in AD and development (D) activities. Dependent on the BU context, these two are managed
separately or jointly. In figure 6 the interaction of Research with AD and D is shown related to a
relative timeline of technology maturity.

Figure 6: Interaction of Research with (Advanced) Development

The development part after milestone ‘proven technology/function’ is beyond the scope of this
thesis because investing in proven technologies or functions is not technological innovation. This
is why the RIS process should streamline what PR can do regarding AD activities. It is very
important to take the latter into account when reading the rest of the thesis. Not all innovation
activities should thus be considered in this process. In fact there is not one total innovation
strategy process within Philips that considers all AD, D and PR activities. Because of this the
relationship of the RIS process with the other innovation strategy processes is not explicitly
described in this thesis. There are many different innovation activities and processes with too
complex relationships to explain in this thesis, so they therefore fall outside the scope.
The RIS process was designed by the CTO Office and the PR RPO office. Besides these offices
also other people were involved. This was done in two phases. In the first phase people from PR
and AD were involved. In the second phase, the GDMM (Global Development Managers Meeting)
provided approval and endorsement, and the new process was reviewed in detail (and tuned) with
the Research Program Management Team (all department heads working for the healthcare
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Program) as well as with other functions in strategy and clinical science. The RIS process is
owned for PH by the CTO Office. The RPO Office align the process across all Philips Sectors.

6.2 Intended use of research innovation strategy process design
This paragraph elaborates on the RIS process design and how this should be used.
The annual RIS process cycle as designed by PH and PR can be divided in three phases; strategy
definition, strategy deployment and portfolio definition (see figure 7). RIS definition and
deployment is thus used in combination with portfolio management. As can be seen, in figure 7,
the TPs are situated in the RIS definition phase. The thesis main goal is to evaluate and improve
the TPs and because of this, the main focus will be on the RIS definition phase (the TP is further
explained in paragraph 7.4). The RIS process definition phase runs from the TPs for BU strategic
reviews upto and including defining the TPSD. Sometimes also the other phases will be
considered because these phases are linked, and influence each other. In the remainder of this
paragraph the intended RIS process design is explained from the point that the formal TP is
defined and discussed (the positioning of the TP in the RIS process will be explained extensively
in paragraph 6.4). Figure 7 will guide this explanation. In this figure a left-to-right arrow from one
box to another does not necessarily implicate that the first box is needed in the second box, but
more a flow of activities.

Figure 7: Intended Research Innovation Strategy process

Just before the Research Portfolio Analysis (RPA), the spring project reviews should be done by
PR and the BUs. These project reviews are not part of the RIS process but it is useful to know
about these. The project reviews evaluate how current research projects are performing. The RPA
should map, on a high level (no project level; topics are pulled out) the ongoing research and this
should be benchmarked against the formal TPs (note the first loop arrow named ‘check’ in figure
7). What is not shown in the figure is that in the RPA a R&D Portfolio delta analysis should be
made to describe the gap between the current portfolio and the desired future portfolio.
The description of how to bridge this gap should be elaborated on in the Technology Strategy and
Portfolio Document (TSPD). The TSPD should thus be used to make strategic selections about
research topics that should be investigated and to identify desired changes from current portfolio
by identifying new research topics. The TPSD should follow from the research ambition (described
in the formal TPs) and current research activities (described in the portfolio analysis). The overall
intent of the TSPD is to improve the portfolio of long-term innovation projects while ensuring an
effective pipeline of innovation to sustain the business in the future. The TSPD should state the
long-term strategic innovation goals and desired portfolio balance in Philips. It should link
customer insights with major clinical, technological, and market trends, capture business ambitions
and strategic choices, and provide guidance, focus and steering for the innovation projects in PH
and PR. The formal TPs should be used when defining the TSPD. The TPs should capture and
visualize the important RIS topics in overviews that guides decision making. After defining the
TSPD, the RIS definition phase is finished because the RIS is defined. See appendix 8 for more
information about the TSPD.
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Subsequently PR should make project proposals considering the selected research topics defined
in the TSPD. From these proposals a list of projects is selected which should be defined in the
‘agreed new Research topics list’. This list can include extensive version of earlier projects or
totally new projects. Selection criteria should be based upon the TSPD and RPA. When research
topics are agreed, the research proposals can be discussed and defined. The RIS deployment
phase is finished at the point when the research proposals are defined because the research
innovation investments decisions following from the RIS definition should then have been
translated into projects.
The amount of funding available should be known around the end of September. To verify if the
outcomes of the new research proposals mirror the RIS in terms of future portfolio directions, a
new Research Portfolio Overview (RPO) should be made. Subsequently the new RPO should be
balanced with small adjustments in budgets which should be known in November. The Research
Portfolio Review (RPR), which is intended to be the last activity in the RIS cycle, should be
benchmarked together with the ‘agreed new Research topic list’ against the TSPD (note the
second loop arrow named ‘check’ in figure 7) to see if the translation from the TSPD has been
done in the right way and to see if the total process has worked effectively. The RPR should be
used, together with the formal TPs to define the next years TPs (for BUs).
The final deliverables from the RIS process should be:
- The TSPD document
- A new selection of projects (extensive versions of earlier projects or totally new projects).
- Funding agreements about projects.
During the yearly process the idea is that new ideas can be introduced at every point of time and
changes can be made with a ‘one quarter notice’. This with the goal to protect capabilities and
allow controlled adaptation. Shifting priorities in research activities outside of the intended process
should only take place after a project review has been held.
The use of the RIS process in the BUs and CCs cannot be enforced by the CTO Office because
the BUs are autonomous with respect to strategy decision making. The CTO Office, who as
explained in paragraph 6.1 owns the RIS process in PH, should convince BUs and CCs about the
added value of the process and explain how to participate in an effective way to let them feel
affiliated.

6.3 Relation of research innovation strategy with business strategy
The Healthcare part of the PR Technology (Innovation) Strategy and the PH Business Strategy
should be aligned in order to make wise strategic decisions about research to be done. When
‘company paid’ (explained in paragraph 4.3) PR activities become more relevant to the PH BUs,
one or more PH BUs can decide to start funding it. If PH puts priority on certain research and has
enough money, this research will be funded by PH (than called ‘contract research’). This PH
funding is important for PR because they can only fund a certain percentage with their company
paid research budget. Because of research being funded by PH the link of the RIS process cycle
with the PH business strategy process should be really clear; research investments should be in
line with business strategy outcomes. In Figure 8 the PH business strategy process and the RIS
process are presented and their interaction process is shown. This figure can help to explain both
processes and their relationship.
The business strategy process should lead to statements about the strategic pillars and objectives
(both long and short term), related customer needs and sometimes also products or solutions
aimed for. Looking at figure 8, first the BUs should do business analyses. This information should
be used in their BU strategic review (BU SR). The goals of this BU SR are:
- Discuss the vision, competition, market shares, business portfolio management and product
roadmaps
- Business can present key achievements and improvement projects
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- Review of strategic plans of the BUs. This is also done to ensure alignment of the individual
strategies to the overall PH strategy.
The main deliverables deriving from these meetings are updated BU business strategy
documents. The different BU business strategies should be used to make one BG business
strategy which could imply that the BU have to adapt their BU business strategy after the BG
business strategy is approved.

Figure 8: Intended design research innovation strategy and business strategy

Now the intended relation of the business strategy process with the RIS process will be described.
The TP (for BU SR) should provide technology input to the discussion while preparing the slidedeck for the BU SR. This slide-deck should be used to guide discussion in the BU SRs. Surprising
technology insights could lead to shifting business strategy directions. The TP for BUs should thus
be used as a technology push strategy tool here. The underlying motivation of introducing this link
was that potential R&D innovation options were not sufficiently captured as input to the BUs SRs;
often only the 4x4 innovation matrix (see paragraph 4.3) was used in the BU SRs. By presenting
an overview of strategic research innovation decisions to be made in the TPs, including technology
opportunities that may not have been thought about earlier, the PH BU and PR are trying to
influence decision-making in the BU SRs and prevent just waiting to let the decisions descend
down from the BU SRs.
As can be seen in figure 8 the TP for BU SR gets input from business analyses which makes it
easier to identify technology opportunities for the BUs or CCs.
The goal of the formal TPs is to guide decision-making about research investments in the RIS
process following the business strategy. This link with business strategy can be seen in figure 8.
Before introducing the formal TPs, the output of the BU SRs was often not communicated in a
formalized way to employees defining the technology strategy and portfolio document (TSPD),
which need this information. The TP is supposed to better facilitate the need for this output.
Business strategy comes out of the SRs or is at least approved here. As can be seen in figure 8,
the BU SR should give input to the TP about strategic objectives (both short and long term) and
customer needs in certain programs from a market pull strategy. The formal TPs, which in fact
should be an update of the ‘TP for BU SR’ with the approved business strategy, should then define
the RIS investment directions to be pursued in various technology areas.
The RIS process relation with the business strategy process that has been described in this
paragraph thus seems to have a market pull nature, but also technology push activities are
included.

6.4 Technology Profile
Having treated the RIS process and its relation with the business strategy process, the TP should
be elaborated on in more detail. This paragraph explicitly explains the motivation of introducing the
TP, how the Technology Profile (TP) is positioned in the RIS and business strategy processes,
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and what level of generic detail of information is needed in the TP to let it achieve its goals (6.4.1).
In addition it is shown what the TP template looks like and how the TP is intended to be used to
guide decision-making around prioritizing and defining research investment activities (6.4.2).

6.4.1 TP positioning and value
PH wanted to involve innovation and technological considerations more intensively in strategic
business decisions; the aim was to make a better trade-off between technical capabilities and
market characteristics when making decisions about R&D investments. This is why, in 2008, the
CTO Office has introduced the TP template to support making strategic decisions in the BU SR
and ultimately support defining the TSPD in the RIS process. The TP template should be well
balanced with regard to technological, market and innovation aspects. It should not be used to
‘automate’ decisions but to visualize and support. The TPs can be used for a lot of purposes. This
will be explained through figure 9 which depicts the relationship of TP with RIS and business
strategy processes. For each number in the figure will be elaborated on the role of the TP.

Figure 9: Intended TP relation with research innovation strategy and business strategy processes

1. Last years’ TPs should be used as an input to the TPs for BU SRs. In addition an updated list of
topics that R&D is working on (last years’ RPR) and trend documents should be used.
2. The TPs for BU SRs should be updated with business strategy directions and new RIS related
information that pops-up in the meantime (between formulating the TPs for BU SR and the formal
TPs).
3. The TPs are not supposed to give input to the Research Portfolio Analysis. It is used the other
way around (see point 4). However, the TP should give input to the TSPD. It should be used to
communicate, in a formalized way, the business strategy directions. Employees writing the TSPD
need these directions to define the TSPD. The TP should state where PH and PR want to win (foci
and choices). This should be brought together with inputs of technology, market and clinical trends
to define what PH and PR are going to do or change to get there (stated in the TSPD).
4. The TP should be used to check with the Research Portfolio Analysis. The Research portfolio
analysis should map, on a high level, the ongoing Research and should be benchmarked against
the formal TPs stating the research ambitions. The RPA and TP should be used together to define
where to go to.
5. Business analyses done in the BUs should give input to the TP for BUs. These should improve
PR insights in BUs activities which should make it easier to identify technology opportunities.
6. The TP should be used to provide a technology push input, about R&D foci and choices, to the
discussion about defining the preparatory slide-deck of the BU SR. Remember that this slide-deck
should be used to guide discussion in the BU SRs.
7. The BU SR should give input to the TP about strategic objectives and customer needs in certain
programs. This should increase the RIS being defined with a market pull strategy.
8. The TPs for BU SR should be used by PR to consider BU activities and their own capabilities
and from here try to identify technology opportunities and process these in the TP. This can be for
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example from recent discoveries or just because PR has another view of the market place. The
formal TP should be used as a discussion paper for PH and PR to discuss the R&D activities that
should be invested in, considering and adapting to business strategy. The spring project reviews,
done just before the research portfolio analysis, showing current research project statuses in PR
can be an input in this discussion. PR should also try to find gaps in BU strategies / technology
areas; to come up with topics the BU or CC has not thought about. The TP should as well be used
by PR to identify topics for making research proposals looking at the knowledge needed in certain
technology areas. Last, respective to this point, the TP should be used for cross-BU innovation.
BUs should understand activities of each other to be able to identify cross-BU opportunities. For
example a certain technology application that could also be used, possible slightly adapting it, in
another BU. To achieve this goal a sharing platform with limited access was constructed and
deployed. The organizational culture in Philips is considered to be innovative which should
encourage sharing.
Other purposes
The TP could also be used as a general communication paper to show PR what the BUs or CCs
are doing in R&D. In addition it could be used to remind a BU to reflect on what they are actually
doing. It might be that a BU is investing in a technology area that does not align with their strategic
objectives. This reflection can influence strategic innovation decision-making.
The level of generic information that should be filled out in the TP to facilitate its purpose should
comply with the standard that the TP should be understandable for both PR and other BUs or
CCs. The TP should be used for discussion. Therefore there should be room for interpretation. No
current project names of current R&D activities should be used but technological areas or topics.

6.4.2 Intended use of the TP template for prioritizing / defining activities
To describe how the TP is used in prioritizing / defining research investment activities firstly the
template should be presented. The TP template has two versions; one for the BUs and one for the
CCs. In appendix 3 these are presented. In the TP the following topics are treated:
1. Program
2. Strategic objective
3. Customer need
4. Technology Area/ R&D Initiative
5. Ambition (innovate, compete, follow or not-invest)
6. Status vs. Competition (leading, ahead, on par, lagging or behind)
7. Priority (1,2 or 3)
8. R&D FTEs (optional)
9. Trend vs. Comp (++,+,=,- or --).
10. Action or changes (to current activity required to meet the ‘strategic objective’.
11. BU/CC Links (for BUs: indicate the CC that benefit from a Technology Area or support or
drive it, for CCs: indicate the BUs that drive or support R&D in a Technology Area).
12. Comments
These topics should be used to guide decision-making around prioritizing and defining research
investment activities.
For each program in the TP the strategic objectives should be stated. From these strategic
objectives the customer needs that require R&D activity in a certain technology area in order to
satisfy these needs should be boiled down.
For each technology area the business ambition (innovate, compete, follow or not-invest) should
be compared with the status in the technology area compared to competition (leading, ahead, on
par, lagging or behind). In addition a trend development of the company’s own R&D position
compared to competitors (++,+,=,-,--) should be considered. This in order to see where a company
is moving faster or slower relative to its competitors compared to last year. Lastly BUs should
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indicate whether and which CCs benefit from, support or drive R&D in a technology area. The CCs
indicate whether and which BUs drive or support R&D in a technology area.
The information filled out in the TP together with other knowledge present in the heads of the
decision-makers should be used to do priority setting (1, 2 or 3), to define the R&D FTEs needed
and to define actions and changes (start, strengthen, partner, continue, reduce, spin-in, stop) in
order to fulfill demands in the technology area. This other knowledge present in the heads of the
decision-makers is often not made visible in the TP (only sometimes in the comments box).
This prioritization, defining R&D FTEs and defining action & changes should be done via
discussion between the PH BU or CC and PR as can be seen in point 8 of the previous paragraph.
First the PH BU or CC should fill out the formal TP and subsequently PR or other PH BUs or CCs
should have a look at it and discuss it.
It was not elaborated on if prioritization, defining R&D FTEs and defining action & changes should
be done considering the whole set of programs at once or to look at each program or strategic
objectives individually.

6.5 Stakeholder involvement in RIS and business strategy process
This paragraph elaborates on the intended stakeholder involvement in the RIS process definition
phase and the business strategy process.
In the RIS process definition phase different parties should be involved contributing to the TP and
using the TP, doing the RPA and defining the TSPD. Also the involvement in the business strategy
SRs is elaborated on because of the relation of the RIS with the business strategy process. The
intended involvement in the business analyses could not be described because this varied for
every BU. Figure 10 depicts the RIS and business strategy process and is used to elaborate on
the employees that should be responsible and/or involved in the various activities.

Figure 10: Intended divisional stakeholder involvement

Appendix 9 presents the situation of the employees involved in the SRs, TP, RPA and TSPD in the
PH and PR organization to further clarify the intended stakeholder involvement.
The responsible person for contributing to a TP or TSPD should be the PH BU CTO, but because
of the BUs having different organizational structures this person is also sometimes the R&D
manager, Advanced Development manager or Innovation manager. This responsible person
should involve, apart from PR and the CTO Office the other relevant employees in the BU
organization to obtain input from all different perspectives (functions). In the guidance is
specifically advised to involve BU marketing, BU clinical science and BU (advanced) development
employees. In figure 11 both the intended divisional and functional involvement are presented.
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Divisional level of intended involvement
Business Units – PR
-BU CTO

Functional level of intended involvement
-Advanced Development (via BU CTO)
-Development (via BU CTO)

-PR KAM
-Clinical Science (via BU CTO)
-CTO Liaison Officer
-Marketing (via BU CTO)
-Research (via PR KAM)
Care Cycles – PR
-CC VP

-CTO Office (via CTO Liaison Officer)

-CTO Liaison Officer

-Care Cycles (via CC VP)

Figure 11: Intended divisional and functional stakeholder involvement

6.6 Approach to TP assisted decision-making
Now the intended stakeholders involvement in the RIS process and business strategy process is
clear, how to guide decision-making with the TPs can be explained.
The TP should guide in decision-making. This decision-making should be done via discussion
between PR and the PH BU or CC (as already explained in point 8 in paragraph 6.4). The
employees that make decisions with guidance of the TP should be a reflection from the entities
involved in the RIS process; PH (the BU CTO or CC VP), PR (the KAM) and the PH CTO Office
(the CTO Liaison Officer). The CTO Liaison Officer should have a mediating role between PH and
PR.
As explained in paragraph 6.5 the PH BU CTO should be the responsible person regarding
contributing to the BU TP. This person should have a decisive vote in prioritization, defining R&D
FTEs and defining action & changes in the TP. The reason behind this is that the BU is paying the
investments choices in Research that derive from the RIS process. This person should also be the
one who best knows BU strategy and guide a proper translation of this to the RIS.
The CTO Office can decide to fund some research if they think it is really important, then the CTO
Liaison Officer can give its vote. Another part of the role of the CTO Liaison Officer is to take into
account the connection of the technology strategy with other BUs to see if there are no
contradictory strategies that can harm each other or to highlight opportunities to strengthen each
other.
The Research KAM goal is to ‘sell’ the research ideas to the BU and possibly the CTO Office. This
person will aim to convince the BU, in discussion, about the opportunities of certain research
activities. KAM should know for the specific BU what Research is needed. This person should
have an overview of all Research activities and involve this in decision-making.
Regarding contributing to the TPs for the CCs the situation is somewhat comparable. The CC VP
is the responsible person but compared to the BU CTO, this person does not always have a
decisive vote in prioritization, defining R&D FTEs and defining action & changes because the CC
does not always pay the investments that they think are useful. Some CCs have their own budget
but, regarding funding, they are mainly dependent on the BUs or the CTO Office. Because of this
the CC VP should use the TP with the BUs, CTO Office and last the KAM for the CC. The KAM’
role can also be to point at BUs that have comparable research needs as the CCs.
Regarding the decision-making in the RIS process for each BU the BU CTO seems to be a central
person because he is involved in defining the TP, TPSD and is involved in the BU SR. The BU
CTO should ensure consistency here. For each CC the CC VP, CTO Liaison Officer to CC and
KAM are all involved in defining the TP and TPSD. This should ensure consistency in using the TP
for defining the TSPD.
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7. Description of current use
The previous chapter elaborated on the intended use of the RIS process. This chapter describes
the current use (focused on the strategy definition phase) of this intended RIS process and its
relationship with the business strategy process. The current use is described, as already explained
in chapter 5, in order to be able to compare it with the intended design, and use this to elaborate
on and analyze similarities and discrepancies in chapter 8. Almost the same paragraph structure is
used as in the previous chapter to make comparison easier.
First the current domain of the RIS process is elaborated on (7.1). Subsequently, a description of
the current use of the RIS process definition phase is presented (7.2). Next, the focus is on the
actual relation of the RIS with business strategy (7.3). Next, having treated the current use of RIS
process definition phase and its current relation with the business strategy process, the actual
positioning of the TPs in and related to these processes is elaborated on in more detail. In addition
the actual use of the TP template is treated (7.4). Furthermore an elaboration of the current
stakeholder involvement in the RIS process definition phase and the business strategy process is
given (7.5). Finally, the current approach to TP assisted decision-making is explained (7.6).
In this chapter the words ‘always’, ‘usually (or most)’, ‘often’, ‘sometimes’ and ‘never (or not)’ are
used in the text to make clear to what extent statements are supported by the data collected from
the interviews (for more details see paragraph 5.5). When none of these words are used, a
statement can be considered as having a general consensus.

7.1 Current domain of the research innovation strategy process
This paragraph describes the current perceived domain of the RIS process. As explained in
paragraph 6.1 the RIS process should discuss what PR can do regarding PH advanced
development (AD) activities. The intention is that the RIS process should streamline what PR can
do regarding AD activities. However, the current perceived domain of the RIS process differed
from this intended domain. This is presented in figure 12. The perceived domain varied among
different BUs.

Figure 12: Comparison of domains

In figure 12 can be seen that there were differences in the extent to that short and mid term
objectives were treated in the RIS process versus treating long term (BU and non-BU) objectives.
It was acknowledged, by both PR and BUs, that the focus in the RIS process was often at
discussing short / mid term objectives. The intention was that both short and mid term as well as
long term objectives should be treated. Furthermore most BUs streamlined the discussion more to
what PR can do in their view, and not to first define what was really cooking in the AD kitchen,
discuss or communicate this with PR and from here see what PR can do. Because of this not all
activities were discussed. BUs did for example often not intend to discuss or at least communicate
about technology areas that they found were not innovative (that were not challenging or did not
solve technology gaps).
To conclude, not all current and future AD topics were treated in the RIS process as was intended.

7.2 Current use of research innovation strategy process design
This paragraph elaborates on the current use of the intended RIS process definition phase.
Sometimes the RIS process definition phase or parts of it were not used at all. This is not treated
here as this chapter describes how the intended RIS process definition phase is currently used
and not whether it is used.
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The RIS definition phase process was not followed as designed and used differently by various
stakeholders. Every set of related BU and PR Account that was interviewed had another way of
following the process. This made it impossible to draw a scheme about how the RIS process
definition phase was used in general, as done in the intended RIS process design picture (figure 7)
in the previous chapter. This paragraph tries to explain on a high-level (in words) how the RIS
process definition phase was currently used. In paragraph 7.3 and 7.4 this is explained in more
detail.
All BUs that were following the RIS process filled out the TP. However, the TP was sometimes not
discussed about with PR. Then the BU used the TP for validation of their (advanced) development
activities. All CCs followed the RIS process. They filled out and also discussed the TPs with PR.
Although the TPs were filled out by most of the BUs and all CCs they were not used as intended.
Nobody thought about the TP as having two versions as was intended in the original process
design (see paragraph 6.2; the TPs for BU strategic reviews and the formal TPs). Filling out the TP
was seen as an iterative process; the TP should be changed after each discussion. It was
mentioned by the BUs that the latter did sometimes not happen. Contributing to the TP was
sometimes started in February, when SRs outputs were not yet available, and stopped before the
spring reviews in PR. At this point of time the PR people were busy doing these reviews and the
TP was often not a priority anymore. Sometimes contributing to the TP was started after the SRs
because then strategic directions were clear.
The TPs were not being used to present R&D arguments to the SRs. Furthermore the TP was not
always used as intended to translate the business strategy to the RIS (more about these two
occurrences in paragraph 7.3).
To conclude, the TP was used at different points of time in the process and for different goals. The
current use of the TP is more thoroughly explained in the next paragraph; 7.4.
Subsequently the Research Portfolio Analysis, which maps the ongoing Research, was usually
used to benchmark it against the TPs. However, one BU stated that it did not do this because it
was not aware about this iteration in the RIS process.
Looking at the TSPD every BU and CC has participated and written its chapter. This was always
done in collaboration with PR. Some, both BU and PR, employees stated that the TP could be
translated one-to-one to the TSPD although the TPSD is written in words. Others argued that the
TP cannot be translated on a one-to-one basis to the TSPD. They knew that intentionally it should,
but the problem was that they felt that in the TSPD clearer choices and priorities should be made.
Most BU and all PR people found the TPSD really useful. They mentioned that the TSPD was
used to phrase their input in discussions about research proposals to get to the list of ‘agreed new
research topics’.

7.3 Current relation of research innovation strategy with business
strategy
This paragraph describes the current relation of the RIS with business strategy. But first is
elaborated on this years’ change in the business strategy process. The process was redesigned
and not followed as sketched in chapter 6. This should be elaborated on before describing the
current relation between the RIS process and business strategy process.
Change in the business strategy process
This year the business strategy process was changed (see figure 13 and 14 for the differences).
As explained in paragraph 6.2 before BU SRs were held and combined together, looking at
synergies, into BG strategies which were discussed in the BG SRs. All BGs strategies were
combined together in a one PH strategy. From this year on was first started with bottom-up
discussions in every BU which were subsequently used as input to the formulation of the PH
strategy. The PH strategy was boiled down to BG strategy directions. These directions were
discussed in the BG SRs. The BG SRs outcomes were used by BUs to define their strategy. The
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PH strategy discussions are on a very high abstract level and it is hard to relate them to the RIS.
This is why in this thesis the PH strategy is left outside of consideration.
Current relation of the RIS process with the business strategy process
Input of technology arguments into business strategy process
According to some BUs and PR people, technology arguments are not really considered in the BG
SRs. Also in the old business strategy process, technology arguments were not really presented in
the BU SRs; these were found to be mainly market driven.
The new business strategy process caused that the way in which bottom-up technologies
opportunities could be presented to the business strategy process had changed. Because of the
fact that the BU SRs, giving input to defining the BG strategy, were not held anymore, the TP
could no longer be used to present technology arguments here. This was because the level of
detail in the TP was found to be too high to bridge the gap to the BG SRs. But even before, in the
old business strategy process, the TP was never used as an input to the BU SR. The problem
here was as well that the level of detail in the TP was found to be too detailed. The TP could not
be used as input to the preparatory slide-deck, which is used in the SRs. Some BUs did not see
the value of using the TP to present technology aspects to the business strategy. They did thus
not start to fill out the TP as intended. Some started to fill out the TP after BU strategy was
approved. Some did start as intended in February but did not use the TP as an input to the
business strategy process. On one occassion a BU mentioned that it did not know that the TPs
should be used as an input to the SRs to present technology aspects to the business strategy
stakeholders. To conclude, the TP was not used to provide input to the discussion about defining
the preparatory slide-deck of the BU SR nor the BG SR and thus did not introduce research foci
and choices in the SR discussions. With regard to the CC there was no CC SR. Instead of this
there was a high level sales pitch which presented market numbers and project sales in which the
TP was not used either.
In one BU the TP was used to support defining the technology roadmap. This roadmap was found
to be a better format to present technology inputs to the business strategy process. After approval
of the BU Strategy the TP was updated by the roadmap. This could be done because of the
iterative nature of the TP. The TP was thus an input to defining the roadmap but also updated by
the approved roadmap.
Furthermore no other RIS process deliverable was used to give input to the business strategy
process on the BU level. The RPR outcomes (see paragraph 6.3), available from the end of
November, were often not communicated to the RIS process responsible in the BU and the TSPD
was sometimes not found to be up-to-date anymore to use in the business strategy process.
It was mentioned by various people that the information used in the BG SRs was obviously pulled
from the BUs but that there was not a lot of time to do this. Therefore there could not have been
dug into each detail. The way in which the BG SRs get information about technology was not via
documents but only via communication. Some people present in the BG SRs stated that they
wanted to have an overview of which technologies are available and what could be done with
them. Currently this was not found to be sufficiently present.
PR said that they try to make sure that technology ideas within PR are communicated to the BUs
and business strategy process. PR has different ways of doing this like reviewing and discussing
the TP and TSPD and other meetings outside the RIS process (for example the innovation days of
CT). It was mentioned that this did not always deliver sufficient information because not all topics
were treated in the TP and TSPD because of the different perceived domains of the RIS process.
In addition the bottom-up discussions were not found to cover all technology aspects. The
communication between PR employees and PH BU employees was mainly via direct informal
communication. Unfortunately in the end PR felt that their ideas were not always taken into
account.
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Translation of business strategy process outcomes to research innovation strategy
In the BG SR in the new business strategy process, long-term strategies with accompanying
customer needs were formulated. Subsequently strategic intentions and the strategic goal should
have been identified followed by identifying the technology gaps. In one BG SR this was done by
specifying the long-term mission and also stating which of these elements are pure development
work and which should involve PR. However, this was not always done. It was mentioned that the
BG SRs should be this specific because otherwise it will be quite impossible to translate the BG
SR to the RIS process.
The BG SR is normally approved at the end of April. The BG SR should be used by the BUs to
define their BU strategy and this strategy should serve as an input to the RIS process. All agreed
that the challenge will remain to get from a high level BG SR to a very specific research project in
which one or two FTEs are involved. The TPs can be filled out taking into account business
strategy outcomes but translation is needed. A BU acknowledged that they should work on this.
One BU mentioned that they finished the TP before business strategy was approved. This made
the TP a bad guideline for writing the TPSD. This could, according to PR, be seen from the TSPD
quality. Some BUs used the technology roadmap to translate the approved BU strategy to the RIS.
The technology roadmap was then used as the master file of the TP.

7.4 Technology Profile
Having treated the current use of the RIS process and its current relationship with the business
strategy process, the current use of the TP should now be elaborated on in more detail. This
paragraph explicitly explains how the Technology Profile (TP) was used in the RIS process and in
relation to the business strategy process. In addition is elaborated on the level of generic detail of
information used in the TP (7.4.1). Using the TP to guide decision-making around prioritizing and
defining research investment activities is also explained (7.4.2).

7.4.1 Current TP positioning and use
Figure 13 presents how the TP is intended to be positioned in RIS process and how it facilitates
aligning with the business strategy process. Figure 14 presents how the TP is actually positioned,
also presenting the actual business strategy process (the RIS process was not designed taking
this new business strategy into account; remember the change in the business strategy process
explained in paragraph 7.3). The dotted lines indicate that an activity or goal is only sometimes
done or achieved. Considering these figures (see the numbers in the figures) how the TP is
currently positioned and used is described in points.

Figure 13: Intended TP relation with research innovation strategy and business strategy processes
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Figure 14: Current TP relation

1. This years TPs were used as an input to this years’ TPs. Usually the first time creating the TP
took a lot more effort compared to the second year because it was partly copied. Sometimes
Research Portfolio output from this years’ RIS process cycle was used to define the TP. The
spring project reviews in PR (which is not shown in the figures), done before the research portfolio
analysis, showing current research project statuses in PR were often used as final input to the TP
discussions. These reviews gave information about the status of current research projects (for
example if research projects achieved their targets).
2. BUs and PR did not distinguish between the two versions of the TP. This is why this arrow was
removed. The TP was seen as an iterative tool which should be constantly updated with new
related information. It was perceived to capture the current state of discussion. Before introduction
of the TP there were sometimes also discussions but this was usually not captured. The date of
starting to fill out the TPs was different for each BU. This is why the green box in figure 14 is
dotted.
3. The TP was usually used to communicate, in a formalized way, the ambition, foci and choices
about research investment in order to guide defining the TSPD. This translation was not always
one-to-one as already explained in paragraph 7.2. The TP was not brought together with inputs of
technology, market and clinical trends to be able to better define what PH and PR are going to do
or change to get there (stated in the TSPD). This is expected to be done in the next RIS process
cycle. Lastly, the TP was found to be useful at this point of time by PR because it presents insights
into the BUs which makes it easier to address the Research Portfolio Analysis accordingly.
4. The Research Portfolio Analysis was only sometimes used to benchmark ongoing Research
with the future ambition, foci and choices.
5. The TP was, one time, used as a sort of general strategic paper by the PH BU to evaluate and
reflect on own R&D activities. It was mentioned by AD that it forced them to make an overview of
all the activities they were currently doing and evaluate if their actions and investments here were
consistent with their business strategy. Some development people mentioned that filling out the TP
was very useful to them because they always thought in terms of solutions (technologies) and it
was considered an interesting exercise to first think about what the customer need actually is
before giving a solution. The TP was also once used to capture bottom-up discussion in the BU
itself; because it could be used to discuss what they were doing and where could be contributed
with available but not used knowledge to current activities. The TP was not used for bottom-up
discussions in December / January.
6. The TP was not used to provide a technology push input, about R&D foci and choices, to the
discussion about defining the preparatory slide-deck of the BU SR in order to guide discussion in
the BU SRs, as explained in paragraph 7.3.
7. The BU SR does not exist anymore. If the BU strategy was translated to the RIS, this was done
in another way (see point 9 and 10).
8. The TP was used as a discussion paper for PH and PR to discuss the research activities that
should be invested in, sometimes also considering and adapting to business strategy. The latter
did not always happen as explained in paragraph 7.3. Most BUs did not find the TP to be a leading
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tool in the discussion with PR, although it could lead to surprising insights. As a guiding tool it was
found to be sufficiently valuable.
Some BUs and PR mentioned that the TP helped to get a first good overview of research
investment decisions to be made and subsequently helped to guide focusing. Some BU and CC
people however mentioned that the TP did not lead to focusing because no clear choices were
made. The focusing, done via priority setting and defining activities, was usually not done only
taking into account the various columns in the TP. Other information was also used. It was found
that research investments made do not necessarily have to derive logically from the information
filled out in the TP. Furthermore the TP was found to be useful, by both the BUs and PR to let PR
identify technology gaps in business strategy and thus come up with things the BU or CC had not
thought about. In addition PR used the TP as well to identify topics for making research proposals.
PR mentioned that is gives them a feeling or impression about where to go, a sort of mandate from
the BU. In addition, it was stated that the TP could but was not used for cross-BU innovation. It
was acknowledged by all the BUs that it makes sense to consider cross-BU research and
development activities but the level of information detail was often found to be not generic enough
in order to let BUs understand each others’ activities. It was mentioned by a BU that this might
have been the main problem that prevented PR from discovering mutual capabilities / knowledge
could be used in different BUs or CCs. Lastly, it was often unknown to both BUs and PR that the
TPs were shared with all TP responsible persons.
The discussions about the TP had a broader range as discussions about the TSPD. When
technology areas were not mentioned in the TSPD as being of strategic importance, often the
opinion in the BUs was that PR should not come up with proposals here. But regarding the
discussions about the TPs this was found to be no problem. The TP discussions were found to
have a higher degree of freedom.
9. The approved BU strategy was sometimes taken into account to update the TP. Technology
and product roadmaps were sometimes used by the BUs as a sort of master file to the TP as
already explained in paragraph 7.3.
10. As can be derived from point 9, the TP was sometimes not used to translate business strategy
outcomes to the RIS process. As a consequence of this the BU strategy was sometimes used as a
direct input to writing the TSPD. Then usually only a short discussion was held with PR about the
BU strategy. The BUs and PR stated that this resulted in TSPD chapters with less quality.
The TP was considered to be user-friendly and not too laborious. In some cases the level of
generic information entered did not facilitate the TP purpose. This information being too detailed
(project names) or generic (extensive clustering of activities) prevented discussion. A KAM
viewpoint that could compare different collaborations between PH BUs and PR stated that filling
out the TP with care resulted in more fruitful discussions and a higher quality of the TSPD. Some
BU employees mentioned that they were uncertain about the level of detail needed in the TPs. No
approval or comments were given by the CTO Office (who owns the RIS process). PR mentioned
that the information in the TP helped to see what the BUs or CCs are doing in R&D. For the BUs
however the TP did not really help to get an insight in PR activities and capabilities.

7.4.2 Current use of the TP template for prioritizing / defining activities
This sub paragraph describes how the TP template was used to guide decision-making around
prioritizing and defining research investment activities. The TP template was not always filled out
and used as intended because contributors to the TP thought that the TP would be more valuable
in an adapted format. In appendix 10 an evaluation is given about the use of / changes made to
each column.
The columns ‘business ambition’, ‘status vs. competition’, ‘trend vs. competition’ and ‘BU/CC’
relation’ were found to be useful for setting priorities and defining actions but this was not the only
information that was used. A lot of other information, that interviewees could many times not make
explicit, was also used. This led to occasions that priorities set and actions defined did not always
seem evident from the information present in the TP. Despite this, the TP was found to be
extensive enough. It was argued that listing more decision variables (columns) in the TP will
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probably not improve decision-making. All agreed that the TP was not leading in decision-making
but guiding. Also other information apart from the information filled out in the TP can be used to
make decisions.
The BU owns the R&D budget from which BU investments in research are paid. These
investments should be consistent with business strategy. It was mentioned by the BUs that they
should first prioritize their demands and that subsequently PR should state if they can fulfill these
needs or that the BU should look elsewhere. Now the BUs mentioned that external research
options were not always considered with comparable attention in the TP (and also in relation to the
total RIS process); the focus was on internal research.

7.5 Current stakeholder involvement in RIS and business strategy
process
This paragraph describes the current stakeholder involvement, in the interviewed BUs and PR, in
the RIS process definition phase and the business strategy process. In the RIS process definition
phase different parties are involved in contributing to the TP and using the TP, doing the RPA and
defining the TSPD. Also the involvement in the business strategy process is partly elaborated on
because of the relation of the RIS with the business strategy process. The involvement in the PH
strategy was not elaborated on because the PH strategy was not considered in this thesis (as
explained in paragraph 7.3)

Figure 15: Current divisional stakeholder involvement

Figure 15 depicts the RIS and business strategy process and is used to elaborate on the
employee functions that are currently involved in the various activities. The involvement in the BG
SR and RPA was as intended (as far as could be investigated). The stakeholder involvement in
the BU TP and BU TSPD chapters differs from intended. The people responsible for the
formulation of the BU Strategy are the same as the ones that were formerly responsible for the BU
SR (in the old business strategy process). Appendix 11 presents the situation in the PH and PR
organizations of the employees involved to further clarify the current stakeholder involvement.
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Divisional level of actual involvement
Business Units – PR
-BU CTO or BU R&D manager or BU AD manager or BU
Innovation manager or BU AD employee in charge of TP or
TSPD
-PR KAM
-CTO Liaison Officer only sometimes involved in interaction
between BUs and PR

Care Cycles – PR
-CC VP
-CTO Liaison Officer

Functional level of actual involvement
-Advanced Development (via BU CTO) always involved
-Development (via BU CTO) usually involved
-Clinical Science (via BU CTO) sometimes involved
-Marketing (via BU CTO) rarely involved
-Business Development (via BU CTO) rarely involved
-Strategy (via BU CTO) not involved
-Research (via PR KAM) always involved
-CTO Office (via CTO Liaison Officer) sometimes involved
-Care Cycles (via CC VP) always involved

Figure 16: Current functional and divisional stakeholder involvement in the RIS process definition phase

In figure 16 the current divisional and functional stakeholder involvement is depicted. As can be
seen from the figures 15 and 16 the person made responsible for the TP and TSPD in the BU
differed. In various BUs different people were found to be in charge. This varied from the BU CTO,
BU R&D manager, BU AD manager or BU Innovation manager to even AD employees.
Furthermore, the CTO Liaison officer was only sometimes involved in the discussion between the
BU and PR. The PR KAM were always involved. The involvement of BU responsibles or PR KAMs
in other TPs than their own was negligible; they did not contribute or discuss about other TPs than
their own.
These three people (the BU responsible, CTO Liaison Officer and the PR KAM) should involve
other relevant employee functions in the RIS process definition phase. Looking at direct functional
involvement of the BU in the RIS process, strategy was never involved, marketing and business
development were rarely involved, clinical science sometimes, while development was usually and
AD always involved.

7.6 Current approach to TP assisted decision-making
This paragraph explains the actual approach to TP decision-making. Regarding TP decisionmaking a discussion was held and in the end, somehow, a decision emerged. The TP was, as
explained in paragraph 7.4, not leading in discussion but guiding. In addition decisions did not
always derive logically from the columns in the TP, which was usually not found to be disturbing.
The amount of discussions with the TP varied; one BU had ten (5x2) hours of discussion while
another BU had only a short discussion by phone. The short discussion was just before the
deadline and the KAM had to contact the BU to get it discussed which resulted in low quality
outputs.
It was found that in the end the BUs had a decisive vote in prioritization, defining R&D FTEs and
defining action & changes. This because of the fact that the BU was paying most of the
investments (except sometimes for CTO-Office (co-)funded activities) in PR. Usually, first the PH
BU or CC filled out the TP. Subsequently PR or other PH BUs or CCs had a look at the TP and
discuss it. Sometimes there was no discussion at all while in another case first PR filled out the TP
and then discussed it with the BU. In the latter situation filling out the TP was just a formality and
decisions were already made without using the TP.
The employees involved in TP decision-making were usually a reflection from the entities involved
in the RIS process (PH, PR and the PH CTO Office) although the CTO Office was not always
involved via its Liaison Officer. The CTO Liaison Officer often only monitored if both parties were
communicating not being involved in discussions. As could be seen in the previous paragraph not
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all functions were involved by the responsible BU person for the TP. It was agreed that this person
often not sufficiently ensured that all functions in the BU could influence decision-making.
Regarding the decision-making in the RIS process for each BU the AD manager seems to be a
central one because the RIS discussions are mainly between AD and PR. Furthermore the AD
manager was usually involved in defining the TP and TPSD and is aware of the business strategy.
This person should ensure consistency in decision-making. The way of allocating budgets for AD
and D in the BUs differed per BU. Sometimes the BU R&D manager was in charge, sometimes the
BU CTO. This caused that decisions made by the BU AD manager could be overruled by the R&D
manager or BU CTO.
Regarding the CCs, the responsible CC person does not always have a decisive vote because the
CC does not always pay the investments. CCs only sometimes have a (small) budget that they
use only for the most important topics. Because of this discussion is more important, the CC
cannot decide autonomously like the BU can. The CC responsible person contacted, besides PR,
also the BUs to discuss about the TP.
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8. Analysis of problems and (root)-causes
This chapter compares the intended design and current use (explained in the previous two
chapters) and tries to explain why the RIS process and TP were not used as intended or not used
at all. This analysis was also benchmarked against scientific literature which helped to explain why
it was not used (as intended) and to identify what should be done to solve the most important
related problems and causes here.
It was found that most people thought that the RIS process added value. For example, in the past,
PR was trying to come up with ideas having less structure and sometimes having no mandate
from a BU stating the product or technology wanted. It was often mentioned that the RIS process
helps here. In addition many BUs think that there is a lot of knowledge about technologies
available at PR that is not yet existing in the market at the moment, and it was often mentioned
that these could be identified via the RIS process. Although the process thus certainly has added
value there are also a lot of comments and doubts. These resulted in a different use of the RIS
process than intended and sometimes in refusal to use (parts of) the process.
Chapter 7 identified how the RIS process definition phase (focused upon the TP) was currently
used. The current use of the RIS process not corresponding to the intended design led, together
with the intended RIS process design not sufficiently facilitating its goal, to three major problems.
The first problem was that the RIS process outcomes were found to differ in quality. Secondly,
business strategy was not always translated properly to the RIS. Last, bottom-up technology
discussions were usually not found to be sufficiently facilitated by the RIS process. The latter two
problems also contribute to the occurrence of the first problem.
When BUs refused to use (parts of) the RIS process, decisions about BU investments in PR were
made in another way. This decision-making could not be investigated as these BUs did not want to
talk about this. It was expected by some of the people following the RIS process that the decisionmaking about research investments not following the RIS process would be of lower quality than
the decision-making via the RIS process. Therefore this analysis tries to identify the related (root)causes of the RIS process not being used. Using this, improvements could be proposed to
enhance the RIS process being used.
This chapter describes the expected (root)-causes of the problems just elaborated on. Clarifying
on these (root)-causes identified where possible improvements should be made. For each problem
an attempt was made to find the underlying cause(s) and the root-causes for occurrence of the
cause(s). An identified cause of a certain problem can, in its turn, be created by other causes.
Because of this it can be that something is labelled as a cause in one setting while it is labelled a
problem in another setting. Only the last identified causes, when it was not possible to reason any
further are stated separately as root-causes.
Not all identified causes and root-cause were treated; only the most important ones were selected
and focused upon. In paragraph 5.5 (phase 3) the three grounds used to make this selection were
already explained. This selection and also the other less important identified problems and (root)causes not treated in this chapter, can be found in the appendices 12 and 13.
The analysis is based upon data from interviews, archival records and documentation. In addition,
scientific literature has been used to support analysis or to explain why the intended design did not
facilitate certain activities. Furthermore the use of logical reasoning led to the formulation of certain
suppositions. In this chapter these supposition (or hypotheses) are presented in the ‘future-in-past
tense’ while direct findings from data are presented in the ‘past tense’. Remember that in the
appendices 12 and 13 these ‘unsubstantiated’ causes and problems are dotted. Also remember
from paragraph 5.5 that statements derived from data collected from the interviews are presented
using the words ‘always’, ‘usually (or most)’, ‘often’, ‘sometimes’ and ‘never (or not)’.
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This chapter is structured as follows. First, a high-level and a more detailed overview is presented
about the problems and causes found via analysis (8.1). Subsequently pieces from the detailed
overview are further elaborated on; the intention and consequences of the RIS process not being
evident is treated (8.2) and the different use of the RIS process is discussed (8.3). Furthermore, is
evaluated how all the identified problems and causes have an impact specifically on the TP, its
positioning in the RIS process definition phase and its relation towards the business strategy
process. In addition, taking into account the TP template format, the discussion value of the TP
was further analyzed (8.4). This was done because evaluating and improving these and their
positioning in the RIS process is the business objective of the thesis. Last is explained how this
analysis will be used to define improvement directions; the diagnostic story (8.5).

8.1 Overview of problems and causes
This paragraph firstly presents a high level overview of identified problems and causes of the RIS
not always being used as intended or seen as the way to make research investment decisions.
Secondly, a more detailed overview is presented.
High-level overview
The goal of the RIS process is to streamline PR research activities with PH. The outcomes of the
process should be high quality decisions about research investments. The RIS process was not
always being used as intended or seen as the way to make these decisions.
As explained in chapter 7, the RIS process (definition phase) was used differently by various PH
BUs. The PH CCs were convinced about the RIS process value as the way to make research
investments regarding the CCs. However, the CCs were also not convinced about the value of the
RIS process to the BUs.
The RIS process was not used or used differently by various BUs because of the intention and
consequences of the RIS process not being evident. When people had serious doubts about the
RIS process intention and its consequences, because it did not sufficiently add value to their
current way of decision-making regarding research investments, it was often not even used. One
BU for example commented that the process was found to be a lot of work related to the fact that
investments decisions in research are mostly not a key activity for BUs. Investment decisions did
thus sometimes not follow from the RIS process; they were then made separately from it.
In figure 17 a high level overview is presented showing why the RIS was not always used as
intended or seen as the way to make research investment decisions.

Figure 17: High-level overview

Detailed overview
The high-level overview should be elaborated on more thoroughly in order to get a more in-depth
understandable view about why the RIS was not always used as intended or seen as the way to
make research investment decisions. Figure 18 presents this more detailed overview.
Going from right-to-left, the intention and consequences of the RIS process were not evident
because the RIS process was sometimes perceived as having a low effectiveness resulting in
doubts about whether it effectively facilitates research investment decision-making. Also the
intention of the RIS process was often not evident and this led to different perceptions about how
the RIS process was positioned and opinions or beliefs about how it should be used. In addition
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the relation with business strategy was usually not clear; the contribution of the RIS process
towards the business strategy and the translation of business strategy to the RIS were not always
apparent to the people. All the causes explained in this passage are explained in more detail in
paragraph 8.2; the ‘RIS process use’ analysis.

Figure 18: Detailed overview

The fact that the intention and consequences were not evident led to different content used in the
RIS process; the discussed content domains varied. In addition it led to different stakeholder
involvement; when the domain was perceived differently different people were involved. These
involved people had, dependent on their role, often a different perception about the intended
domain. Varying stakeholder involvement and a different perceived content domain resulted in the
RIS being used differently by various BUs. The fact that the intention and consequences of the
RIS process were not clear and that a BUs could not be convinced by particular stakeholders to
use the RIS process, resulted in the RIS process not being followed by a BU. This all is explained
in more detail in paragraph 8.2; the analysis about the RIS process intention and consequences
not being evident.
The fact that the RIS process (definition phase) was used differently by various BUs or not used at
all, following from the causes mentioned before, led to the problems already stated in the
introduction of this chapter. These problems are presented in orange in the box ‘research
investment decision making’.
This box is not further elaborated on because the four problems are expected to be raised by the
(root) causes in the other two boxes. The relation between the other two boxes is not one-to-one.
There are for example also other causes affecting stakeholder involvement apart from the intention
and consequences not being evident. The relation between the other two boxes should thus be
elaborated on in order to be able to clearly identify why the RIS was not always used as intended
or seen as the way to make research investment decisions. In the following two paragraphs
(possible) causes and (root) causes explaining this are presented.

8.2 Intention and consequences of RIS process not evident
This paragraph explains why the intention and consequences of the RIS process were not that
evident. The main three causes were: the intention of the RIS process not being evident, a low
perceived effectiveness of the RIS process and the indistinctness about the relation with business
strategy. In figure 19 can be seen how these three causes relate to the RIS process.
The outcomes of the RIS process do not always lead to research investments. Some BUs used
other decision-making processes instead of the RIS process. For example via meetings between
BU development or BU AD together with PR. This thesis does not investigate how these
processes are related to business strategy because these BUs did not allow investigation.
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Figure 19: Three causes (in bold) of the RIS process intention and consequenes not being evident

Now the three main causes, from figure 19, will be treated more extensively and the most
important identified underlying (expected) causes will be presented. In appendix 12 a graphical
analysis with all causes and root-causes is presented.
RIS process intention not evident
The RIS process intention not being evident led to different perceptions and opinions about how it
should be used.
First, a lack of consistency in the RIS process templates to be filled out resulted in the intention of
the RIS process, which is also to discuss long-term strategic objectives, not being obvious. Long
term non-BU strategic objectives were treated in the more restricted discussions towards writing
the TSPD but were not treated in the TPs. The discussions about the TPs are characterized by
more freedom (see paragraph 7.4). Discussing these objectives with the TPs could lead to
surprising insights. In addition this would be interesting because when the TP is discussed, the
RIS process has not advanced as far in the definition phase, as when the TSPD is written. The
research directions to be invested in can be more easily changed at that point in time.
Furthermore, related to consistency in the RIS process templates to be filled out, the TSPD
structure differs to TP structure. Translating the TP to the TSPD was not always found to be an
easy process. Because of this, business strategy was sometimes translated directly to the TSPD
without considering the TP. This caused a lower quality of the TSPD. The relation of the TP to the
TSPD should be sufficiently evident here.
Another cause making the RIS process intention unclear was that in the research innovation
strategy sequences of technologies needed were not stated. PR employees mentioned that they
would like to see in what order the BU needs technologies to see in what order certain
technologies need to be ready and adjust decision-making to this information. Also, Dodgson et al.
(2008) state that a company can only be successful in managing technology innovation if the
innovation strategy defines companies’ prioritizations, choices and sequences.
Furthermore, the RIS process sometimes being perceived as having a limited flexibility influenced
the clarity of the RIS process intention. The intended RIS process design starts in February and
ends in December; it takes a whole year. In the meantime things change; BUs have quarterly BU
meetings to review their activities and changes to research investments can be done with a three
months notice. These changes are currently not always taken along implicating that the RIS
process does not always accommodate these short-term business changes. This sometimes led to
the RIS process being perceived as having a limited flexibility. It was found that in the RSBs
meetings research portfolios are treated twice a year but decisions about stopping or starting
projects (because of new identified opportunities) was decided upon by a BU simply conferring
with PR.
The value of sharing information in the RIS process was often not evident to the BUs. There was
found to be no alignment of different BU and CC research investment activities to, for example,
cluster activities. BUs were not always willing to share all information with other BUs or CCs when
it was not clear how the RIS process intends to align research investments.
Furthermore, the intention of how the RIS process contributes to achieve innovation targets is not
clear. Placing the RIS process relative to other innovation deliverables was not found to be easy.
BUs were asked from different sides (purchasing, corporate, finance, PR, CTO Office) about
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innovation deliverables and to follow processes. One of them is the RIS process. Another example
is that Corporate Philips is monitoring the BUs about whether they divided their funds correctly
following the directions given for the 4x4 matrix (see table 1). It was not felt that this monitoring
had a link with the RIS process. This lack of external alignment of the RIS process with other
processes made it more difficult to identify the intention of the RIS process. Furthermore there was
no innovation strategy within PH and PR and it was found difficult to construct one or get an idea
about this with the available innovation deliverables. The fact that decisions were made about
contract research activities using the RIS process was apparent, but the discussion value and
intention of the RIS process to discuss about innovation topics like the Innovation Themes or other
bottom-up technology discussions were not evident.
Lastly, the origin of introducing and/or improving the RIS process was not always clear; the BUs
did not always like the RIS process. The RIS process is not integrated along the Healthcare
organizational axe and the relation with the BU business strategy was not really clear. This was
found to be strange by the BUs as they have the decision power to make research investments in
the RIS process. Furthermore, making research decisions was usually not found to be a key
activity by the BUs. In addition, some BUs having a low need for research found the RIS process
too extensive. The latter was possibly also found to be the case because the BUs were not
sufficiently communicated about the value that could come from the bottom-up technology
discussions in the RIS process. Currently, the CTO Office owns the RIS process and
communicates to the BUs what should be done. As explained earlier, the (correct) use of the RIS
process in the BUs cannot be enforced by the CTO Office as the BUs are almost entirely
autonomous with respect to strategy decision making.
This autonomy should be further explained to clarify why it is very important that the RIS process
intention is clear to the BUs. The CTO Office as the RIS process owner, should convince BUs and
CCs about the added value of the process. This was not sufficiently done as not all BUs used the
RIS process or used it differently than being intended. However, the BUs are not completely
autonomous to strategy decision-making around research investments. The CTO Office has some
power, because the CTO of Healthcare (the boss of the CTO Office) has responsibility for the R&D
investments. The Healthcare CTO can control if BU R&D investments are outcomes from the RIS
process or do at least align with the RIS. However, this person cannot control everything in detail.
When the Healthcare CTO does not control particular BU R&D investments or ensure alignment
with the RIS, the other people in the CTO Office do (probably) not even have enough power to
ensure alignment with the RIS. This implies that the RIS process intention should be evidently
clear to the different BUs to let it be used. Furthermore, related to this topic, there was often no
RIS process champion in a BU teaching and convincing the BU about the intended value of using
the RIS process.
Low perceived effectiveness of RIS
There were sometimes doubts about whether the RIS process effectively facilitates research
investment decision-making. The decisions made should be based upon good insights and
followed up on by actual investments.
To influence the effectiveness of RIS process outcomes it was found very important that there are
sufficient mutual insights of BGs, BUs and PR. Figure 20 illustrates how the BG, BU and PR
insights in each other are an input to the RIS process.

Figure 20: Influence of BU and PR insights on the quality of RIS process outcomes
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The more transparency and knowledge there is about each others’ activities, the better the RIS
can be formulated. Innovations are almost always a result of combining activities of different
groups of people who build upon each others’ knowledge (Dodgson et al, 2008). If there is
insufficient insight into each others knowledge or capabilities it will be more difficult to come to
innovations. The RIS process helps to improve these insights but not entirely. Sufficient mutual
insight among BGs, BUs and PR should also be facilitated in another way apart from the RIS
process. It is crucial to the RIS outcomes that insights are sufficient. At the moment, this is usually
not found to be the case. PR and the BUs mentioned that in general the insights in each other
were not sufficient and that more understanding is needed about each others needs and
capabilities. In figure 21 the interaction between BGs, BUs and PR is presented inside and outside
the RIS and business strategy process. As can be seen the BGs are generally not involved in the
RIS process while PR is not involved in the business strategy process.

Figure 21: BG, BU and PR interaction in and outside the RIS and business strategy process

The interaction between the BGs and PR was found to be very marginal. Looking at the interaction
inside the processes it was agreed that in the BG SR in the business strategy process research
topics were not sufficiently treated. Furthermore the interaction outside the processes was not
leading to better alignment of research investments with business strategy. This could be
enhanced by improving the interaction between the strategy processes and via improving the
interaction outside these processes.
The interaction between the BGs and BUs was not fully investigated because this was too
laborious. Some findings that were agreed upon were that the BUs communicated insufficiently to
the BGs about research activities and that when this was done, the information was filtered by
R&D (having a R&D bias). Information having an AD bias is further explained in paragraph 8.3.
When the BU-PR interaction was examined, it was found that non-R&D people in the BUs have
the least insight in PR and the other way around. The insights between R&D and PR people were
also found to be lacking in sufficiency by both parties. The RIS process does, according to BUs,
help to gain insight in PR capabilities, but not to a sufficient extent. These insights are needed for
a BU, for example, to decide whether to invest in PR or in external research (for example a
partnership with a university, acquisition of research, or investing in external research companies).
A cause for the BUs not having sufficient insights in PR can be attributed to the fact that PR feels
that it is partly governed by the BUs. This results in a lower sense of togetherness between PR
and the Bus, probably making PR less willing to share all relevant information. A root-cause for
this occurrence is that the R&D budget is split between development and AD activities. From the
AD budget investments are made in PR. Bock et al. (2005) mentioned that the greater the extent
to which the organizational culture is perceived to be characterized by affiliation the greater the
intention and subjective norm to share knowledge will be. It is difficult to change the fact that PR is
dependent on AD for the funding of their activities because of political reasons. This explains why
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some information is withheld by PR. An effort should be made to increase the BU insight in PR as
far as possible, despite the root-cause just explained.
The sometimes perceived low sense of togetherness might also initiate the fact that the RIS
process was perceived by the BU as being a one-directional process. BUs found that they
presented information about their activities to PR and did not get sufficient information about PR
activities in return.
On the other hand PR was not always conscious about BU needs. Market needs were not
sufficiently communicated, for example via business strategy or market research deliverables. PR
was not always knowledgeable enough to identify technologies that could be beneficial for a BU.
Transforming knowledge into technology has turned out to be a critical factor for business success
(Trott, 2005) and should be disseminated and made available throughout the company.
Technology diffusion in organizations is highly important (Rogers, 1995). The RIS process cannot
work properly without good interaction between the BUs and PR knowing each others capabilities
and demands. Integration of employees and their knowledge and skills is a fundamental enabler
for innovation in organizations (Tang, 1998). This is why, as well as the BU insights in PR, also the
PR insight in the BUs should equally be improved.
Although the interaction process between the BGs, BUs and PR is not the scope of this thesis it is
important to treat this theme and to also make some improvements in this area. Now interaction is,
for some people, solely dependent on informal contacts. This does not facilitate the
communication and contact between all relevant PH and PR people, which will decrease the
effectiveness of research investments and ultimately the quality of RIS process outcomes.
As well as insufficient interaction, other causes were also identified as leading to a low perceived
effectiveness of the RIS process.
According to most of the BUs and PR, the RIS process is not destined to weigh internal research
options against external research options. This reduced the effectiveness of decision-making
because BUs had to follow the RIS process to get insights in PR and to streamline internal
research activities, while they also have to check external research options in parallel. Uniting this
into one process would be more convenient and more effective.
Another topic influencing effectiveness that was mentioned by the BUs is that PR was not always
aware about their competitive position. It was frequently heard from BU R&D that in the summer
time frame, when PR was looking for budgets in the next year, PR presented proposals about
topics derived from the TSPD that they were not good at or where they had no fit with BU
demands (PR following a technology push strategy). Other companies present in the market were
far ahead. This damaged the credibility of PR making the BU less willing to invest money in PR.
This should be prevented via an intervention in the RIS process. Currently there is a ‘benefit’
chapter in the Research Proposal template but this was not found to be explicit enough by both the
BUs and PR. It was agreed upon by both the BUs and PR that the current RIS process already
pays attention to this aspect far better than the old RIS process dating from a few years ago.
However, improvement is still needed.
Furthermore the effectiveness was found to be affected by the fact that the RIS process did not
elaborate on the translation of BU strategy to RIS. This prompted that BUs to create their own
meetings with different agendas and stakeholders leading to different discussions in different BUs.
This fact was mentioned as being a contributing factor to making the RIS process less effective
when the right people were not involved or when certain important topics were not discussed.
Finally, the R&D manager almost never being involved in the RIS process decreases effectiveness
(more about this in paragraph 8.3).
Relation of RIS with business strategy not clear / evident
As mentioned before, BU research investments should follow the business strategy (using the
market pull strategy). The intended relation of the RIS regarding the business strategy was often
not clear to both PR and the BUs. Many BU people mentioned that they thought that the RIS
process was a R&D silo process because it was not felt to be connected with the business
strategy process. The RIS process was not synchronized with the business strategy process; in
the documentation it can be seen that in the business strategy process the RIS process is not
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mentioned. Furthermore the process translating business strategy to the RIS to follow a market
pull strategy was not sufficiently apparent and the contribution of the RIS facilitating bottom-up
technology discussions was not facilitated in a suitable way.
It was found that the RIS process does not ensure that technology opportunities in the market,
seen by PR and also BU people, are communicated bottom-up to the business strategy process.
Because of this, opportunities can be missed when defining business strategy. Many BUs stated
that there is a lot of knowledge about technologies available at PR that is currently does not exist
in the market. It was mentioned that the RIS process only partly helps identifying these. As
mentioned in chapter three idea screening and scoping loses quality when the business misses
some opportunities (Cooper, 1983). The scoping can later turn out to be in a less striking direction.
Employees should always be pushed towards identifying alternative technologies and
communicate these ‘upwards’ because companies are often biased in their judgment about the
currently used technologies (Lettice & Thompson, 2008 & Oraiopoulos & Kavidias, 2009). This
supports the need for a better bottom-up communication of technology discussions. Furthermore
Porter et al. (1994) elaborate that when identifying technology opportunities both top-down action
and bottom-up action need attention. It is important that the RIS process starts with market needs
defined in the business strategy to facilitate this. The top-down action comes from the technology
opportunities discovered by discussions in the RIS process about the stated market needs derived
from the BU strategy. Bottom-up action, coming from PR and possibly also from BUs, could lead to
a change in business strategy when having identified new technology opportunities. This could be
from (unique) market needs that PR has identified apart from the market needs identified in the
business strategy.
It was not found to be obvious how discussions about technology opportunities in the RIS process
give an input into formulating the business strategy (see figure 22). One topic was the
misconnection between the business strategy bottom-up discussions and the RIS process. As
mentioned in chapter 7 this years’ changes in the business strategy process changed the relation
of the RIS process with the business strategy process. These changes were not taken into
account in the RIS process design for 2009. This partly created the mentioned misconnection.
Also other causes were identified. Before the changes in the business strategy process it was also
found that the RIS process did not sufficiently facilitate bottom-up technology discussions to
support business strategy definition.

Figure 22: Missing link between business strategy process and RIS process

Looking at the new business strategy process, strategy was formulated after the bottom-up
discussions in the BUs. These discussions were held around December / January. The TP and
TSPD of last year were not up-to-date at this point in time and the Research Portfolio Review
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(done in November) outcomes were not communicated to the BUs. To facilitate bottom-up
discussions about technology opportunities using a format like the TP is more valuable than using
an agreed technology strategy (the TSPD) following the already identified opportunities and last
years’ business strategy. The latter does not encourage looking at other directions. There is no
RIS process deliverable that gives sufficient input to the bottom-up BU discussions.
Furthermore, input of the RIS process to the BU strategy (definition) was lacking (see figure 22).
When defining BU strategy the question whether the defined market needs and ambition in the
new BU strategy are feasible should be discussed. The state of the art in certain technology areas
should be considered. This could lead to refinement of the BU strategy.
In addition, the contribution of the RIS process to the BG SRs should be specified (see figure 22).
Intentionally the TP should give input to these SRs but as mentioned in chapter 7 the level of detail
in the TPs was found to be too high to use them as input to the BG SRs. Also, there was no list
available about the technology aspects the BG SR wanted to discuss. This resulted in the people
in the RIS process not knowing what information can be valuable to present to the BG SR. It was
mentioned by the people in the BG SR, the BUs and PR that communication about what
technology aspects should be considered in the BG SRs is desirable.
Last, the communication of bottom-up technology opportunities does not always have to come
from the RIS process. This can also happen via communication between PR and BU alongside
this process (see figure 22). This topic was already treated in the heading ‘low perceived
effectiveness of RIS’ earlier this paragraph.
Another topic contributing to a non-evident relationship of the RIS with business strategy was the
fact that translating the business strategy to the RIS did not proceed smoothly. Firstly, the changes
in the business strategy process complicated this. There should be a higher degree of
communication between business strategy and RIS process owners about this issue. Secondly,
people involved in business strategy were not (always) involved in the RIS which made a smooth
translation more difficult (this is further explained in the next paragraph). Thirdly, roadmaps,
although not obligatory anymore, were usually not considered to translate BU strategy to the RIS
which made it more difficult for the BU to translate longer term BU activities to the RIS process.
Lastly, it was found that the BU strategy did not always contain a clear strategy around AD. When
discussing potential research investments AD employees once even mentioned that they formed
the AD strategy in their heads. Not having a clear strategy around AD gives the translation from
BU strategy to RIS a higher probability to misalignment.

8.3 Use of RIS process
This paragraph explains why the RIS process is not used as intended or not used at all. As could
be seen in figure 18, the intention and consequences of the RIS process not being evident (as
explained in the previous paragraph) had a great influence on the RIS process being used
differently or not being used. However, also other causes were identified. The two most important
causes of the RIS process being used differently are the different content treated and the different
stakeholder involvement (see figure 23). Also some other causes were identified but these were
not considered as being important. The most important cause of the RIS process not being used
was that there was no buy-in towards using it.
The mentioned causes were partly affected by the intention and consequences of the RIS process
not being evident (see figure 18). However, multiple causes isolated from this effect were
identified.

Figure 23: RIS process use - analysis domain
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This paragraph will first briefly explain why there was sometimes no buy-in to use the RIS process.
However, the most important part of this paragraph is explaining the two main causes for the RIS
being used differently. These will be treated more extensively and the most important identified
underlying (derived) causes will be presented. In the appendices 12 and 13 graphical analyses
presenting all (root) causes are presented.
No buy-in to use the RIS process
Sometimes the RIS process was not being used because of insufficient buy-in to use it. This
resulted in research investment decisions being made in another way. As mentioned before this
decision-making could not be investigated as these BUs did not want to talk about this (as
mentioned in the introduction of this chapter). Some suppositions could be made here which are
not elaborated in detail as there is no data available.
An expectation is that an important cause for not using the RIS process was that the RIS process
intention and consequences were not sufficiently evident. Furthermore, not all relevant
stakeholders were involved in designing and implementing previous RIS process improvements
which probably caused a lower buy-in to use it. In addition it was expected that the RIS process
was sometimes not being used because some stakeholders were not involved in design and
implementation. The latter was also taken into account when designing a change plan (see
appendix 19). Last, the CTO Office or PR had no power to enforce the BUs using the RIS process.
Forcing BUs would probably not help because then the RIS process outputs would be of low
quality and not useful.
Different stakeholder involvement
As could be read in the intended design chapter and the current use chapter, the intended and
actual involvement in the RIS process differed. Appendix 13 presents the actual involvement of the
responsible people in the RIS process, which other roles were involved or not involved and the
presumable underlying causes and root causes for this deviation from intended involvement. It
also shows how the different stakeholder involvement influenced the topical domains that were
considered.
Some BUs had doubts about the added value of the RIS process. This caused that the intended
responsible persons in the BUs for the RIS process delegated their responsibilities. In reality the
AD manager or once even AD employees were in charge of the RIS process in the BUs. This was
because AD has the best contacts with PR because, of all divisions in a BU, they often collaborate
in the closest way with PR (also apart from the RIS process). As intended the BU responsible for
the RIS process should involve other relevant BU employees in the RIS process definition phase.
Because across BUs the responsible for the RIS process differed, the involvement of these other
people also differed. The CTO Liaison officer was only sometimes involved in the discussion
between the BU and PR which caused that the involvement of other then AD employees was not
guarded and that structural content alignment between PR and different BUs was usually not
taken care of because most BUs did not have attention to this topic. As could already be seen in
figure 16 other stakeholders were less frequently or not involved in the RIS process. The PR KAM
was always involved.
The fact that stakeholders were not involved had several causes. Apart from the intention and
consequences of the RIS process not being clear, (as explained in the previous paragraph) an
important cause is the existence of power games. Two power games were influencing the
stakeholder involvement in the RIS process; the power game between development and research
and the power game between development and marketing. The power game between
development (in this case often AD) and Research (PR) is about who gets the investments. If
there are certain activities that AD needs or believes it should do, this is done in either AD, PR or
via external research (partnering or spin-in). If development invests in PR, it cannot invest that
money in own people or other research companies. It was mentioned that often AD first tries to
keep their own people busy, and subsequently look at PR or external research to spend budget
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on. The BU development manager decides on the division of budget between development (in
which can be distinguished between AD and development) and research. PR wants to sell projects
because they need to get funding out of the BU to remain busy with their current headcount. PR is
dependent, except for company research (explained in paragraph 4.3), on BUs funding to do
activities.
The power game between development and marketing is about the clash between technology and
the market. Marketing defines where the market is heading towards, what the customers want and
from here derive the products that should be delivered. Development defines what can be done
with technologies and what can be delivered on a certain time that fits to what customers want.
Marketing and development often want other things to be done because of different insights and
interests.
A lot of politics are thus involved here. Various statements done in the interviews led to the
supposition that there is a high likelihood that, in order to win the game against PR, development
does not always want to involve marketing, although they are advised to do so by the CTO Office.
This is because marketing might have interests that support PR opinions. Related to this,
marketing stated that they want to be involved in the RIS process to ensure the right customer
needs and strategic objectives, following the BU strategy.
People involved in business strategy indicated that they were often not aware about the RIS
process. This lack of transparency made that sometimes these people were unaware about the
fact that they should be involved in the RIS process.
The fact that AD usually was the only BU party really involved in the RIS process and that AD
strategy was not always treated in the BU strategy made, according to non R&D BU people and
PR, formulation of the RIS subject to an AD bias. Business strategy is translated properly to the
RIS when research investments follow from the demands of the entire BU. AD translating the
business strategy outcomes to the RIS process sometimes caused that customer needs were
formulated in a way that was more beneficial to AD then to the whole BU organization. It was
mentioned that this could be done by, for example, slightly adapting customer needs to let them
suit the knowledge available in AD so that AD does not need to go to PR. In the BU strategy the
AD strategy part should be treated, but this was not always done at the same quality level. As
mentioned in the previous paragraph one BUs even mentioned that they did not even have a
formal AD strategy. AD employees mentioned that this AD strategy was not down on paper, but in
their heads. This made AD strategy less transparent and more difficult to connect to the RIS. The
defined market needs in the BU strategy were often not translated properly to the RIS because of
this misconnection. Often the AD manager needed to make a large step in identifying what is
needed from research and be resistant against translating BU strategy to AD strategy to ultimately
the RIS looking from an AD viewpoint.
In addition AD employees often worked from a technology push perspective trying to formulate
market needs from the available technologies while they should start from market needs defined in
their BU strategy. Although the market pull strategy was introduced years ago it is still not present
everywhere (especially in development and research) as part of the Philips culture. The lack of
involvement of other stakeholders thus influences the quality of alignment with business strategy
and starting from market needs instead of technologies available. Strategy people guiding the
business strategy process were not involved ensuring alignment with the RIS.
Last, the BU budget owner for research investments, the R&D manager, was not always involved
in the RIS process. This person can decide to invest in other topics than agreed on in the RIS.
When business strategy is translated properly to the RIS but the R&D manager not involved this
can lead to poor alignment of the business strategy with research investments. This is the case
because the R&D manager owns the R&D budget and can decide to invest in other research not
stated in the RIS outcomes.
Different content treated
The perceived domain talked about in the RIS process was different than intended (see paragraph
7.1). This resulted in different content domains treated in the RIS process. The whole range of AD
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topics in a BU was usually not discussed and there were differences in treating short or long term
objectives. The intention and consequences not being clear (as explained in paragraph 8.2) and
the different stakeholder involvement (also partly following from the intention and consequences
not being clear) influenced the content domain that was treated in the RIS process definition
phase. Also other causes were identified. All of the before mentioned causes are explained in this
paragraph. Furthermore these (root)-causes and some less important causes not mentioned in the
text here are presented in appendix 13.
It was acknowledged, by both PR and BUs, that the focus in the RIS process was often on
discussing short / mid term AD objectives (see paragraph 7.1). It was agreed upon that this could
lead to investments in research not supporting the long term objectives because of AD focusing on
their own short/mid term objectives. Some employees, both PR and BU, mentioned that the
strategic objectives in the TP and TSPD were mainly short-term driven and that longer term
objectives were not considered because the people lacked knowledge about these objectives. It
was agreed upon, that using trend documents, which could demystify long term strategic
objectives, would help here.
In addition it was noted that in the RIS process, Innovation Themes, stating long-term non-BU
specific objectives, were sometimes considered. However, this usually only started during writing
the TSPD. This was found to be too late by PR because then there was not enough room for
discussion with the BUs. There was also no TP treating the Innovation Themes which is
inconsistent and creates confusion. AD found it hard to align these innovative themes with current
AD activities. The CTO Office could support here and might also (co-)invest in research.
Furthermore, it was agreed upon that to enhance discussions about that long-term objectives all
relevant stakeholders should be involved. The earlier mentioned power games causing that from
the BU mainly development stakeholders were involved in the RIS process, made it more
probable, according to PR and non-R&D BU people, that long-term objectives were not discussed.
AD was encouraged to stick to short / mid term objectives where technology development was
closer to current activities and capabilities in AD. This was because of the fact that if technology
areas were not close to current BU activities, AD could not work in these areas themselves. This
effect could be decreased by also involving other stakeholders, especially the ones involved in
business strategy. One way in which a BU tried to make the power game between marketing and
development being less influential and to increase discussion about long-term objectives was
using the available product and technology roadmap. Both are a collaborative effort of marketing
and (advanced) development. A product roadmap states what Philips wants to have in terms of
products for the customer related to the technologies needed to achieve this. A technology
roadmap states the technologies needed for a product, the competitive position and ambition in
these areas, the parties involved (especially how PR is involved) and the link to the development
projects and CCs. In these roadmaps marketing ensures the right customer needs and strategic
objectives.
The other big difference between the intended content domain and the current content domain
discussed was that the whole range of AD topics in a BU was usually not discussed. The content
domains treated were ranging from treating all current and future AD topics to treating a selection
of topics. Sometimes all AD activities in technology areas were communicated about / listed in the
RIS process but this was not usually the case. Most BUs streamlined the discussion more to what
PR can do in their view, and not to first define what was really cooking in the AD kitchen, discuss
or communicate this with PR and from here see what PR can do. PR sometimes stated that the
BUs only presented information that they found interesting to discuss while presenting all activities
would help to see what the BUs are doing and guide PR to better cater to BU needs. A practical
issue mentioned was that if AD would list all AD activities the list would get too big and not
manageable anymore. One BU solved this problem by giving more generic statements. When not
presenting the complete spectrum of AD activities by the BUs, this does not comply with the goal
to do this bottom-up opportunity discovery because not all activities could be considered by PR.
AD often did not intend to discuss or at least communicate about areas that they found were not
innovative (that were not challenging or did not solve technology gaps). The reason was that it was
their opinion that PR should not contribute here; for example in technology areas where cost
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reduction was the strategic objective. As a confirmation to this, PR and BU marketing, business
development and strategy employees felt that areas present in the value segment markets of the
innovation adoption curve (Rogers, 1995) were less discussed in the RIS process and when this
occurred, this was only when these employees communicated directly with people within PR.
Another reason why AD did not want to discuss certain activities was that they preferred investing
in activities carried out in their own department. If listing activities it would possibly not be polite to
not agree to sound arguments presented by PR or the CTO Office. This resulted in leaving out
topics if people were not unwilling to discuss them.
Lastly, the guidance around the content domain to be treated was lacking; the content domain and
the desired level of detail were not stated in the guidance which made it more difficult to align the
content domains and level of detail used. Furthermore no feedback on use was given afterwards
or during the TP discussions by the CTO Office. This resulted in a different level of detail used.

8.4 TP analysis
Having analyzed the RIS process (definition phase) and its current relation with the business
strategy process, the current use of the TP should now be analyzed in more detail. As mentioned
before, the business objective (BO) of this thesis is related to the TP. This is why an evaluation is
made now of how all these problems and causes, mentioned in the analysis before, have an
impact specifically on the TP, its positioning in the RIS process definition phase and its relation
towards the business strategy process (8.4.1). In addition, taking into account the TP template
format, the discussion value of the TP for prioritizing and defining research activities was further
analyzed (8.4.2).

8.4.1 Analysis of TP positioning and use
The figures 13 and 14 presented in paragraph 7.4 were used in this analysis. These figures
present the intended and actual TP use and its positioning in the RIS process definition phase.
Considering these figures a point-wise analysis is given (see the numbers in the figures) of why
the TP was used differently than intended. Remember that the RIS process was designed without
taking into account the new business strategy process (introduced in 2009).
1. Having no feedback on the use process means that using last years TPs will probably create
the same errors again. Furthermore the Research Portfolio outputs from last year were not
sufficiently available leading to insufficient insights in the BU about what PR is currently doing.
This makes it more difficult to fill out the TP properly.
2. The TP was not perceived as having two versions because it was not clear that and how the
intended ‘TP for BU SR’ should facilitate bottom-up technology discussion to the business strategy
(the TP for strategic review).
3. As mentioned there was no TP treating the ‘Innovation Themes’. This created confusion as
these Innovation Themes were treated in the TSPD. In addition the TSPD is written in words,
which possibly makes translating the TP to the TSPD subject to errors, especially when the TSPD
is written by other persons. Because of these causes the relation of the TP with the TSPD was not
sufficiently evident to everyone.
4. The stakeholders involved in defining the TP were not always aware or communicated about
RPA outcomes making it difficult to do this check.
5. The TPs were not used as an input to business strategy bottom-up discussions (in the old
business strategy process the business analyses) which were held in December and January. The
TPs were not ready yet at this point. A similar format like the TP could be useful here. Later, in the
BG SRs, the level of detail in the TP was found to be too high. TPs would have to be summarized
here but would lose value when doing this. Furthermore it was agreed upon that the RIS process
and business strategy process have to be synchronized to improve the connection here.
Furthermore the TP being used by AD to reflect on own activities implies that the translation of
business strategy to RIS was a very difficult step to make here. Considering research investments
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was not always seen a key activity by BUs. It was even mentioned that there is sometimes no AD
strategy or an AD strategy that treats research investments.
6. The TPs were not used as an input to business strategy bottom up discussions because the
level of detail was too high for both BG SRs and earlier also for the BU SRs. As explained in
paragraph 8.2 the TP could with its current positioning and format not be used for this goal. The
business strategy process changed and the RIS process was not adapted to this change. This
increased the gap between the TP and the business strategy process. In the business strategy
process should be stated if and where the TP should be used and in addition also when and which
other (less detailed) information is needed about technology opportunities.
7. As already mentioned the business strategy process changed without taking into account the
RIS process. Because of this the person responsible in the BU for filling out the TP had to
translate the outcomes of the BG SRs to the TP which was found to be, as also explained in
paragraph 8.3, quite difficult in terms of doing this in a structured, non-biased way.
8. The TP was found to be useful to discuss and identify technology gaps, but as explained earlier
the domain of discussions with the TPs varied resulting in various outcomes. The TP discussions
having more freedom, because no definite funding decisions are made, led to a broader range of
topics being discussed as in the TSPD. The TP not always following the business strategy led to
following a technology push strategy instead of a market pull strategy resulting in discussions
about technology areas which are not in line with business strategy. The TPs not being used for
cross-BU innovation was caused by some BUs not understanding other TPs because of the high
level of detail used. In addition the value of doing cross-BU innovation via the TP was not seen.
Last, which is not explicitly stated, BUs did not want to share the information in the TPs with other
BUs because of a low level of trust between BUs.
9. As explained in paragraph 8.2 the translation of the BU strategy to the TSPD in the RIS process
should be improved. The TP can play a role here.
10. When the perceived value of the TP was low, or when it was not used, BU strategy was
translated to the TSPD without considering the TP. Furthermore, considering technology and
product roadmaps, could as explained in paragraph 7.3 and 8.3, help to translate BU strategy to
the TP in an unbiased way.

8.4.2 Using the TP template for prioritizing / defining activities
The TP template was not always used as intended when prioritizing and defining research
investment activities. The template was often adapted, as explained in appendix 10, which
changed the guiding role it could play in decision-making and the probability that decisions follow
logically from the information in the TP. It was analyzed that there were several causes why the TP
template was not found to sufficiently fit the guidance role:
- There is no distinction between customer needs relating to innovative or value segment
markets following the innovation adoption curve of Rogers (1995)
- There is no possibility to rank customer needs. Prioritization should be done following a
market pull strategy and ranked customer needs could help to make this easier.
- The 1, 2 and 3 options in prioritization did not lead to BU focusing or making decisions. A
forced ranking would be more convenient.
- It was not evident who is or should be involved in certain technology areas. It would help to
guide decision making to see which technology areas are or should be purely developed by
AD or PR, where there is / should be joint involvement and where external parties are /
should be involved.
- No sequence of technology areas to be developed was stated. Some technologies areas
can be a ‘must have’ while other are only ‘nice to have’. This could be evidently stated
apart from prioritization to clarify upon technology area importance although it was agreed
upon that this information will often be only fairly reliable.
- There is no possibility to distinguish between investments made in PR and external
research companies for the same technology area. It looks like the BU had to choose
between investing in PR or doing external research while they can also do both.
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The template does not encourage cross-BU innovation. Technology areas are not linked to
other BU only to other CCs and the other way around.

8.5 Diagnostic story
This paragraph summarizes the identified problems and causes in the analysis and explains how
the analysis leads to improvement directions for chapter 9. In figure 24 the most important
problems and causes making the RIS process being used differently or not being used are
presented in the blue boxes with a white fill. Note that these are the same as presented in figure
18. These topics should be solved in the improvements chapter. The domain range of these
problems and causes is the RIS process definition phase. As the TP is positioned in the RIS
process definition phase these problems and causes also affected the TP being used differently.
This was already explained in paragraph 8.4 and is also depicted in figure 24. The grey boxes
were not elaborated on because the BUs not using the RIS process did not want to discuss this
(as already explained in paragraph 8.3).

Figure 24: Most important problems and causes to be solved with their accompanying domain

The identified causes and problems lead to improvement directions which are elaborate on in
chapter 9. The impact of these improvement proposals should be that these solve the identified
problems and causes as far as possible.
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9. Improvements
The identified problems and causes in the analysis chapter should be solved. A variety of
improvements ranging from design improvements to improvement direction explanations were
developed based upon the analysis, scientific literature and the use of logic reasoning. The
difference between a design improvement and an improvement direction explanation is that an
improvement direction explanation only describes a particular improvement with its expected
impact while a design improvement also presents a detailed design that can be implemented.
The variety of improvements should lead to an improved RIS process (definition phase) and more
specifically an improved TP. Figure 25 illustrates how problems and causes identified in the
analysis lead to improvements. These improvements should have an impact that ensures that the
RIS is used as intended in the new proposed design (having high quality outcomes) and that it is
seen as the way to make research investment decisions.

Figure 25: From the analysis of an occurrence to improvements with an expected impact

This chapter starts by elaborating on the importance of the identified improvements (9.1).
Subsequently design improvements are presented or improvement directions are explained in
different paragraphs. Firstly, the need to synchronize the RIS process with the business strategy
process is treated (9.2). Secondly, the revised involvement of stakeholders is discussed (9.3).
Thirdly, is explained how effectiveness of the RIS process should be improved (9.4). Fourthly, is
explained how the RIS process intention should be further clarified (9.5). Fifth, is elaborated on
how to align the content treated in the RIS process (9.6). Sixth, refinements to improve the TP
guidance role are presented (9.7). Finally, the expected impact of all these improvement directions
is elaborated on (9.8).

9.1 Importance of improvements
This paragraph elaborates on the importance of the identified improvements. The importance of
solving particular problems, which were presented in chapter 8, is shown. Having read the analysis
chapter carefully it might already be evident why some improvements are more important than
others. This paragraph will clarify this even further. In chapter 5 judging the importance of
problems, (root) causes and complying improvements was already explained. This will be implicitly
used here. Looking at figure 26, the blue boxes with a white fill show the problems that have to be
solved. These boxes are connected to green boxes. These green boxes state what should be
improved in order to solve these problems.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, a variety of improvements were developed ranging from
design improvements to improvement direction explanations. The entirely green boxes represent
the design improvements while the green boxes with a white fill represent the improvement
direction explanations. An attempt was made to solve the most important problems with design
improvements while to solve the other problems improvement direction explanations are
described. In paragraph 5.6 was already explained how the consideration was made between a
design improvement and an improvement direction explanation. The dotted box ‘facilitate involving
the appropriate stakeholders’ is partly a design improvement and partly an improvement direction
explanations, as can been seen in paragraph 9.3.
Regarding the improvements given in figure 26, the more important the improvement activity the
higher it is placed. The green lines indicate which improvement activity directly affects the RIS
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being used and having high quality outcomes. In addition, the paragraphs in which these
improvements are explained are stated.
As already explained in the introduction of this chapter, improving the TP is affected by solving the
problems related to the RIS process definition phase. Furthermore some other small problems
regarding the TP have to be solved which are not shown in the figure. These can be found in
paragraph 9.7.
The box ‘improve the TP’ is placed on top of the ranking together with the box ‘synchronizing the
business strategy with RIS process’. A set of arguments makes that improving the TP is a very
important activity. Firstly, the TP should be improved and not be disposed of or replaced by
something else because it was found to have a significant value. There was a general agreement
that the TP is useful, not too laborious and leads to higher quality outcomes of the RIS process.
The value lies in the discussion about the TP, involving all relevant stakeholders in this discussion.
However, if the TP template is not improved, its guidance role will not be that effective. This
effectiveness influences the RIS process outcome quality. The other way around, if the RIS
process is not improved the TP can or will not be used in the best way for increasing RIS process
outcome quality. From the information in this thesis one could argue that some activities to
improve the RIS process can have a bigger effect on outcome quality than improving the TP.
However, as improving the TP is part of the business objective (BO) of this thesis, it is considered
to be a very important activity to be done.
An improvement activity that is very important to improve the RIS process definition phase is
synchronizing the business strategy process with the RIS process. This is why this activity is
placed on the same level of importance as improving the TP. Research investment decisions
made by the BUs or CCs should follow the business strategy process. Also the RIS process
facilitating the input of technology discussions to business strategy definition should be assured.

Figure 26: Improvement activities overview

The third most important activity is to facilitate involving the appropriate stakeholders in the RIS
process. In the analysis chapter, it was found that the consequences and intention not being
evident led, in addition with other causes, to different stakeholder involvement in the RIS process
(see paragraph 8.1). The consequences and intention not being evident was caused by three
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major problems (see figure 18). In this chapter an attempt is made to solve these three problems
with the improvement activities ‘improve effectiveness of the RIS process’, ‘clarify RIS process
intention’ and ‘synchronize RIS process with business strategy process’. However, also other
causes, not related to the RIS process intention and consequences, leading to different
stakeholder involvement were identified (see paragraph 8.3). These causes also have to be
addressed but obviously cannot be solved by the improvement attempting to make the RIS
process and consequences more evident. The BUs and PR found solving these other causes very
important. However, not as important as synchronizing business strategy with the RIS process and
as improving the TP. Therefore this activity was placed as the third most important improvement
activity to be done.
Subsequently the low perceived effectiveness of the RIS process should be solved. In the figure
two green boxes can be seen that have the goal to improve effectiveness. Because of the fact that
the mutual insight among BGs, BUs and PR was often lacking it was not grasped, by many BG,
BU and PR people, how the RIS process could work effectively with insufficient insights. The
improvement activity with the goal to ‘improve insight among BGs, BUs and PR in each other’ will
affect effectiveness of the RIS process. This activity does not directly affect the RIS process being
used and having high quality outcomes (therefore it does not have a green arrow in the figure) as
the effects of these more general improvements are usually not directly related to the RIS process.
Besides this, also another effectiveness topic should be solved (see the box ‘improve
effectiveness of the RIS process’).
Next, clarifying the RIS process intention is found important. BUs understood that decisions
around research investments had to be taken but it was not completely clear how the RIS process
intended to facilitate this. Last, direct measures for improving alignment of content treated in RIS
process are considered to be the least important activity to be done. With the before mentioned
improvements this is already expected to be solved entirely (this is explained in more detail in
paragraph 9.6).
Figure 26 does not show how different improvement activities influence each other. For example;
improvement activities to make the RIS process intention and consequences more evidently, like
the improvement activity ‘clarify RIS process intention’, do also facilitate involving the appropriate
stakeholders. This effect can be understood looking at the analysis chapter. Here it was explained
that different stakeholder involvement was mainly caused by the intention and consequences of
the RIS process not being evident. The influence of improvement activities on solving different
problems and causes is explained in the different paragraphs related to these activities.

9.2 Synchronize business strategy process with RIS process
The most important improvement activity to be done is synchronizing the business strategy
process with the RIS process. To achieve synchronization three important activities can be
identified. Firstly, part of the RIS process actions should be stated in the business strategy
process. Secondly, the translation process of business strategy to RIS should be improved.
Thirdly, the RIS bottom-up input to technology discussions should be improved. A new RIS
process definition phase was designed (see figure 27). This design includes the relation with the
business strategy process and the (improved) positioning of the TP in here.
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Figure 27: New RIS process definition phase design

State BU RIS process actions in the business strategy process
BUs cannot be forced by the CTO Office, which owns the RIS process, to use the RIS process. It
could be argued that because of this not the CTO Office but the BUs should own the RIS process.
This consideration can be supported by the fact that the BUs have the budget and decision power
in the RIS process. However, if the CTO Office does not own the RIS process every BU will
translate their BU strategy to the RIS process in its own way. Then there is nobody that ensures
alignment in the RIS. The CTO Office should thus still own the RIS process. To create
commitment in BUs to do certain activities, parts of the RIS process could be presented as part of
the business strategy process because it was found that the BUs strictly follow the business
strategy process. The parts of the RIS process that should be presented as part of the business
strategy process relate to the decisions made or supported in the RIS process regarding BU
research investments. The new RIS process definition phase design should be less or not visible
to the BUs (and CCs) and still be owned by the CTO Office. In PR and in the CTO Office, the RIS
process should still exist as a formal process but this should not be communicated actively
anymore to the BUs. The CTO Office should ensure alignment among BUs and guard long term
technology objectives of PH to be discussed, via looking at the RIS outcomes. This was something
the BUs did not have objections against.
PR mentioned that probably the new PR organizational structure can help to specify tasks in KAM
roles forcing them to talk with the BUs about certain RIS process deliverables in a certain period of
time. When stating RIS process actions in the business strategy process and maintaining the RIS
process as a formal process in PR, a BU employee will perceive this as talking about a business
strategy process activity while a PR employee perceives it as talking about a RIS process activity.
Another way to connect the RIS process with the business strategy process is to specifically state
the inputs and outputs to the RIS process in the business strategy process. Then the RIS process
would still be visible to the BUs. Preferably the first option is chosen as this goes one step further
in integrating the RIS process into the business strategy process.
Synchronization of business strategy should be arranged with the business strategy process
owners. If synchronization with business strategy is not allowed by the business strategy process
owners, the perceived value of the RIS process will remain low. Possibly the CTO Office could
then be involved more extensively to ensure that the process is followed as intended but in most
BUs this will probably not be appreciated, as mentioned in the discussions, and thus it will not lead
to better outcomes. This topic around stakeholder involvement is further treated in paragraph 9.3.
Improve the translation process of business strategy to RIS
Business strategy is translated properly to RIS (from PH strategy to BG SRs to BU strategies to
RIS), when research investments are made following PH demands. This process of translation,
following the market pull strategy, was not sufficiently apparent. As mentioned in the analysis
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chapter a gap was found between the BG SR and the RIS process which should be closed. To
achieve this, firstly the translation from BG SR to BU strategy should be done in a standardized
way. At this moment there are no standardized BU SRs held anymore (because of the change in
the business strategy process). The BU SR agenda helped doing the translation of the BG SR to
each of the different BU strategies in a more or less standardized way. The translation of the BG
strategy to the BU strategy should be taken care of by the business strategy process owners and
is not further treated as it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
What is in the scope of this thesis is the translation of the BU strategy to the RIS. This should also
be done in a uniform way. The knowledge, which is needed in the BU strategy meetings to later
help formulating the RIS, should be stated in the BU strategy meetings agendas. In addition, RIS
process meetings (which were recommended to be defined in the business strategy process
earlier in this paragraph) should be further specified to ensure having comparable agendas when
translating the BU strategy to the RIS. Furthermore the TP can be a valuable tool to translate BU
strategy to the RIS when some improvements are made (see paragraph 9.7) and when all relevant
stakeholders are involved in using it. It should be obvious that this TP is used to translate the
approved business strategy to the RIS. Therefore, the name of the ‘formal TP’ which was used to
translate the business strategy to the RIS was changed to ‘Strategy TP’ (see figure 27).
In order to improve buy-in to the translation of business strategy to RIS, corporate management
should give information systems, tools and incentives that are designed to translate the strategy
into strategic actions (Tian & Wie, 2008). Tools that can be used to support translation are the
product roadmaps, technology roadmaps, AD strategy and an alignment process. This is further
explained in appendix 14.
Improve the RIS bottom-up input to technology discussions
The contribution of the RIS process to facilitating bottom-up technology discussions to business
strategy was not sufficient.
The misconnection between the business strategy bottom-up discussions (held in December and
January) and the RIS process should be solved. The RIS process should give input to the bottomup discussions in the BUs before the business strategy definition starts.
An extra meeting should be introduced in the RIS process before the BU bottom-up discussions
start. This meeting should discuss new developments in technology areas with the goal to identify
technology opportunities that could influence the definition of business strategy direction. In figure
27 this is called the ‘technology options meeting’. In this meeting trend documents should be used
because one should try to understand market and technological trends (Dodgson et al, 2008).
Currently technology (made by the CTO Office), market (made by marketing) and clinical (made by
clinical science) trend documents are available within PH and should be considered when defining
the customer needs. To be able to use these trend documents they should be ready before the BU
bottom-up discussions start. Also the TP should be used in the technology options meeting if it is
used following a technology push strategy. This means starting with (new) available technology
areas and subsequently evaluate if there is market need. This TP will be called the ‘technology
options TP’ (more about this TP in paragraph 9.7). Besides introducing this meeting, another
improvement measure when looking at the RIS process is that the RPR outcomes, reviewing the
current research portfolio, should be communicated to the BUs. The BUs were currently not
always aware about these RPR outcomes.
The technology options meeting (stating the research ambition) and also the RPR (stating the
current research investments) should be used to give a technology input into the definition process
of the business strategy.
The contribution of the RIS process to facilitate bottom-up technology discussions to the BG SRs
was found to be very marginal (see paragraph 8.2). This was because, as explained earlier in
paragraph 7.2, the gap between the RIS process and the BG SR is very large. Nagel (2003)
mentions that balancing market pull and technology push should not be left to chance to lower
level management but managed strategically. Considering this, an idea for improvement could be
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to ask all BUs and PR about technology topics that they think that should be discussed in the BG
SR and merge this into one obligatory slide for the BG SR discussions.
In addition, the BU strategy definition process should also contain technology aspects to be
treated. A business strategy process meeting should be introduced to discuss, on a high level, if
the defined market needs and ambition in the new BU strategy are feasible. The state of the art in
certain technology areas should also be discussed here. This discussion could lead to refinement
of the BU strategy and in addition is a check to see how technology is embraced in the BU
strategy. There should not already be talked about investments in PR or external research
companies. This meeting is called the ‘technology embracement meeting’ as can be seen in figure
27.
The bottom-up communication about technology opportunities should be done during the whole
year both inside and outside the RIS process. It is especially important in the BU bottom-up
discussions before the business strategy formulation starts, during this business strategy
formulation and after RIS process discussions are held or deliverables are ready (by
communicating these outcomes to the whole BU). The improvement directions given to improve
the insights among BGs, BUs and PR in each other in paragraph 9.4 and the RIS process
discussions and deliverables held after approval of the BU strategy should take care of the bottomup communication about technology opportunities outside of the business strategy process.
Appendix 14 explains all these improvements in more detail. In addition, the details of the newly
introduced meetings are also elaborated on.

9.3 Facilitate involving the appropriate stakeholders
In order to facilitate involving the appropriate stakeholders two sorts of involvement should be
considered; stakeholder involvement in deploying the RIS process and stakeholder involvement
contributing to and using the RIS process. Appropriate involvement should be ensured here.
Facilitate involvement of stakeholders for deploying the RIS process.
The synchronization of the business strategy process with the RIS process should already help to
involve the relevant BU stakeholders (to make the RIS process being used as intended) but also
other measures should be initiated. It should be ensured that every BU has a RIS process
champion. This champion should take the current CTO Office role of securing that the RIS process
is deployed as intended. When no suitable BU person can be found for the BU champion role,
appointing a BG champion with sufficient power in the BU could be considered. Probably a BG
strategy person, who could guard and align the whole business strategy to RIS translation, should
get this role. Furthermore BUs having a relatively low need for research which are not using the
RIS process should also be convinced of using the process by other BUs which are using it. The
BUs using the process should explicitly explain and advocate its value. Last, regarding designing
and implementing improvements directions, all relevant stakeholders should be actively involved in
discussions about this. Not the CTO Office but the BUs should take a leading role here. Involving
BUs in designing the RIS process increases the commitment to the RIS process. This is further
explained in appendix 19.
Facilitate involvement of stakeholders contributing to and using the RIS process
Related to the new improved RIS process definition phase design the appropriate stakeholder
involvement in contributing to and using the process (and thus the TP) should be defined.
Appendix 15 presents a graphical representation about the proposed stakeholder involvement in
the TP and TSPD related to the new improved RIS process definition phase design.
The BU strategy was often not translated properly to the RIS process because of power games, as
explained in paragraph 8.3, leading to the RIS process interaction being mainly between AD and
PR. This gave differences around the content that was treated. Often long term strategic
objectives stated in business strategy were not discussed nor supported with research
investments because of development focusing on their own short/mid term objectives and
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interests. A proper translation from BU strategy to RIS should be ensured by involving all relevant
stakeholders. Research investments were not always following market needs although the market
pull strategy has been introduced years ago in the Philips organization. However, this market pull
strategy is still not present everywhere (especially in development and research) as part of the
Philips culture. By starting with customer needs defined by all BU stakeholders this effect should
be controlled more easily. This is important because technologies developed should deliver value
to the customer (Dodgson et al., 2008). When a challenging technology without an identified
market need is still found to be more important by some people in Philips as having less
challenging technology with a market need this can create problems. Corporate culture can
influence technology monitoring (Nosella, Petroni & Salandra, 2008). It influences how technology
characteristics are judged and found attractive compared to, for example, market characteristics.
Therefore not only AD and development people of the BU should be involved in research
investment decision-making but also other BU people. Cross-functional teams should make the
strategic-decisions (Stepanovich & Uhrig, 1999). All relevant BU stakeholders functions that
should be involved are BU advanced development, BU development, BU marketing, BU clinical
science and BU business development. Furthermore also strategy, the Care Cycles, the CTO
Office and PR should be involved to complete the involvement of all relevant stakeholders in PH
and PR.
Also the bottom-up technology discussions will be of greater value because when all stakeholders
are involved it is more probable that PR and BU, looking from different perspectives, identify
technology opportunities in the short and long term.
To ensure involvement of all relevant BU stakeholders RIS process meetings should be further
specified stating all BU stakeholders to be involved. The before mentioned synchronization with
the business strategy is expected to make the BU responsible for the RIS process more committed
to follow the RIS process as intended which should lead to this responsible person involving the
stakeholders as advised. In addition, the synchronization will also make these other BU
stakeholders, besides the BU R&D manager, more aware about the RIS process; this will possibly
result in pressure of these stakeholders to let them be involved. The synchronization will guide the
whole translation from business strategy to RIS while specifying RIS meetings stating all relevant
stakeholders will only improve the translation of the BU strategy to the RIS. These two
improvements together should also make the power games more transparent which should
decrease the probability that these affect research investment decisions.
Furthermore the R&D manager should be leading the RIS process from the BU side to decrease
the possibility that BU decisions to invest in research are made without considering the RIS
process. The R&D manager who owns the R&D budget decides about the allocation of
development funds to research. If the R&D manager does not participate in the RIS process, this
person might as a consequence of that sometimes invest in research without considering the RIS.
Furthermore, the R&D manager should be convinced about the necessity to involve the other
relevant BU stakeholders because otherwise the effect of the power games remains present. The
CTO of Healthcare functionally controls the R&D managers. This CTO could incentive the R&D
manager to follow the RIS process and use it as intended. Appendix 15 explains this in more
detail. When the improvement activity to synchronize the RIS with business strategy process (see
paragraph 9.2) has been executed the R&D manager should thus be responsible for the former
RIS activity now situated in the business strategy process.
Appendix 15 explains some other additional improvements to facilitate the appropriate stakeholder
involvement. Furthermore the improvements presented in the paragraph 9.4 and 9.5 do also help
to improve facilitating the appropriate stakeholder involvement, as explained at the end of
paragraph 9.1.
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9.4 Improve effectiveness of the RIS process
Solving the low perceived effectiveness of the RIS process was also found to be important to
improve the RIS process. Improving mutual insight among BUs and PR in each other is found to
be the most important measure, by different BUs and PR, to increase the effectiveness of the RIS
process. It was agreed upon that the RIS process could not work effectively without sufficient
insights. Also the interaction between the BGs and PR was found to be important (see paragraph
9.4.1). Besides this also another effectiveness topic related to the competitive advantage of PR or
fit of PR research with BU demands should be solved (see paragraph 9.4.2).

9.4.1 Improve insights among BGs, BUs and PR in each other
In an ideal world the BU demands, PR capabilities and identified PR technology opportunities
should already be communicated with each other. The interaction process between BU-PR
working smoothly, is the premise to let the RIS be formulated following the available knowledge in
the organization. Improving the insight among BUs and PR in each other, which was often lacking,
should increase the quality of RIS outcomes because then, because of increased mutual
awareness, the RIS process discussions can be held on a higher level. During the RIS process
these insights were found to be improved, however not sufficiently. The more transparency and
knowledge about each others activities the better the RIS can be formulated. Sufficient insight
among BUs and PR should thus also be facilitated in another way apart from the RIS process. By
improving this, research investments made are based on a deeper understanding of each other
capabilities and needs.
A lot of improvements have been identified to improve insights. Here a list will be presented stating
these improvements. A more detailed explanation around the introduction of these improvements
and the consequences of the improvements can be found in appendix 16.
1. Improve BU-PR interaction
a. develop a formal communication process between PR and BU (probably solved
with the newly introduced PR organizational structure)
b. create an AD-PR portal
c. regular marketing update communicated to PR
d. introduce a formal PR counterpart for non-R&D BU employees (probably solved
with the newly introduced PR organizational structure)
2. Increase PR insight in BU
a. involve PR in or about market research
b. involve PR in the GDMM or communicate about the outcomes
c. organize a day in which all BUs give a short overview about their (innovation)
portfolio
d. communicate trend documents to PR
3. Increase BU insight in PR
a. Spread the RIS deliverables and outcomes to all business strategy people
b. Make the ‘green book’ more easily available
c. Look at PR patent list
d. Define an employee exchange program from the BUs to PR
e. Distribute the PR capability list (innovation engines). In addition link it with
capabilities of external research companies and BU research (project) demands
These improvements in particular improve the mutual insight among BUs and PR. As already
explained in paragraph 8.2 (see figure 22), the interaction between the BGs and PR was found to
be very marginal. However, improving this was not found to be in the scope of the thesis. PR and
BG SR stakeholders should sit together and talk about how these problems could be solved.
The proposed improvements to enhance insight among BUs and PR in each other will probably
also improve the collaboration and communication in general.
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9.4.2 Integrate a competitive advantage or fit test in the RIS process
Improving the mutual insight among BUs and PR, as explained above is not the only identified
improvement activity that can be done to improve effectiveness. Also another improvement activity
can be done.
PR approaching the BUs in the RIS process having no competitive advantage or fit with BU
research demands should be reduced. To achieve this, a competitive advantage / fit test should be
integrated in the RIS process. Appendix 16 present a more detailed explanation around this
improvement and its consequences. Furthermore, this improvement should also be integrated in
the TP template. The TP discussions are the first moment in the RIS process where possible
research opportunities are discussed. At this moment the BU wants to see what PR can do
compared to competitive external research companies in particular technology areas. Discussing
the competitive advantage or fit in an early stage of the RIS process might already prevent having
discussions with PR about topics in which they certainly cannot fulfill BU demands in a later stage.

9.5 Clarify RIS process intention
The intention of the RIS process should be clear in order to let everybody use it in the same way
and ensure qualitative outcomes. Improving the RIS intention should increase that RIS process is
used as intended. Synchronizing the RIS process with the business strategy process (as explained
in paragraph 9.2) should make the RIS process intention already a lot crisper. Also a lot of other
improvements have been identified. Here a list will be presented stating these improvements.
1. Clarify, to the BUs, the value of the RIS process for decision-making between internal and
external research investments.
2. Clarify the relation of the RIS process to other innovation deliverables
3. Develop an alignment process
4. Improve consistency between TP and TSPD templates
5. Clarify the relation of the TP to the TSPD
6. Introduce the statement of sequences in the RIS process
7. Increase flexibility of the deployment of the RIS
Appendix 17 presents a more detailed explanation of these improvements and their
consequences.

9.6 Improve alignment of content treated in RIS process
As stated in the analysis the major causes for the different use of content were the intention and
consequences not being evident and the appropriate stakeholders not being involved. In this
chapter an attempt was made to make the relation of the RIS with the business evident, to clarify
the intention of the RIS process and to increase the RIS process effectiveness. This should lead to
the intention and consequences of the RIS process being evident. Also improvement directions to
ensure the appropriate stakeholder involvement were given. With the before mentioned
improvements the major causes are expected to be solved. Improving alignment of content treated
is thus almost entirely taken care off. Still one important improvement direction regarding
facilitating using the same content domain was identified, which is the design of a ‘feedback on the
use’ process. This is further explained, together with another minor improvement, in appendix 18.

9.7 Improve the TP
This paragraph describes how the TP template and its positioning should be improved. The
improved RIS process is taken as a basis to design the new TP templates. As already explained,
in paragraph 9.2, the improved RIS process definition phase design intends to use two versions of
the TP; the technology options TP and the strategy (market pull) TP. First, this is further explained
on (9.7.1). In addition, the two improved TP templates are presented and improvements to the TP
guidance are elaborated on (9.7.2).
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9.7.1 Improve TP positioning in the RIS process
Figure 28 presents the improved TP positioning in the RIS process and business strategy process
in the new RIS process definition phase design. The RIS process ‘technology options meeting’, as
explained in paragraph 9.2, should give input to the business strategy bottom-up discussions. The
TP should be used as a tool in this meeting in a technology push way; starting with (new) available
technology areas and subsequently evaluate if there is market need. This is why this TP version is
called the ‘technology options’ TP (the word ‘technology push’ has a negative sound within
Philips). Because of its goal the template should be somewhat changed compared to the strategy
TP. This is explained in paragraph 9.7.2.

Figure 28: TP positioning in the RIS process and business strategy process

Using the TP for identifying and communicating technology opportunities, in a bottom-up way, to
the business strategy process has thus been moved from February to the end of November. As
explained earlier in paragraph 9.2, this should be done because the gap between the level of detail
used the TP and the stage where the business strategy process finds itself in February is too big.
The technology embracement meeting, as explained in appendix 14, should cover the former role
of the ‘TP for BU SR’ by discussing, on a high level, if the defined market needs and ambition in
the new BU strategy are feasible in terms of technology. A new meeting has been introduced
instead of solely moving the TP to November as it was found that the value of the TP lies in
discussing it with all relevant stakeholders. These were not always involved which should be
enhanced via defining the technology embracement meeting.
The name ‘formal TP’, as it was called in the intended RIS process, will be transformed to the
‘strategy (market pull)’ TP. This TP should be used for translating the approved BU strategy to the
RIS. This should happen in a market pull way following the business strategy customer demands.
The approach to do this is elaborated on in appendix 14.
The two TP templates are not related to each other; the technology options TP, filled out first,
should not be used to fill out the strategy TP. Figure 28 illustrates how the TPs are positioned in
the RIS process and their relation to the business strategy. Appendix 15 states the desired
involvement of stakeholders in filling out the two versions of the TP.

9.7.2 Improve the TP template and guidance
The TP template content should guide that the discussions around the RIS follow the relevant
themes. The TP templates should be improved to facilitate these discussions. This paragraph
presents the improved strategy TP template and introduces the technology options TP template. In
addition is elaborated on improvements to the TP guidance and some additional remarks are
made. The improvements in this paragraph are partly based upon the improvements explained in
the paragraphs 9.2-9.6. Also additional insights were used to improve the templates.
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TP templates
Some improvements can be suggested from the analysis to further improve the guidance role of
the TP in decision making and to make it more probable that decisions made derive logically from
the template. The TP template was found to be extensive enough in terms of required labor to fill it
out. Improvements were made keeping in mind that the TP should not be too extensive and does
not need to cover all important topics. The TP is used as a discussion tool and decisions do not
always have to derive logically from the TP. Furthermore there is also a ‘comment’ column in the
TP template where deviating decisions can be elaborated on. The following improvements have
been identified and processed into two new TP templates (see figures 29 and 30).
Strategy TP
1. The names of people that filled out the TP should be specified on the template. This should be
done in order to simplify communication. It makes it easier for people looking at the TPs (outside
the direct stakeholders) to contact the people that filled it out when they have questions about it.
2. Prioritization should be done following a market pull strategy and ranking customer needs could
help to make this easier. This prioritization should be a forced ranking considering all customer
needs at once, not prioritizing separately for each Program. Research investments should be
considered looking at all possibilities. Allocating budget to different Programs before all
possibilities are weighted against each other does not facilitate this. The columns Program,
Strategic Objective and Customer Need should be used to prioritize the customer needs.
3. Regarding the customer needs column there should be distinguished between two buckets;
customer needs related to short/mid term strategic objectives and to long term strategic objectives.
This to encourage people to also state and think about long term objectives (which did often not
happen as mentioned in paragraph 8.3).
4. As already explained, in paragraph 9.4.2, a competitive advantage / fit test should be integrated
in the TP to see what PR can do compared to competitive external research companies in
particular technology areas. In appendix 16 topics that should be considered, following scientific
literature, are presented. The column ‘strategic objective’ (to check the fit of an opportunity with
strategic objectives) does already partly force PR to think about their fit with business demands but
not sufficiently enough. The columns ‘competitive status’, ‘trend vs. competition’ state the position
of BU R&D and PR together. This is important to know to see the overall picture against
competition but for the BUs to compare PR to other external research opportunities also the PR
status vs. competition and trend vs. competition should be stated. Because of this, four columns
should be added to the TP. This is also further explained in appendix 16.
- Research status vs. competition
- Trend vs. competition (for PR)
- Substitution technologies
- State of the art or state of practice?
5. A forced ranking should be used for both the prioritization of research investments and the
prioritization of customer needs (as introduced in paragraph 9.2). As explained, in paragraph 8.4,
the 1, 2 and 3 options in prioritization did not lead to BU focusing or making decisions.
6. The name of the column ‘action, change’ should be changed in ‘action’ because change is also
an action.
7. There should be a possibility to distinguish between investments made in PR and external
research companies for the same technology area because now it looks like the BU has to choose
between investing in PR or doing external research while they can also do both (as already
explained in paragraph 8.2). The column ‘action, changes’ should be split in two to facilitate this;
‘action related to Philips Research’ (start, stop, continue, increase and reduce) and ‘external
action’ (partner and spin-in). Also the color coding should be different for each option that can be
chosen.
8. As explained, in paragraph 8.4, it was not evident from the TP who is or should be involved in
research in certain technology areas. Stating the involvement of different parties in research
activities would help here. This column should be called ‘party involvement’ with the options
‘Development’, ‘AD’, ‘PR’, ‘external’, ‘other’ and combinations of these.
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9. As explained, in paragraphs 8.4 and 9.5, the TP did not encourage cross-BU innovation.
Technology areas are not linked to other BUs, only to other CCs and the other way around. This
could be facilitated by including both versions of the ‘BU/CC’ column in both the TP BU and TP CC
to more easily identify synergies between BUs and CCs. Because of this last improvement the
difference in template design between the CCs and BUs disappears; the same TP template can be
used for both the CCs and BUs.
10. The column ‘R&D FTEs’ has been removed, as explained in paragraph 7.4.2.
The improved strategy TP is presented in figure 29.
From the analysis and scientific literature, as explained in paragraph 9.5, it would be interesting to
include sequences in the TP in order to be able to see in what order the BU needs technologies.
On the other hand including these would make the TP disorderly. Furthermore it is often not
possible to be specific in terms of defining sequences. As another option differentiation between
technologies that are a ‘must have’ and a nice-to-have was considered. However, many people
mentioned that there is only money within Philips for the ‘must haves’. In order to nevertheless
take into account sequences in the TP discussions. It could be considered to make the technology
roadmaps obligatory to be used (again) in the business strategy process. In these roadmaps
sequences are stated and these could be used as an input when defining the Strategy TPs.
Furthermore these roadmaps could together with the TPs possibly also be used as an input to
writing the TSPD. This is further explained in paragraph 14.
Technology options TP
The technology options (technology push) TP used in the technology options meeting should be
used with the goal to identify technology opportunities. This is why the columns ‘technology area’,
‘customer need’, ‘strategic objective’ and ‘program’ should be reversed. Two of these column
should also be renamed. To both the columns ‘strategic objective’ and ‘program’ the word
‘potential’ should be added as the TP intends to present technology options which do not
necessarily fit to a current strategic objective or program. Furthermore this TP should not be used
for making investments decisions. This is why the columns ‘action related to Philips Research’,
‘external action’ and the prioritization columns should be removed. The improved technology
options TP is presented in figure 30.
Improve TP guidance
In the ‘TechnologyProfileHowTo’ PowerPoint file is explained how to contribute to the TP and how
it should be used. The guidance in this PowerPoint should be improved.
Identified improvements to do this are:
1. Explicitly state which content domain should be treated and the (minimum) level of generic
statement to be used (see paragraph 9.6 for details).
2. Explicitly state that the TP is a discussion tool and that not all the information used to make
decisions about research investments has to be captured in this tool. Decisions do not always
have to follow from the TP because the information that needs to be filled out in the TP is not
sufficient to clarify all decisions. It should also be stated that people worrying about decisions not
looking consistent, can always explain their decisions in the comment box.
3. Explicitly state that the TP is intended to be used as a discussion tool to later facilitate writing
the TSPD (the reason for this is explained in more detail in paragraph 9.5).
The presence of a newly developed ‘feedback on the use’ process, as explained in paragraph 9.6,
should be mentioned to reassure people that their input is seriously evaluated and that
misunderstanding of TP use will be communicated about.
Remarks
The TP should be spread via a link in SharePoint and not via email. Firstly, this increases the
awareness about the RIS process SharePoint. Secondly, this increases the possibility that BUs will
also take a look at other BUs or CCs TPs because these are only one mouse-click away
(supposing that people want to share the TPs).
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Figure 29: Improved strategy TP template
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When improving mutual insight among BU and PR it will be more obvious to PR what BUs are
currently doing and where they want to go in the future (their ambition). Because of this the BUs
might think that they do not have to list all AD activities anymore in TP. This is not expected to be
a problem because then PR can already see, without the TP, what the BU is currently doing and
wants to do in the future. If an activity is not listed in the TP the PR will be aware about this and
can discuss it promptly.

9.8 Expected impact of improvements
The problems and causes identified in the analysis chapter causing that the RIS process was not
always used as intended or seen as the way to make research investment decisions are expected
to be solved with the improvements stated in this chapter. The expected impact of the
improvements is that they lead to the RIS being used as intended in the new proposed design
(having high quality outcomes) and seen as the way to make research investment decisions. The
variety of improvements, ranging from designed improvements to improvement direction
explanations, will probably lead to structurally high outcomes, the RIS being defined following
business strategy, the RIS process facilitating bottom-up technology discussions and the TP being
used to support research investment decision-making (see figure 31).
As mentioned in chapter 5, some BUs not using the RIS process refused to talk about why they
were not using it. Some problems and causes leading to BUs not using the RIS process could be
identified by talking with PR. In addition, the identified problems and causes for BUs that were
using the RIS process are expected to have significant overlap with the problems and causes for
BUs not using the RIS process. Therefore it is expected that the proposed improvements also
have an impact on solving the most important causes of the BUs not using the RIS process.
However, this impact cannot be stated with the same certainty as the other impacts. This is why in
figure 31 the impact ‘RIS being used’ has a grey fill.
No real test has been conducted to validate if the improvements will truly have this impact. As the
next RIS process definition phase starts in December 2009 it was impossible to test the impact of
the improvements in practice, within the timeslot of this thesis. However, validation was done via
discussions with people within Philips. From this validation the improvement directions and design
improvements appear to be valuable, also from the scientific literature perspective and via logical
reasoning. Philips is recommended to implement these changes.
A change plan is presented in appendix 19 explaining how stakeholders should be involved in
designing further improvements and in implementation. In addition, an approach to reserving
possible resistances is also explained.

Figure 31: Impact of improvements
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10. Conclusions
This chapter discusses how analysis and proposed improvements answer the GRQ, the four RQs
and the SO (10.1). Furthermore the fulfillment of the BO is discussed (10.2). In addition, limitations
of this study are presented (10.3) and potential directions for future research are stated (10.4).

10.1 Theoretical discussion
In this paragraph answering the RQs and GRQ is discussed. Furthermore fulfilling the SO is
treated. As already explained, in paragraph 2.2, answering the four RQs should lead to answering
the GRQ because this GRQ is constructed with these four RQs.
The current RIS process use and its alignment with business strategy, related to the positioning of
the TP in the RIS process, was determined in chapter 7. This current use was compared with the
intended design and it was analyzed (in chapter 8) why the RIS process was not used as intended
or not used at all. It was found that there was no adequate alignment with business strategy and
that the use of (the TP in) the RIS process varied. A new RIS process definition phase was
designed to improve the process related to the positioning of the TP, taking into consideration the
goal to align innovation strategy with business strategy. The design facilitates sufficient bottom-up
input to technology discussions and a faithful translation of the approved business strategy to RIS.
In addition, parts of the new RIS process definition phase design should be integrated into the
business strategy process. With these changes the TP is expected to be positioned appropriately
and should better support the strategic innovation decision-making taking into account the goal to
align business strategy with RIS (answers RQ1).
In chapter 9 improvements are proposed, derived from the RIS process (definition phase) analysis
(paragraph 8.1 – 8.3) and the TP analysis (paragraph 8.4). The RIS process analysis affects both
RIS process improvements and TP improvements (because the TP is positioned in the RIS
process). This is why RIS process improvements, which are not specifically related to the TP, do
affect answering the RQs 2, 3 and 4 (which are specifically related to the TP).
With the proposed improvements the involvement of the appropriate stakeholders in the two
versions of the TP should be facilitated. Firstly, the appropriate stakeholders that should be
involved to make sure that the RIS process is being deployed and used (as intended) are
identified. This secures that the RIS process is followed as intended, facilitates the RIS process
being used and the business strategy being translated properly to the RIS. Secondly, the
appropriate stakeholders are identified that should be involved for contributing to and using the
RIS process. This improvement should make the power games more transparent which decreases
the probability that these adversely affect research investment decisions. In addition, the bottomup technology discussions will be of greater value when all stakeholders are involved. (answers
RQ2).
Improvements are proposed to facilitate using the same content domains in the various TPs.
Making evident the intention and the consequences of the RIS process and TP facilitates the RIS
process and TP being used, and also being used as intended. The content of the TP, with the goal
to facilitate a guiding role in strategic innovation decision-making, was determined by
benchmarking it with scientific literature. Hereby it was taken into consideration that the TP had to
be filled out in a market pull or technology push way (answers RQ3).
Buy-in for contributing to and using the TP should be created by the synchronization of the
business strategy process with the RIS process. This should increase commitment in the BUs to
participate in collaborative strategic innovation decision-making with PR and the CTO Office.
In addition, clarifying the RIS process and TP intention is needed. This increases the probability
that everybody uses the TP in the same way (if there is agreement on the communicated
intention). Furthermore it should be made more evident what the consequences are of using the
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RIS process and TP by increasing RIS process effectiveness. Proposals for improving insights
between PR and PH were also given because having insights in each other was found to be an
important condition towards effective strategic innovation decision-making. These improvements
together will contribute to ensure sufficient buy-in to use the RIS process as intended in the new
design (answers RQ4).
All RQs could be answered. This implies that the GRQ is also answered as the GRQ is
constructed with these four RQs (answers GRQ).
The achievement of the scientific objective (SO), capturing the theoretical gap, is discussed now.
As mentioned in chapter three, research innovation strategy processes are not an established field
in scientific literature; it is something new and has to be linked with relevant related areas. The
thesis main contribution to science lies in the insights on how to design process that guides
research investment decision-making, also aligning these investments with business strategy
directions. These insights are specified in more detail below.
This thesis gives insight in how the power game between advanced development and research
can be made more transparent by involving the appropriate stakeholders. This helps to decrease
the probability that these power games adversely affect research investment decision-making. In
the thesis, the power game between advanced development and research and its effect on
research investment decision-making was described. This was not found in scientific literature,
probably because not many organizations have a central research organization like Philips. When
a company has a central research organization, research is not accommodated in the BUs but in a
central organization. Advanced development activities (that are located in the BUs) are separated
from research activities. Therefore research and advanced development lose their feeling of
togetherness which probably causes that the power game will be more apparent and more heavily
influencing research investment decision-making.
Another interesting insight is that if the strategy to define BU research investment directions is
market pull, decision-making about these research investments should be synchronized with the
business strategy process.
Furthermore this study explained that the mutual insight among PR and BUs was often not
sufficient to make optimal decisions about research investments. If research would be located
separately in every BU, and not in a central research organization, the mutual insight would
probably be higher and alignment would be easier. On the other hand, having a central research
organization also has advantages. In the thesis it was found that within PR it was tried to align
research activities while the BUs did not even look at research investments of other BUs. Most
probably alignment of research investments would be more problematic if there would be no
central research organization. This thesis does not give a judgment about the influence of having a
central research organization on the quality of research investment decisions. However, a
recommendation can be given about how BU research investment decisions should be integrated
into the business and innovation strategy processes to increase the quality of research investment
decisions.
This thesis advises to increase mutual insight among BUs and PR, and to synchronize the
research investment decisions with business strategy directions. These two activities are important
to achieve this increase in quality.
Furthermore, this thesis gave the interesting insight that when designing a research innovation
strategy process to make decisions about research investments, the topics to be considered
should not be fixed. In scientific literature different topics were found to be important to consider
when making decisions about research investments. In a complex organization like Philips, which
has multiple BUs in various environmental contexts, it was found difficult to define a uniform set of
topics that should be considered when prioritizing research investments. Different topics were
found to be important.
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The research innovation strategy process should thus not be fixed but open for new inputs.
However, it should still be obvious from the documentation in the process why a certain decision is
made. The TP templates with their improved content show what topics are in general found to be
the most important which can be useful as a start when considering research investments. It
should however be possible to also consider other topics apart from the ones stated in the TP
template.
Furthermore, it was found that in decision-making, the involvement of appropriate stakeholders
was perceived as more important than treating the appropriate topics (which is often focused on in
scientific literature).
Last, it is expected that the findings from this study can also be used in other companies apart
from Philips. This study was performed at multiple BUs with different environmental contexts,
which increases the validity of the findings to other environments. However, these multiple BUs
collaborated with one central research organization. Therefore the lessons of this study will
probably be most valid looking at companies with a central research organization.
The contribution of the thesis to science is now elaborated on. It can be concluded that insight is
created in how strategic innovation decision-making about research investments should be done
considering business and innovation strategy, which fulfills the SO (answers SO).

10.2 Discussion of practical relevance
In paragraph 2.2 the practical relevance of this thesis was guarded and captured in a business
objective (BO) that should be solved. This paragraph discusses the fulfillment of this BO and
furthermore the usefulness of the proposed improvements.
The TPs current use was determined (paragraph 7.4), compared with the intended use and
benchmarked with innovation science literature (paragraph 8.4). This led to validated design
improvements regarding TP positioning in the RIS process and towards its guidance role in
strategic technology innovation decision-making (paragraph 9.7). The TPs positioning in the RIS
process was changed to facilitate bottom-up discussion of technology options and translation of
business strategy to RIS. Because of this a new TP template was introduced (the technology
options TP) and the current template was improved (the strategy TP). The TP positioning and
guidance role to support making the right bets in strategic technology innovation decision-making
was thus evaluated and improved which implies that the BO is fulfilled, as confirmed by the PH
and PR advisors.
The evaluation pointed out that the TP should not be disposed of because it was agreed upon that
the TP is useful, not too laborious and that it leads to higher quality outcomes of the RIS process.
The value lies in the discussion about the TP; it has a guiding role. Solely defining meetings with
an agenda stating what should be discussed does not force people to really analyze and focus
research activities in an efficient structural way like is done with the TP. It should be clear here that
decisions do not always have to derive logically from the TP content filled out.
It is expected that the proposed improvements lead to the RIS process and TPs being used as
intended (in the improved design). The RIS process and TPs being used as intended will probably
lead to structurally high outcomes, the RIS being defined following business strategy and the RIS
process facilitating bottom-up technology discussions. Furthermore the proposed improvements to
enhance insight among BGs, BUs and PR in each other will probably not only improve the RIS
formulation but are expected to also improve the collaboration and communication in general. The
proposed improvements are thus expected to be very useful to Philips.

10.3 Limitations
This thesis is accompanied by various limitations. Firstly, the internal validity of the analysis was
somewhat harmed due to the fact that not all BUs within Philips were involved. The reasons for
this were limited time and the fact that not all BUs wanted to be involved. Furthermore not all
interviewees allowed recording of the interviews. Because of these reasons the data analysis was
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less rich of information and improvement directions could be more suitable to the involved BUs
compared to the BU not (wanting to be) involved. Secondly, only employees in Europe were
interviewed (see also further research). Because of cultural differences the importance given to
certain topics could possibly vary. This could lead to improvement suggestions based upon the
cultures in Europe while the RIS process is also used in other continents. Thirdly, the outcomes of
the RIS process could not be measured quantitatively. This influenced reliability of the analysis.
Qualitative statements of interviewees about the RIS process not being used, or being used
differently in order to make better research investment decisions could not be validated by
quantitative figures. The way in which these qualitative statements were validated and reliability
increased, was by talking with all involved stakeholders to see if there was consensus about
statements of RIS process outcome quality. Here, the PR, CTO Office and strategy people had an
important role as they could compare between different BUs because of being in contact with
multiple BUs. Fourthly, a limitation is that the suggested improvements were validated and tested
by discussing them with employees. As the next RIS process definition phase just starts in
December 2009 (according to the new design) it was impossible to test the effect of the
improvements within the timeslot of this thesis. Because again some BUs were not involved in
discussion here it is uncertain if they agree with the proposed improvements.

10.4 Future research
There are some potentially interesting directions for future research. Firstly, the design
improvements and improvement directions defined in this thesis should, if implemented, be tested
in the next RIS process definition phase cycle. Secondly, the focus of this thesis was mainly on
research investments that should align with business strategy. It would also be interesting to
evaluate how decisions about research investments that do not have to align with business
strategy (in which the researchers have a higher degree of freedom) are made and if this could be
improved. Thirdly, it would be interesting to investigate why exactly no total innovation strategy is
formulated within Philips and what the consequences of this are to the Philips innovation outputs,
for example, the spread of innovations along the innovation adoption curve of Rogers (1995).
Fourth, it could be interesting to investigate how the degree in which short/mid term are treated
compared to long term objectives in the research investment decision-making is influenced by the
PR or R&D being situated in a country situated in a develop or emerging market. Again this could
also again possibly be mapped to the innovation adoption curve of Rogers (1995); investigate if
employees in Europe focus more on technology development in the left side of the innovation
adoption curve while employees situated in emerging market countries focused more on
technology development situated in the right side of the innovation adoption curve. According to
Jolly (2008) employees can have different perceptions of attractiveness related to their culturebased concept of what is attractive. Multinational companies should be aware of this to ensure
commitment of the whole business on the importance of certain technologies. In addition,
employees can be biased by geographical location and their experiences there; they have certain
thoughts about what works and what does not but this can differ in other regions. This is also
called ‘ethnocentric thinking’ (Birkinshaw et al., 2007). Furthermore it could be interesting to
expand this research by not only looking at geographical location but also at the differences
between various cultures. Another topic here could be to investigate what decision variables
should be formulated (to further investigated if the columns in the TP effectively guide decisionmaking) to let the employees make more rationale guidance in their judgment about attractiveness
of a certain technology. Lastly, it might be interesting to investigate if the geographical dispersion
of PR and PH influences mutual insight. As explained earlier, having a higher mutual insight
should improve the RIS process outcomes.
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12. Interview and discussion references
Phase 1 – initial meetings
CTO Office
Drs. Stef Zaicsek
Dr. Hans-Aloys Wischmann
Research
Dr. Guenter Zeitler

-Sr. Dir. Software Technology / CTO
-Sr. Dir. R&D Technology Strategy / CTO
-Former Sr. Manager Healthcare Program at Research

Phase 2 – in-depth interviews
Functions that have been interviewed
Philips Research
-Research Department Head / Key Account Manager
Philips Healthcare
-BG Strategy & business development
-BU Marketing
-BU Advanced Development Manager / Development Manager / BU CTO
-BU Advanced Development Employees
-CC CTO Liaison Officer

(3 people)
(2 people)
(1 person)
(3 people)
(3 people)
(1 person)

BUs / CCs that have been interviewed
-MR
-PM
-GXR
-GTC
-CC WHC
Phase 4 – discussions
Functions that have been discussed with
Philips Research
-Research Department Head / Key Account Manager
-RPO Office
Philips Healthcare
-BU Marketing
-BU Advanced Development Manager / Development Manager / BU CTO
-CTO Office

(1 person)
(2 people)
(1 person)
(2 people)
(2 people)

BUs / CCs that have been discussed with
-MR
-PM
-NM
There is a certain overlap between the people that have been interviewed and the people have
been discussed with.
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Figure 32: Theoretical overview
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This appendix depicts a summary of the literature review presented in chapter 3.

Appendix 1: Theoretical overview

Appendix 2: Keywords
This appendix lists the keywords that were used to search in scientific literature. The keywords in
list one were often used in combination with each other and in combination with the keywords in
list two, which were also searched for separately and individually.
List 1:
Assessment
Best practices
Commitment
Decision-making
Design
Innovation
Involvement
Process
Research
Strategy
List 2:
Alliance
Core competences
External research
Information spillovers
Innovation diffusion
Innovation management
Innovation strategy
Innovation portfolio
(Integrated) roadmaps
Internal research
Knowledge management
Knowledge production
Market pull
Marketing influence in NPD
NPD
Organizational research
Partnering
Process development
Process management
R&D investment strategy
R&D portfolio
Research strategy
Resource allocation
Spin-in
Stage-gate process
Strategic consensus
Strategic sourcing
Strategy building
Strategy definition
Strategy deployment
Strategy formulation
Strategic management
Technological change
Technological innovation
Technology adoption
Technology assessment
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Technology diffusion
Technology opportunity analysis
Technology planning,
Technology portfolio management
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Maintain position in...

Customer Need

Figure 33: TP for Care Cycles
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This appendix presents the two TP templates; the TP for Care Cycles and the TP for Business Units.
BU
NM

Appendix 3: Current technology profiles (2009)
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Figure 34: TP for BUs
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Appendix 4: Phase 2 interview protocol
This appendix presents all questions that were asked during all the interviews. During the
interviews only a selection of questions was asked. This was tailored before the interviews were
held and also during the interviews when the role and knowledge of the interviewee became
clearer. Furthermore the protocol was not asked question-for-question. At the end of every
interview it was checked if all relevant questions were answered.
Please note that in the protocol often Philips terminology is used. For example, the research
innovation strategy process is called the technology strategy process or process-0.
Interview protocol
-Welcome the interviewee
-Explain goal (XX min)
-Ask whether recording is ok
-Start interview
-First impression technology strategy process / process-0
1. Are you familiar with process-0/ Technology Strategy? If not familiar explain process-0 /
Technology Strategy
a) Do you think that the technology strategy process add significant value compared to
earlier defined innovation processes regarding this theme? Where does it add or
lose value? Is it just another document or does it really add value?
b) How do you think that the Business Strategy and the Technology Strategy
(process-0) should be linked?
c) Is process-0 flexible enough? What do you think is the value of process-0 being
structured in this way (the BU can decide to stop research activities whenever they
want)
-First impression TP (XX min)
Present the interviewee the consequences derived from the filled-out TP of last year (if possible).
Define what could be read out of the TP and what has been done with it?
2. Are you familiar with the TP? If not familiar explain the TP with the suited TP
3. Why did you fill the TP out in this level of detail?
a) Do you think that with this detail the goal of the TP can be reached?
4. What was your first impression? Is the TP meaningful to (advanced) development?
a) Do you think that the TP content columns facilitate the TP goal?
b) What do you consider as your goal by filling-out the TP?
c) What drives you to fill-out the TP? What should drive you?
5. Does the TP force you to develop a long-term view on R&D technology areas? How?
6. Does the TP encourage bottom-up communication of opportunities? How?
7. An innovation strategy goal is to make the right bets regarding technology focus and to
make this explicit. Does the TP help you to focus on what you should and should not be
doing? How?
-TP Domain (XX min)
8. Do you think the TP is applicable/ being used / useful;
a. Regarding Research topics?
b. Regarding Advanced Development topics?
9. Do you think the TP should list all current activities in advanced development /
development together with future activities because Research should make a shift from
thinking about another new feature towards making things cheaper, smaller or using other
materials which is also not trivial?
10. Do you think the TP should include short-term and long-term strategic objectives?
11. What advanced development topics should be included to let the TP represent both
Research and Advanced Development arguments?
a) Include a column of ‘joint R&D activity’?
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12. Do the advanced development departments have enough power/possibilities to influence
decisions in the SR?
a) Do you have other tools to influence decisions apart from the TP?
13. How should (advanced) development be involved to influence strategic decisions?
14. Do you think that the reorganization (separating line management and program
management in Philips Research) is done to steer more towards the content (improving
quality of content input) or process (regulations / get it done / get it done without getting
biased information)?
-Content evaluation (XX min)
15. What topics should the TP contain to support balancing different aspects?
a) What topics covered in the TP do you think are important?
b) What topics covered in the TP do you think are unnecessary to include?
c) What topics not covered in the TP do you think are important and should thus be
added to improve the TP?
d) Do you think the TP content is too extended or too minimalistic?
16. Are the TP columns chosen/ designed in such a way that they represent the intended
topics?
a) Strategic objectives: should the time-span be included?
b) Customer needs:
1. Should address to clinical outcome and effectiveness? Is the same as
clinical needs?
2. Differentiate between emerging/developing markets?
c) Priority-setting: should we be asking for different priorities for the viewpoint from
Research / CC (Care Cycle) / BU? Should the priority setting be ranked?
d) Action & changes: should it be more thoroughly specified?
e) Technology Areas: should it be divided in two sub columns?
1) Technology Areas where you look at your internal capabilities
2) Technology Areas where you look at external possibilities to acquire
technologies outside Philips.
f) FTE Spending: Should we separate FTE spending for Research/ Advanced
Development and Development?
g) Do you like the current fill options given for ‘ambition’, ‘status vs. competition’ and
‘action & changes’ columns?
-Organizational commitment evaluation (XX min)
17. Is the TP set up in a user friendly way?
a) What do you like?
b) What would you change?
c) Is the TP laborious; is it worth the effort?
d) Did the TP replace another tool? Do you understand the added value of introducing
this tool? Who do you think gains/loses from it?
18. Do you feel yourself as a contributor or user of the TP? Why?
19. Do you feel that all relevant parties/persons involved are committed to contributing?
a) Why are the committed persons committed?
b) How can commitment be improved?
c) Why do you think that some BUs do not want to share their TPs?
20. Was the BU involved when process-0 or the TP was designed / initiated?
-Process evaluation (XX min)
21. With regard to ensuring consistent deployment of TP choices:
a) Which parties / persons do you think are involved in ensuring this? Does this help to
take the TP seriously?
b) Do you feel that the right parties / persons are involved? Why not?
22. Do you feel that the parties / persons (from table 3) were involved in contributing to the TP
and should they be involved? Who has seen the TP?
# List presented to BU
Ideally
Was involved
Should be
Advanced Development
involved
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

manager
CEO (Review role)
R&D Manager
Advanced Development
Manager
Marketing
Clinical Science
Research Account
Manager
CTO Office
Other?

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 3: Involvement list

a) Which parties/ persons should be added to make a better organization reflection
regarding the decisions to be made and why?
b) Should top management be involved in contributing to or championing the TPs to
encourage them to use the TPs in the SR?
23. Is the TP be used to talk with marketing / business development?
24. How to involve marketing in defining technology strategy?
25. Was the information in the TP useful to you as a researcher?
a) What can you read out of the TP?
b) What should be the quality of the information in the TP to make it useful to
Research?
c) Can Research make Research Proposals out of the TP?
d) What could you do instead of using the TP to get an overview about business
needs in order to be able to propose Research Proposals?
26. Does the TP improve the follow-up of BUs ideas by Research? How?
a) How did you experience the consequences of Research using the TP to come up
with proposals / ideas?
27. Do you think that it is clear (for Research) who should be contacted in the BUs considering
the TP input and the other way around?
a) Do you think that it would enhance communication between Research and BUs if
the BU employees that contributed to the TP are mentioned on the TP (Research
then knows who to contact).
28. Does the TP streamline communication between KAM and BU CTO?
29. Do you use the TP to talk with marketing / business development?
30. Do you use the TP to discuss BU/CC links in research?
a) Does it help you to reflect on where you should collaborate?
b) Does filling out the TP column ‘BU/CC links’ force you to streamline communication
between BUs and CCs
31. Do you think that it is clear who should be contacted in the BUs considering the TP input
and the other way around?
a) Do you think that it would enhance communication between Research and BUs if
the BU employees that contributed to the TP are mentioned on the TP (Research
then knows who to contact).
32. Was the introduction information (Technology Profile How To Powerpoint) clear enough to
let you fill-out the TP:
a) Facilitating its goal?
b) Knowing the intended level of information detail?
c) Did you like the level of guidance given?
1. Explanation / support / feedback
2. Deadlines set / pressure exerted
33. How is/ should the TP contribution process (be) organized?
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a) At which point did you contribute to the TP and how? Do you think this was at the right
time?
b) In what direction do you think that the TP should be filled out?
a. What do you think are the advantages/disadvantages to start with technology
areas and try to link these to customer needs and finally strategic objectives
(technology push)?
b. What do you think are the advantages/disadvantages to start with strategic
objectives try to link these to customer needs and finally technology areas?
i. Customer needs is the key column in the TP because of the market pull
design? How is quality of input ensured?
c. In what direction did you fill-out the draft TP?
34. How to include bottom-up technology arguments in the technology strategy process? The
top-down / market pull way is the dominant strategy to follow. How do you try to include
bottom-up ideas? How to involve technology push in the strategy processes? How can this
be improved? What is the challenge here?
35. What quality of information is used to fill out the TP template and how can this be
improved?
a) How do you agree on input in the columns (strategic consensus, decision power)?
b) How do you check input consistency (regarding the columns; strategic objectives /
ambition/ status vs. competition / priority setting / FTE spending)?
c) Can you access the information to fill it out the columns (f.e. for the column FTE
spending)? How should this be arranged?
d) Do you f.e. fill the TP out very detailed (f.e. in a ‘project’ style) in order to avoid needing
to review tons of less useful ideas of Research?
e) Do you consult business development or marketing to question the reliability of
information, especially clinical needs/customer needs? Is VP work done?
36. How is/ should priority setting (be) done?
a) Do you feel that given many ‘number 1 priorities’ can be avoided, in order to make it
more obvious what is important to do?
b) Who is involved in the priority setting?
c) Who has a decisive vote?
d) Should internal research be weighted more than external research to create more
organic growth?
e) Do you distinguish different forms of priority setting; need driven / vision driven or
short-term / long-term priorities?
37. How is/ should the column ‘action & changes’ be defined?
a) How do you make these decisions?
38. Have the draft TPs, up to now, contributed to meaningful discussions in the SR? How do
you think they should?
a) Do you think that the employees involved in the SR need other information (like
market topics) that are now lacking in the TP? Do they receive this information?
b) Do you think that it is interesting to include technology aspects in the SR?
c) Is the SR mainly a marketing story?
d) How are technology aspects currently present in the SR?
e) Are KAA or breakaway research projects discussed in the SR or other strategic
meetings?
f) Does or could the TP play a role here?
g) How to include and combine technology aspects with marketing/business
development aspects early in the process-0 / Technology Strategy?
h) What other templates / PowerPoint’s / processes give R&D input to
marketing/business development employees?
39. Do you like how the TP is shared at the moment? What would you like to share to
outsiders? Does the share range influence you in the quality or detail of information that is
entered in the TP?
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40. How is/ should the TP deployment (top-down use of TP) process (be) organized (to define
the TSPD)?
a) Can the decisions made in the SR easily be translated into the final TP? How exactly
(what input?) can the SR be used to update the TP?
b) Have the final TPs, up to now, led to meaningful discussions in defining the TSPD?
c) Do you check the outcomes of the portfolio analysis of running projects with the TP?
41. What do you think that should be the time-frame to come to an alignment about actions
and prioritization about investments in technology areas?
a) Does the TP facilitate this with its two versions; draft and final?
b) Are you aware of TP deadlines and is it appropriate (are the TP available on time /
is the time-frame; February-June appropriate)?
42. Did you update the TP? How exactly? Is the current organization of updating
appropriate enough to secure doing it?
43. Do you feel responsible for completing the TP process?
-Review interview with interviewee
-Refer to other employees to get a more complete view
-Thank interviewee
-End interview
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Appendix 5: Discussion PowerPoint slides
This appendix described the objective and structure of the discussions.
The objective of the discussions was to validate, improve and fine-tune proposed improvements.
The PowerPoint slides used contained the following;
1. An introduction or reminder to the thesis’ subject.
2. A comparison of the actual use of the RIS process definition phase and TP towards their
intended use benchmarked with scientific literature
3. Design improvements and improvement direction explanations derived from the comparison
(from point 1) and logical reasoning.
These slides were used to structure the discussion meetings. Confidentiality and anonymity were
guaranteed.
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Appendix 6: Coding table
This appendix depicts the coding that was used to analyze the in-depth interviews.
1. Business strategy
a. BG SR
b. BU SR
c. Technology / product roadmap
d. Other
2. Process-0 / Technology Strategy
i. Acquaintance with process-0 (heard about the TP)
ii. Use of process-0 / flexibility
iii. Goal
iv. Know consequences
v. TSPD
vi. RPA
vii. Other
3. Other innovation strategy processes
4. TP
a. Acquaintance with TP (heard about the TP)
b. Perceived goal
c. Know consequences of using the TP / Deployment of TP priorities and choices
d. Perceived value
e. Domain
i. AD vs D
ii. Long term vs short term
iii. Innovative vs value segment
iv. Level of detail
f. Content
i. Current topic importance / cover
ii. Columns representing topic appropriately (f.e. fill-options)
1. Program
2. Strategic objective
3. Customer Need
4. Technology area / R&D Objective
5. Ambition
6. Status vs. Competition
7. Trend vs. Competition
8. Priority
9. R&D FTE spending
10. Action & Changes
11. BU / CC links
g. New topics/columns
h. Reliability of filled-out information
i. Positioning in process-0
i. Top-down / bottom-up actions
ii. Market pull / technology push support
j. TP contribution process
i. Priority setting
ii. Defining action & changes
k. TP using process
l. TP sharing process
m. TP feedback and quality control of filled out TPs
n. Decision-making
i. Process of priority-setting
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ii. Process of defining FTE spending
iii. Process of defining actions & changes
iv. Consistency
o. Other
5. Create organizational commitment
a. Drive to (not) contribute
i. Consequences of contributing
ii. Ensure commitment
b. Drive to use
i. Contribution to strategic alignment of PH and PR
ii. Ensure commitment
c. User friendliness
d. Other
6. Involvement (persons/parties)
a. Responsible persons / communicators
b. Real contributors
c. Other
7. Other
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Appendix 7: Design specifications of van Aken
This appendix presents how the design specifications of van Aken et al. (2007) are adjusted to the
thesis context. Van Aken et al. (2007) gives four types of specifications to which the new design
improvements (here called ‘design solution’) should comply.
Functional requirements
- The realization of the design solution should help solving the business objective of Philips
- The benefits of the design solution should outweigh its investment costs
User requirements
- All employees to be involved should have the competences to understand and work with
the new design
- The new design should be user friendly
Boundary conditions
- The design should comply with the existing business policies, for as far these are not
changed with the design
- The designed solution should fit with the (desired) culture in the company
Design restrictions
- The level of organizational change constituted with the design solution should fit the level
of influence of the company supervisors or their superiors.
During the design of improvements these specifications are taken into account. When it was not
possible to comply with these specifications this has been declared in the report.
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Appendix 8: TSPD
This appendix presents more detailed information about the TSPD (Technology Strategy and
Portfolio Document).
The TSPD is the direction in which PH and PR should be heading following from their current
innovation strategy (described in the formal TPs) and their current position (described in the
research portfolio analysis). The overall intent is to improve the portfolio of long-term innovation
projects while ensuring an effective pipeline of innovation to sustain the business in the future. The
TSPD states the long-term technology strategic goals and desired portfolio balance in Philips. The
intention is that it should link customer insights with major clinical, technological, and market
trends, captures business ambitions and strategic choices, and provides guidance, focus and
steering for the innovation projects in PH and PR. The formal TPs should support defining the
TSPD.
In the TSPD the following topics are defined for each chapter (CC, BU or KAA, IP&S (Intellectual
Property & Standards), ET (enabling technologies), CTO Office, Emerging markets and
Breakaway exploration chapters):
- Strategic pillars are defined for each paragraph in a chapter
Defined per paragraph:
- Strategic Objective
- Customer Needs (not always defined explicitly).
- Target Products & Solutions
- Competitive Position & Business Ambition
- Go-to-market Approach
- Choices & Recommendations
a. Priorities 1/2/3/4/5 (this depends sometimes 1/2/3 only)
b. Recommendations (continue, grow, initiate, partner, stop)
c. Efforts (Research, CC or BU)
In the KAA-chapters the strategic objective, customer needs, etcetera are defined for each CC &
BU separately.
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SR
The BG SR is attended by the CEO, CFO, CTO and BG CTOs of PH, as well as the VP Strategy and Business Development. The BU SR is
attended by the BU CEO, BU CFO and BU CTO. The preparatory slide-deck used to guide discussions in the BU SRs is prepared by the BUs
only. PR is not involved in the SR.

Figure 35: Organizational chart PH & PR - involvement

The organizational chart in figure 35 shows the PH and PR organization and the situation of the employees involved in the SR, TP, RPA and
TSPD.

This appendix depicts the situatedness of employees involved in the RIS and business strategy process.

Appendix 9: Situation of intended employees involved
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TSPD
In the TSPD the BU chapters are usually written by three parties; the PH BU (PH BU CTO), PR (KAM), and the PH CTO Office (PH BU CTO
Liaison Officer). The CC chapters are written by the ‘CTO-Liaison Officer for CCs’ together with the care cycle VPs (responsible persons).

Research Portfolio Analysis
The employees doing the research portfolio analysis are the Research Program Manager (RPM), PH CTO and the PH business development
manager (BDO).

TP
The responsible person for contributing to a TP for a BU is the PH BU CTO (who is sometimes also the R&D manager, Advanced Development
manager or Innovation manager), who has a consolidating role, and the PR Key Account Manager (KAM). The responsible person for filling out
the TP for a CC is the CC Vice President. The PH CTO Liaison officer for CC and the KAM for CC are the co-authors. The employees that
make decisions with guidance of the TP are a reflection from the entities involved in the RIS process; PH (PH BU CTO or CC VP), PR (KAM)
and the PH CTO Office (PH CTO Liaison Officer).

Appendix 10: TP template evaluation for each column
This appendix presents for each TP column an evaluation of its use and perceived value.
Strategic Objective
In general the column strategic objective was found to very valuable as a link towards business
strategy. In some TPs a time-line was added to this column because this made it easier to see
which objective should be achieved before another one. Considering this a strategic objective
would possibly get a higher or lower priority. Some people, with various functions, disagreed with
this change because it would give a lot of redundant data and furthermore because it is hard to
say when exactly a technology area should be developed; the data would be unreliable.
Customer needs
In general the column customer needs was found to be very valuable because it shows the
relation between a customer need, the related strategic objective and the technology area that
should help to fulfill this customer need. In some TPs was distinguished between customer needs
relating to innovative or value segment markets. It was also mentioned that it would be interesting
to rate the customer needs to see which are the most important to make prioritization easier. Also
because the priorities should be set from a market pull perspective.
Business ambition
This column was found to be useful to identify the BU strategy in a certain technology area.
Relating it with the current research portfolio should lead to defining what should be done / invest
in to achieve the business ambition (defined in the TSPD).
Status vs. competition
This column was found to be useful to evaluate the competitive position useful to consider
investments in external research. The differences between lagging and behind and also between
leading and ahead were sometimes found to be difficult to determine.
Trend vs. competition
This column was found to very useful to evaluate how was performed last year and how this
influenced the competitive position and from here decide how should be reacted this year.
Priority setting
This column was found to be very valuable to focus on certain research investments. Sometimes it
was found to be hard to be consistent in priority setting. The drop-down menus were found to be
fine although sometimes the amount of combinations that are possible with the various columns
made it difficult to be consistent in prioritizing. On the other hand most of the people mentioned
that this does not matter because the TP is only guiding in decision-making. Decisions could also
be made based on other information not present in the TP. Because of this decision will probably
not always following logically from the TP.
Some TPs prioritized using the 1, 2 or 3 options which resulted sometimes in a lot of number ones
and a lack of focus. When not having a focus it is not clear what is the most important to a BU.
This is the reasons why a BU tried to use a forced ranking principle.
Furthermore, all agreed that it should be evident who is or should be involved in certain technology
areas. It would help in guide decision making to see which technology areas are or should be
purely developed by AD or PR, to see where external parties were / should be involved and also
when development, in combination with AD, is / should be also involved.
As intended in the RIS process design, a whole overview of all AD activities should be presented.
If a BU thinks that PR should not be involved they can state this but PR should be aware about
this, and if they do not agree be able to communicate about this with the BU. When not all
activities are stated possible technology opportunities found by PR are not communicated (at least
not in the RIS process). When having a distinction of involvement (needed) in certain technology
area, subsequently two priorities could be set; first by the BU and secondly by PR about if they
could contribute to these BU foci / research demands. In addition it was also unclear to some
people if the priority setting should be for each program or for the whole list of activities in the TP.
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R&D FTE Spending 2009
This column was not found useful to any of the contributors or users. PR indicated that they would
find this information useful but acknowledged that the BU could never give a proper judgment
about this in this phase. It was found hard to fill out this column because FTE spending was asked
for one year while the investments where spread over multiple years, it was not yet known when
the knowledge was needed in the future and CCs had no insight in the FTE of BU activities which
made it difficult to makes estimates. In addition, the value of discussing FTEs in this time of the
process was not clear because this will be discussed later-on.
Actions & Changes
This column was found to be disorderly but very useful. It was found to be disorderly because
change can also be considered as an action. In addition, actions for the BU/CC or PR could be
distinguished. If, for example, the action was chosen to partner in addition research could also be
continued. This partnering was then chosen to accelerate research.
BU/CC
This column was found to be relevant especially to the CCs because it made it easy for them to
easily scan the BU TPs about which technology areas are relevant to them.
Comments
The comments box was found to be useful to explain certain priorities and choices made if these
choices did not clearly derive from the other columns. But the comment box was not always
consistently used for doing this.
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Figure 36: Organizational chart PH & PR - Actual involvement
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This appendix describes the actual process of involvement regarding the TP, TSPD and Research Portfolio Analysis in the RIS process and
also the actual involvement in the BG SRs. In figure 36 is depicted which roles should be directly involved with a colored box. If a box is placed
this does not mean that this person is always involved; this figure represent all the functions that were involved in one or more of the
interviewed BUs.

Appendix 11: Situation of employees currently involved

SR
A BG SR is attended by the CEO, CFO, CTO and BG CTOs of PH, as well as the BG VP Strategy
and Business Development. The BU SR was not held anymore as explained before. PR is not
involved in the BG SRs and the outcomes of these meetings had to be acquired in an informal
way. Strategy employees involved in the business strategy process were not involved in the RIS
process. Some employees thought that these people should guard the translation and guide
alignment between the two strategies. Now some BU themselves made the business strategy fit to
process-0 in creating the TSPD.
TP
The responsible person for contributing to a TP for a BU is the PH BU CTO who sometimes also
holds to position of AD manager or Innovation manager. The BU CTO should look at both
development and AD. Which position the BU CTO holds differs for each BU. When the BU CTO
does not hold this AD position contributing to the TP is usually delegated to the AD manager.
Sometimes this manager again delegates contribution to AD employees in his department. With
regard to PR the KAM is most of the times involved although quite often the KAM had to ask the
BUs to communicate about their TP. This KAM usually talks to the BU CTO or AD manager even if
the AD manager let his employees fill out the TP. The CTO Liaison Officer for BU was also
involved and from his role was expected that he gave feedback on how the TP was filled out; this
was not always done in a satisfactory way.
The responsible person for filling out the TP for a CC is the CC Vice President but often it is the
CC Directors who fill it out, discuss it and make choices. The PH CTO Liaison officer for CC and
the KAM for CC are the co-authors. The BU people filling out the TPs sometimes also involve
other employees, like in clinical science, but with marketing, business development or strategy is
not really talked except one exception. Clinical science people were involved because they were
often situated in the AD department. An AD manager mentioned that marketing did not let them to
talk with them. A marketing employee mentioned that this can be because of the power game
between marketing and AD that they are telling this; marketing certainly wants to be involved. Most
of the AD managers mentioned that it would be interesting to let them be involved to define the
strategic objectives and especially the customer needs to assure the link with business strategy in
the TP. In addition, letting them be involved in prioritizing could prevent solely focusing on the
most challenging innovative topics. Last, the involvement of contributors in other TPs than their
own was zero; they did not contribute or discuss about other TPs than their own.
Research Portfolio Analysis
This happens like it was intended to happen.
TSPD
With regard to the TSPD chapters the situation is somewhat similar as with the TP contribution
although the difference is that the TP was sometimes really seen as a discussion document
between AD and PR and less people outside these two parties were involved. In the TSPD more
external people were asked for their opinion.
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Figure 37: Analysis of RIS process intention & consequences not being evident
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This appendix presents all identified problems and (root)-causes related to the RIS process intention and consequences being unclear. What should be taken into account when looking at this appendix is that when a
certain problem is visualized having three possible causes this does not mean that every time this problem occurs all the three possible causes are present, also the presence of only one of the three causes can lead
to the existence of the problem.

Appendix 12: Unclarity about RIS process intention & consequences

Figure 38: Analysis of RIS process not being used or being used differently
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This appendix presents all identified problems and (root)-causes related to the RIS process being used differently or not being used. What should be taken into account when looking at this appendix is that when a
certain problem is visualized having three possible causes this does not mean that every time this problem occurs all the three possible causes are present, also only the presence of one of the three causes can lead
to the existence of the problem.

Appendix 13: RIS process use analysis

Appendix 14: Explanation improvements paragraph 9.2
This appendix further explains, following the same paragraph structure, the proposed
improvements described in paragraph 9.2
Improve the translation process of business strategy to RIS
The current technology roadmaps were sometimes used as a master file, to translate BU strategy
to the TP or TSPD. However, the roadmaps were not always clearly linked to the BU strategy. If
they were, market / customer insights could be derived together with the order in which the BU
wants technologies to be available (to fulfill particular customer needs). Using the roadmaps has
three benefits.
First, the roadmaps are a joint deliverable of marketing and development which can prevent power
games between marketing, development and research. This because the market / customer
insights stated in the roadmaps are a results of a joint marketing and development effort.
Secondly, as mentioned in paragraph 9.7, it was found interesting to include sequences in the TP
in order to be able to see in what order the BU needs technologies. It was also stated in paragraph
9.7 that in the end it was not found to be wise to include sequences in the TP template. Therefore
the roadmap (stating in what order the BU needs technologies) should be used as an input when
defining the TP.
Thirdly, the sequences states in the technology roadmaps show when a particular technology
should be available. The Strategy TPs state what should be invested in and why this should be
invested in. Because of the roadmap and Strategy TP being complimentary they should possibly
both be used as an input to writing the TPSD. However the roadmap should only be used as an
input to writing the TSPD when it was also used for defining the Strategy TP and was updated
afterwards this definition. This should be a condition for using the technology roadmap towards
writing the TSPD because the technology roadmap and the Strategy TP should contain the same
state of affairs.
As mentioned before the roadmaps were not always clearly linked to the BU strategy. Furthermore
they were not obligatory to be used anymore. Therefore it should be considered to make the
technology roadmaps obligatory to be used (again) in the business strategy process.
AD strategy, stating technologies needed versus competences at AD and the division of funding
between AD activities and investments in research, should if available always be used to guide
translating the BU strategy to RIS. Furthermore the translation of the BU strategy to the AD
strategy should be improved. This is out of the scope of the thesis. The thesis goal is not to
evaluate the business strategy process actions, only the relation of the RIS process with the
business strategy process was considered.
Last, an alignment process can be developed to validate if business strategy objectives lead to
certain research investments. This is further explained in appendix 15, number three ‘develop an
alignment process’.
Improve the RIS bottom-up input to technology discussions
Figure 27 presents all improvements to increase bottom-up communication about technology
opportunities to the business strategy process and outside this business strategy process.
Technology options meeting
The RIS process ‘technology options meeting’ should give input to the business strategy bottomup discussion. The BU, PR and CTO Office should all be involved in the technology options
meeting because technology opportunity identification should not only be about PR having certain
capabilities that they want to be invested in. Also possible technology opportunities that probably
has to be acquired via external research should be considered. Down below the specifications of
the technology options meeting are given.
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Goal:
Discuss new developments in technology areas to identify technology opportunities that could
influence the formulation of business strategy direction
Tool:
-Technology options TP
Inputs:
-Trend documents
-Research Portfolio
-Capabilities database
Outcome:
-Slide with identified technology opportunities
Stakeholders:
Advanced Development, development, Clinical Science, PR, CTO Office and relevant CC
Technology embracement meeting
The business strategy process ‘technology embracement meeting’ should be used when defining
the BU strategy to discuss as already explained, on a high level, if the defined market needs and
ambition in the new BU strategy are feasible. The outcomes of this meeting could lead to
refinement of the BU strategy. Furthermore it could give indication about how exactly research
investments should be made as the meeting makes clear how the technologies stated as needed
in the BU strategy are already available and/or invested in. Down below the specifications of the
meeting are given.
Goal:
Discuss, on a high level, if the defined market needs and ambition in the new BU strategy are
feasible. The state of the art in certain technology areas should be considered. This discussion
could lead to refinement of the BU strategy and in addition is a check to see how technology is
embraced is the BU strategy. There should not already be talked about investments in PR or
external research companies in this meeting.
Tool:
-PowerPoint agenda
Inputs:
-BU strategy document
Outcome:
-Slide with recommendations
Stakeholders:
BU, PR and CTO Office
Technology slide in the BG SR
Communicating and asking all BUs about which technology topics should be discussed in the BG
SR leading to the design of one obligatory slide for the BG SR discussion should, as already
explained, be done by the business strategy owners. These people should involve all BUs and
have the power to implement meetings in the business strategy process.
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Appendix 15: Explanation improvements paragraph 9.3
This appendix further explains the proposed improvements described in paragraph 9.3
Facilitate involvement of stakeholders making the RIS process being used
The boss of the CTO Office, the CTO of Healthcare, could enforce the use of the RIS process in
the BUs but this did not happen. Some BUs mentioned that the CTO did at least not mention the
process as obligatory to be used. Therefore, the RIS process owners should communicate with the
CTO of Healthcare and convince him about explicitly communicating to the BUs that the RIS
process is obligatory to be used by explaining its usefulness.
As already mentioned in paragraph 9.3 the CTO of Healthcare has responsibility about R&D
investments in the BUs and can control if R&D investments are outcomes from the RIS process or
at least align with the RIS. As mentioned in paragraph 8.3 the R&D manager divides the R&D
budget between investments in BU R&D and in internal or external research. The CTO, who
functionally controls the R&D manager, could incentive the R&D manager to follow the RIS
process and use it as intended.
On the part of PR also an improvement can be done. In the new PR organizational structure KAM
tasks can be specified to force them to talk with the BUs, with the appropriate stakeholders, about
certain RIS process deliverables in a certain period of time. The intention of the new organizational
structure is that the KAM should have contacts with the entire BU.
Facilitate involvement of stakeholders contributing to and using the RIS process
Figure 39 presents the desired divisional and functional involvement in the technology options
meeting, TPs and TSPD discussions.

Figure 39: involvement in technology options meeting, Strategy TP and TSPD discussions
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Related to the ‘Strategy TP’ and the TSPD, the first discussion should be about defining the
customer need with all relevant stakeholders. As explained in paragraph 8.4, the customer needs
in the ‘Strategy TP’ should possibly be prioritized as a consequence of the improvement to the
template.
Subsequently the discussions can continue, starting from these customer needs. At this point only
PR, the CTO Office and BU R&D need to be involved.
Last, to approve the strategy TP by all stakeholders involved it should be send to all involved
stakeholders when it reaches its final state (End of May) to get an approval stamp.
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Appendix 16: Explanation improvements paragraph 9.4
This appendix further explains, following the same paragraph structure, the proposed
improvements described in paragraph 9.4.1 and paragraph 9.4.2.
Paragraph 9.4.1
1. Improve BU-PR interaction
a. Develop a formal communication process between PR and BU (probably solved with the
newly introduced PR organizational structure)
First will be briefly summarized why a formal communication process between PR and BU is
necessary.
Everybody agreed that the interaction between the BUs and PR is an area of concern. The PH-PR
interaction mainly depends on informal contacts. The only formal moment that a BU presents all its
activities to PR is via the RSB (in September). The RIS process and project reviews are also
channels in which the BUs can communicate about their activities but this usually does not
concern all activities, and is mainly done by BU R&D. Currently, the only communication was
between the KAM and BU AD. The KAM that is assigned to inform a BU did not, according to the
BUs, always spread all relevant PR information. Also some BU employees mentioned that there
was not much sensitivity in PR about who is doing what in the BU and if talking is already going
on. Usually interaction between non R&D people in the BU and PR depends on having the
appropriate informal contacts. These non R&D people in the BUs have stated the problem that
they had to go to BU R&D to reach PR with the risk that whatever PR perceives from them is
already an R&D filtered view of the world.
Furthermore it was often heard that when BU employees with many informal PR contacts are
changing jobs, a BU is being restructured or an acquisition is being done this decreases effective
interaction between BUs and PR.
To increase awareness between the BUs and PR about each others activities, and to make
formulation of the RIS easier, a formal communication process between PR and the BUs should
be developed. This should concern the whole BU interaction with PR.
The formal communication process should take care of the following:
- Improve communication between the stakeholders in the business strategy process and PR.
Especially the people in the BG SR do not feel to have a sufficient insight in PR.
- An extensive meeting program to get people familiar with PR and the other way around. This is
necessary when Philips is doing acquisitions, is reorganizing or when people are moving to other
positions.
- The process should be defined taking into account the power games between development,
research and marketing in order to ensure that all BU stakeholders get the best possible insight
due to the communication process.
It might be that the new PR account structure, with a PR account manager having the
responsibility to understand and know what the business is doing, changes things. However, this
could not be investigated because it was implemented at the end of the thesis’ timeslot.
b. Create an AD-PR portal
To improve mutual insight among PR and BU and also their own activities, a measure could be to
create an AD-PR portal. Different AD departments aligning research investments could lead to
exchange of AD insights in PR and discussion about this with PR. This improvement requires a
relatively high commitment by all BUs and PR.
c. Regular marketing update communicated to PR
Marketing should communicate about their activities in a regular fashion because there was not
always sufficient insight in PR about marketing activities.
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d. Introduce a formal PR counterpart for non-R&D BU employees (probably solved with the
new introduced PR organizational structure)
Appointing a formal PR counterpart for non-R&D BU employees to give them a single point of
entry to PR makes them not having to seek for a long time in PR. Now these employees
mentioned that it took some years to get sufficient insight in PR or, if these employees did not
have this ambition, it never happened. The counterpart should be well aware of the BU and should
possibly be the same counterpart as to R&D to avoid power struggles (see paragraph 8.3). The
knowledge this counterpart will get from discussions would also help to increase PR insight in nonR&D related topics.
2. Increase PR insight in BU
a. Involve PR in or about market research
The relation between business strategy and RIS being clearer now because of the improvements
stated in paragraph 9.2 will help to make PR more aware about market needs and BU research
needs. To make the translation as direct as possible to prevent an AD bias (see paragraph 8.3),
PR should be involved by marketing more often in the more general market research (join
meetings or being informed about the outcomes) like trend scouting. Of course this can only be
done when the market research methodology allows this.
b. Involve PR in the GDMM or communicate about the outcomes
To increase awareness of PR about what BU R&D is doing and can do PR should be involved or
communicated about the outcomes of discussions in the R&D portal, the GDMM. Possibly in the
GDMM, the PR Healthcare manager should be involved in discussion to also introduce topics
interesting to PR to the discussion held here.
c. Organize a day in which all BUs give a short overview about their (innovation) portfolio
There could be one day in which all BUs give a short overview about their (innovation) portfolio to,
in an easy way, get a view of all BUs (innovation portfolios) which gives insights to what the BUs
are currently doing and plan to do.
d. Communicate trend documents to PR
The newly introduced trend documents (about market, technology and clinical trends) should also
be sent to PR. Not all PR employees are communicated about these at the moment.
3. Increase BU insight in PR
a. Spread the RIS deliverables and outcomes to all business strategy people
All business strategy stakeholders should receive the relevant RIS deliverables to increase insight
in PR. This helps these people to involve technology aspects in the business strategy process.
First, because they are aware about the RIS content and secondly knowing what kind of
information is available in the RIS process makes it easier for them to find information about
technology aspects to use in formulation of the business strategy.
b. Make the ‘green book’ more easily available
Make the ‘green book’, with in there all the current research project, available more easily to BU
R&D, without having to contact the RPO Office. This can be done, for example, via the intranet.
c. Look at PR patent list
The patent list of PR could be more extensively considered by BUs to see what PR can currently
do. This should be dene keeping in mind that the patent list does not always reflect where PR is
good at because of political games at company level.
d. Define an employee exchange program from the BUs to PR
An employee exchange program could be defined from BU to PR. In PR, scientist are already
suggested to leave PR after five years and join a BU (mostly in R&D) in order to gain cross
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experience. Not all of them return, which should not be a problem because it improves BU insights
in PR. From the BUs to PR this only sometimes happens, also because PR is looking for a very
specific profile, but it should be investigated if this can be increased by an exchange program. To
increase the effectiveness of this program it should trace suitable persons.
e. Distribute the PR capability list (innovation engines). In addition link it with capabilities
of external research companies and BU research (project) demands
As mentioned before, in paragraph 8.2, innovations are almost always a result from combining
activities of different groups of people which build upon each others’ knowledge (Dodgson et al,
2008). If capabilities are not easily shared this is more difficult to achieve. The BUs should be
aware of PR capabilities (also when they made no earlier investments in a particular area).
PR has defined capabilities in their so called ‘innovation engines’ database. The intention in PR is
that to these innovation engines a PR projects database is linked. This then visualizes the link
between capabilities and projects executing. However, this was not always found to be the case.
In addition, the BUs have only a restricted view to these databases. They can see only the
innovation engines which are thought to be relevant to them by PR. If the whole databases would
be accessible to the BUs they should be able to form an opinion about the capabilities of PR and
the link with current research projects.
A leverage aspect that is interesting and important in managing technology successfully is the
impact of a company’s internal capability in using external alliances (Roberts, 2004). Furthermore,
it is important to map promising technologies outside the company to remain competitive (Santoro
and Chakrabarti, 2002). Because of this, an idea could be to link PR capabilities with external
capabilities of known other research companies in one database or a content management
system. New desired BU research demands should be linked to the PR database (which should
already be supplied with external research companies capabilities) to see if PR or an external
research company can fulfill BU demands. External R&D should be obtained via the process of
technology scanning (Trott, 2005). A condition for doing effective external scanning is a full
understanding of current organization capabilities and needed capabilities for the future. The
databases can help here.
Improvement paragraph 9.4.2
1. Reduce PR approaching the BUs when having no competitive advantage or fit with BU
A competitive advantage / fit test should be integrated in the RIS process to reduce PR
approaching the BUs when having no competitive advantage or fit with BU research demands.
Lettice & Thompson (2008) mention companies focus too much on the areas in which they have
made the most effort or have had the most success without carefully looking at the real potential of
the technology areas. Path dependency of a firm in the market should be evaluated (Oraiopoulos
& Kavidias, 2009). In the RIS for each technology area a customer need is stated. The
improvement activity to include a competitive advantage / fit test together with stating the customer
(market) needs, will make more evidently clear the potential of the technology area and will guide
Philips to invest the research company with the highest potential.
Competition should also be monitored because the presence of strong competition should have
significant influence in prioritizing investments among different discovered opportunities (Loch and
Kavadias, 2008).
Pavitt (1990) also mentions that the threat of substitution technologies should be considered. To
stay competitive it is advised to develop new applications and markets for the companies products
by developing and creating specific competencies/ technologies (Humbert, Jolly & Therin, 1997). If
a research project is not considered to have a certain degree of uniqueness developing it should
be questioned. If PR is not good enough investments should be done external or invested in other
activities.
Regarding the contribution of the technology to core competences research in certain technologies
should, according to Jolly (2003) be in line with core competencies to ensure usefulness (ensure
that the investments in technology can be useful for the business) and effectiveness of research.
PR can have a lower competitive advantage in a technology area but if a particular solution fits to
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create a certain strategic advantage of uniqueness to core competencies this should certainly be
considered.
This information leads to the following topics that should be treated
- competitive status
- trend versus the competition
- substitution technology available
- state of the art or state of practice?
- contribution to core competences
- strategic fit
Furthermore names of competitors can be asked to enhance that PR is really thinking about their
competitive advantage or fit and not just fills it out without thorough consideration.
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Appendix 17: Explanation improvements paragraph 9.5
This appendix further explains, following the same paragraph structure, the proposed
improvements described in paragraph 9.5.
1. Clarify on the value of the RIS process for decision-making between internal and external
research investments to the BUs.
As mentioned, in paragraph 9.2, the value of the RIS process for decision-making about research
investments was not always clear to the BUs. It was not always clear that the RIS process
intention is to align investments in PR (internal research) and external research companies
following the BU strategy, and that the RIS process goal is not to ensure that PR is sufficiently
funded by the BUs. The latter was often perceived as the goal of the RIS process by the BUs
which made BUs less committed to use the RIS process. The right goal should be explicitly
mentioned in the RIS process guidance. In addition, improvement directions like the competitive
advantage / fit test (paragraph 9.4.2) and linking the PR capabilities with external research
companies capabilities (paragraph 9.4.1) also make this intention clearer.
2. Clarify the relation of the RIS process to other innovation deliverables
The intention of how the RIS process contributes to achieve innovation targets is not clear. As
mentioned before in paragraph 8.2, within PH and PR there is no total innovation strategy. BUs
are asked from different sides about innovation deliverables and one of them is the RIS process. It
is found to be difficult to place the RIS process relative to other innovation topics and from here
construct the total innovation strategy. The business strategy relation with the RIS being clearer
now should already improve the clearness of the RIS relation to innovation deliverables. This will
make the total innovation picture more transparent but still improvement is needed. For the BUs,
the RIS process is used to make contract research investment decisions. Yet also other innovation
deliverables, apart from the RIS process deliverables, are asked from the BUs asking them to
advocate their investments in research (while the BUs have the decision power in here). It is not
obvious how exactly the RIS process relates with and contributes to these other deliverables. As a
result of that it is not clear if these deliverables should be used making decisions formulating the
RIS. The fact that decisions are made about contract research activities is apparent but the
discussion value and intention of the RIS process to discuss about innovation topics like the
Innovation Themes or other bottom-up technology discussions are not evident to the BUs. For
example, a certain amount of BU budget could be reserved for investing in KAAs but if this is not
discussed with the BUs in the RIS process, or at least not in the TPs, than this might not be clear.
In the RIS guidance should be stated how all innovation deliverables are related and together form
the total innovation strategy. In addition, should be explained if and how these innovation
deliverables should be used during the RIS process. It was not possible for me to construct this
story because I also could not get a view about this because nobody could tell me the exact story
of how different innovation deliverables together form one innovation strategy.
It might be interesting to develop one total innovation strategy process with one innovation
portfolio and also position the RIS process in here. If this is not done, at least the link with other
innovation deliverables should be really clear.
3. Develop an alignment process
As mentioned, in paragraph 8.2, there was no alignment of different BU and CC research
investment activities to, for example, find synergies in research investment and clusters them. BUs
were not always willing to share all information discussed in the RIS process to other BUs or to
CCs because it was evident what was the added value of this. Furthermore, the alignment process
could be used to validate if business strategy objectives lead to certain research investments.
In order to clarify what sharing information in the RIS process will deliver an alignment process
considering all the RIS process input and output should be developed. In this alignment process
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different BU and CC research investment activities should be aligned with each other and
recommendations to, for example, cluster activities (when identifying synergies) should be
communicated. Kahn (2005) stated that choices made in innovation strategy should try to build on
synergies. Even if the BU would like to share all their information it would be a good idea to try to
build on synergies in a structural way.
Another way to improve this alignment is making the SharePoint for the RIS process more
important. Here all RIS process stakeholders can see and comment on each others RIS process
deliverables (for example, the TP and TSPD).
Possibly, the PR-AD portal mentioned earlier in appendix 14 as a possible improvement to
increase insight among BUs and PR in each other, could already have some kind of the same
effect as the alignment process. The advantage of the alignment process is that all topics will be
considered, with the appropriate people at the right time. The AD portal’ main goal is to increase
insights between AD and PR.
The other goal of the alignment process is to validate if business strategy objectives lead to certain
research investments. If a business strategy objective is to lead in a certain technology area this
should be evident from own investment in technology and competitive investments (Roberts,
2004). This helps to align business strategy and RIS. Possible top-management should be
involved as well to let them approve alignment; this will give the RIS process a higher prestige.
A group representing all RIS process stakeholders should be formed to develop the alignment
process.
4. Improve consistency between TP and TSPD templates
As Innovation Themes are discussed in the TSPD these should also be discussed in the TPs. If
different content domains are discussed during the RIS process, the intention of the topics to be
discussed in the process is not clear. The consistency between these templates should be
improved. In addition, the discussions about the TPs have a high degree of freedom (see
paragraph 7.4) which could lead to surprising insights here. This new TP is not designed in this
thesis because this is out of the scope of this thesis.
5. Clarify the relation of the TP to the TSPD
It should be elaborated on that the TP is intended to be used as a discussion tool to later facilitate
writing the TSPD. Because of the different structure of the TP and TSPD this was not always clear.
This intention should be evident because otherwise the business strategy will sometimes be
translated directly to the TSPD (see paragraph 7.4) which results in lower quality. The RIS process
should be changed accordingly.
6. Introduce the statement of sequences in the RIS process
In the analysis was mentioned that PR employees would like to see in what order the BU needs
technologies, to see in what order certain technologies need to be ready. This information can
influence research investment decision-making. In the RIS sequences are not stated. As
mentioned before, Dodgson et al. (2008) state that a company can only be successful in managing
technology innovation if the innovation strategy defines companies’ prioritizations, choices and
sequences. Under conditions of higher uncertainty, strategies should be less specific and
apparent. This is why only a sequence should be asked and no time slots. There is too much
uncertainty present to be able to predict this decently. What could also be chosen for is to
distinguish between technologies that are a ‘must have’ and a nice-to-have. This presents some
kind of sequence while it stays on a high level; not being to specific.
7. Increase flexibility of making research investments following the RIS
The current RIS process does not facilitate that changes can be made in research investment
during the whole year. BUs have the power to do change investments during the year with a three
months notice. This leads to less buy-in to use the RIS process in the BUs. The intention is not
clear; should research investments now be made following the approved RIS in which no changes
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can be made during one year (because the RIS cycle last one year). Formulating the innovation
strategy and portfolio should be an iterative process (Dodgson et al., 2008, Herfert & Arbige,
2008). The research investments made following the approved RIS of last year should be
changeable during the year because of progressing insights and BUs having quarterly BU
meetings to review their activities. Deployment of RIS should be more flexible. When BUs want to
make changes these should be assessed on RIS alignment.
This is why a measure could be to allow changes to research investments within a three months
notice (because of the quarterly BU reviews) if these changes align with the last approved RIS or
progressing insights. In the RIS process there should be a quarterly meeting to validate this. In
figure 40 this meeting has been defined. It does not have to be depicted in the RIS process
because it makes the RIS process flow disorderly. It should be mentioned in another way (for
example in the guidance).
BU

QBRs

QBR
list

RICE
Research investments
Mar

Apr

May

Jun

QBRs= Quarterly BU Reviews
RICE= Research Investments Changes Evaluation

RICE
Goal:
Validate if changes, following from the BU
quarterly reviews, in research
investments align with the last approved
RIS or progressing insights.
Tool:
- List with BU R&D investments
Inputs:
- changes in research investments
- approved RIS
- progressing BU insights
- progressing PR insights
- progressing CTO-Office insights
Outcome:
- approval or no approval for changes in
research investments
Stakeholders:
BU, PR and CTO Office, PH CTO (own
list)

Figure 40: QBR - RICA meetings

A list can be used in these RICA meetings listing all BU R&D investments in research to be able to
evaluate all (changes in) research investments and their alignment with the RIS. This list should be
constantly updated and the person in charge of all the BU R&D budgets should control this
because this person has the power to judge about R&D investments.
Possibly the RSBs can be extended with two meetings because in here the research portfolio is
treated, although the decisions about starting or stopping research projects (investments) are not
always made here. This should be ensured then.
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Appendix 18: Explanation improvements paragraph 9.6
This appendix further explains, following the same paragraph structure, the proposed
improvements described in paragraph 9.6.
Improve alignment of content treated in RIS process
To further facilitate the use of the same content; discussion of these short/mid term objectives
versus long term objectives and discussion of all AD topics or only topics found to be interesting by
AD and in addition let everybody use the same level of generic statements, two improvements
measures can be taken.
The most important is developing a ‘feedback on the use’ process to give feedback on the content
domain used of the RIS process to the BUs, PR, CCs and CTO Liaison Officers. This feedback on
the use process also help to guard the involvement of all of the relevant right stakeholders as
stated in paragraph 9.3.
Another improvement measure is to elaborate in more detail on the content domain to be used
(state all current and future AD/CC topics and eventually other BU research demands) and the
(minimum) level of generic statement to be used (do not state project names; only technology
areas) in the RIS and the TP guidance. BUs should not state topics that are not related with their
BU strategy. If BU are always working from business strategy could be argued that the BUs never
have the opportunity to talk about topics that might be interesting to do research in but that they do
not know sufficiently enough about. This is not true; the BUs can talk about this with PR, outside of
the RIS process, and if an opportunity is found, communicate this in their QBR, or in the business
strategy process if this is currently running, in order to possibly change research investments.
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Appendix 19: Change plan
This appendix explains how stakeholders should be involved in designing improvements and in
implementation. Furthermore is explained how possible resistance can be beaten.
Involvement of stakeholders in designing improvements
Stakeholders in innovation should be involved in improving or changing the RIS design.
Before only (some) AD and PR people were directly involved, by the CTO Office, in designing the
RIS process. This resulted in less commitment in some not involved BUs to using the RIS process.
The BUs have the decision power about research investments and not the CTO Office. The
Healthcare CTO controls R&D investments but person cannot control everything in detail; check if
research investments are made following the RIS process outcomes. This is why the BUs should
be convinced about using the RIS process and should be involved in designing improvements. In
the total change plan should be directly involved people from advanced development,
development, research, Care Cycles, CTO Office, marketing, clinical science, business
development and strategy. In this thesis all except clinical science were already involved in
analysis and improvement discussions (via interviews has been asked their opinion). Also
involving other stakeholders (f.e. marketing and strategy) to designing the RIS process leads to a
better link to other strategy processes and awareness about the RIS process in all functions.
Involvement of stakeholders in implementing improvements
As this thesis states, during analysis and designing the improvements, all relevant stakeholders in
the BU (except Clinical Science) were involved directly. A limitation is that only a few BUs are
asked and the BUs not working with the RIS process were unwilling to cooperate which certainly
biases improvement suggestions. In implementation also the unwilling BUs and more other BUs
should be involved.
To facilitate buy-in in using the RIS process in every BUs a RIS process champion should be
identified. Furthermore the PH CTO should be encouraged to participate more directly in the RIS
process, as this person controls the R&D budgets, and spur on the BU R&D manager using it in
the intended way.
Furthermore to implement improvements related to the business strategy process, the RIS
process owners should communicate with the business strategy process owners. To implement
improvement to increase insights among BUs and PR in each other a cross-functional group
containing of BU and PR employees should be formed.
Possible resistance and accompanying interventions
People should be educated about these improvements and be given room to protest against them.
A lack of understanding should be prevented by giving clear explanations. People often have an
aversion and are unwilling to change. This could be worked against by management intervention
(Van Aken, 2007) making the top management state that intervention is necessary (political
intervention), providing clear information (informative intervention) and involvement in designing
the change plan (cultural intervention). The change organization should be composed of all
relevant stakeholders in the BUs, CCs, PR and the CTO Office and directly led by a representative
of PH top management. The BUs not using the RIS process should, as explained earlier, be
convinced by BUs championing the use of it (a political intervention).
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